
GREEK INSCRIPTIONS 
(PLATES 50-63) 

T HIS report continues the presentation begun earlier this year (pp. 1-97, above) 
of inscriptions discovered in the Athenian Agora, and brings the systematic 

exploration of the inventory down about to No. 5020 out of a total of 6738. Several 
of the earlier exceptions are here accounted for, but many remain. 

49 (Plate 50). Three fragments of Pentelic marble have so far been identified as 
belonging to a financial record of the latter part of the Fifth Century: 

a. Fragment of a stele, with part of the original top preserved, found on May 
13, 1937, in a late context on the north slope of the Acropolis east of the Late Roman 
Fortification (T-U 23-24). 

Height, 0.128 m.; width, 0.09 m.; thickness, 0.09 m. 
Height of letters, 0.008 m. 
Inv. No. I 4859. 

ITOIX. 

[----] -Lrapa' NaXo- [tov ] 
[----]TXHHHF[- 

[---HHF-Fllll /j -[ -] 
[----] I apa [ - 

5 [- --]XXXI[-] - - - 

b. Fragment broken on all sides, discovered by Pittakys on August 10, 1857, in 
the Odeion of Herodes ('E4. 'ApX., no. 3174), and published most recently as I.G., 2, 
324a. 

Height, 0.10 m.; width, 0.07 m.; thickness, 0.10 m. 
Height of letters, 0.007 m. 

[ ?] Ka [ravatot ? ] 
[-I------ 4 ] 
[----] vatcUOLT - LKE [XOt ? 

10 [----T]60E hi&+ 
PEyt [VOL 

- - ] 

P -IV F xxr/ _-_ __ 
[ ? ] tLKE [Xot ? ---a-] 
[ ? ] w y 7v[ETaL ? -] 
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In line 9 the reading in the Corpus is -- 'AO] Evadov J, but the first visible letter is 
eta, not epsilon, and the word was not cut in rasura.' In line 11 of the second column 
the initial letter was clearly rho, as I have verified it on the stone in Athens; Pittakys 
had read phi, and he read correctly [,r] 4E in line 10 of Col. I. 

c. Fragment broken on all sides, found on May 21, 1935, in modern context 
over the north end of the Middle Stoa (O 13). 

Height, 0.091 m.; width, 0.10 m.; thickness, 0.10 m. 
Height of letters, 0.007 m. 
Inv. No. I 2916. 

ITOIX. 
15 I'X[- - 

H 1E- - - - ] 

Hy[ v.E[ ]1- - - - - - - - - ] 
hot 8E 1 [KEXo -- - -EVE'ocrav] 

20 [.]4T vacat 
[KE0ac]Xat [ov avfliLavrog - - - -] 

The letter at the end of line 19 (after sigma) is too closely spaced for T or Y. It 
may have been 1, K, or P. 

These fragments are brought together by the identical character of their writing, 
though letters in Col. I of fragment b are carelessly cut, and by the similarity in 
texture of the marble. The lettering is quite like that of the Erechtheion accounts of 
408/7 (I.G., I2, 374). Pittakys associated the fragment known to him with the 
Athenian expedition to Sicily in 415 B.C. (IcC. cit.); Eduard Meyer thought of it as a 
continuation of the records of public audit (like J.G., J2, 324), made in 414 B.C. to 
cover the period from 418/7 to 415/4; 2 E. Cavaignac dated it in 427/6 and counted 
the references to Sicily as applicable to the Athenian expedition of that year.3 He 
thought the writing quite similar to that of I.G., 12, 324 of 422/1 B.C. There is, indeed, 
this similarity, and about all that can be said of the date on the basis of the writing 
is that the inscription belongs to the time of the Peloponnesian War; but this is 
evident anyway from the content. 

Except for the one name (if it is a name) in fragment b, Col. I, line 9, all the 

I The reading was correctly given by Kirchhoff (from Koehler's copy) in I.G., I, 541. Pittakys 
(op. cit.) claimed that the letters -Iva were cut on a deeper surface of the stone (which is true), 
but the deeper surface was apparently due to a blemish on the stone before the inscription was 
cut, and the letters were simply written over the blemish with no erasure. 

2 Forschungen zur alten Geschichte, II, p. 132. 
B Histoire financilre d'Athe'nes, p. XXX. 
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names are those of Athenian allies in South Italy and $icily. The amounts of money 
specified are large, and appropriate, I think, to the early days of the great Sicilian 
expedition of 415 B.C. But these sums were not sums raised in Athens; they were sums 
contributed in the field by Sicilian and Italian allies (e. g., rapa MX[toVj in frag- 
ment a, line 1). Hence they are not sums on which interest was to be reckoned by the 
logistai and repaid (with the principal) to the treasurers of Athena, as was the case in 
I.G., 12, 324. They seem rather to have been contributions from the allies, of which a 
record was kept and cut on stone in Athens. 

It is well known that Athens expected financial help from her allies in the west, 
but it was not in the event as much as she had hoped nor as long sustained. At the very 
outset the money promised from Egesta was forthcoming only in part (Thuc., VI, 
46 1), amounting in fact to thirty talents. By 413 B.C. Nikias was writing to Athens 
in complaint that Naxos and Katane could help him no longer (Thuc., VII, 14, 2). 
The record, surely, does not belong to this later year, but should be associated with 
the beginning of the campaign, when Rhegion first. served as a base and (though 
herself unwilling to take the field) may well have furnished money to the Athenian 
generals. In 415 B.C. the available money in Naxos and Katane, which latter con- 
cluded an alliance with Athens and became the Athenian base after Rhegion (Thuc., 
VI, 51, 2-3), had not as yet been drained away. The Athenians had succeeded in 
realizlng 120 talents from the sale of Sikan captives taken at Hykkara in the late 
summer of 415 (an item which does not appear in this epigraphical text), and un- 
doubtedly received some funds from the Sikels through whose territory they marched 
(Thuc., VI, 62, 3) from Egesta back to Katane in the autumn of the same year. 
Perhaps lines 9, 13, and 19, are in some way a reflection of the success of this march. 

50 (Plate 50). The facing-block for a base of statues dedicated to Demeter and 
Kore. The principal fragment of the base was found on May 21, 1936, built into the 
wall of a stoa of the first century before Christ bordering the road which led north- 
westwards from the Market Square (E 3). This was published in Hesperia, VI, 1937, 
pp. 339-342, with illustrations and a drawing (front elevation and cross-section in 
Fig. 6).4 Many small fragments were found at the same time built into the wall of 
the modern drain which had destroyed the left side of the base. Some of these are 
shown in the early photographs (op. cit., p. 340), but others were added in November 
of 1938. These small fragments seemed at first to be uninscribed, and it was assumed 
that the left half of the base (on the face) had indeed remained blank. But as the 
fragments were assembled, and the monument reconstructed, it became clear that 
an inscription on the left half of the face balanced that on the right, giving a sym- 
metrical text not unlikle that of No.- 51, below. A photograph of the reconstructed face 

4See also A4.J,.A XL, 1936, pp. 406-407; Illustrated London News of July 18, 1936. 
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is shown in Plate 50, with the small fragments in position,5 and a revised drawing, 
to take the place of that published in 1937, is shown in Figure 1. The dimensions are: 

Heeight, 0.674 m.; width of principal face, 1.35i m.; width of left face, 0.665 m.; 
thickness at the right end of the longer face, 0.24 m.; thickness of the block at the 
end of the shorter face, 0.357 m. 

Height of letters: (in line 1) 0.019 m.; (in lines 2-4 and 8-12) 0.021 m.; (in 
lines 6 and 13), 0.009 m. 

Inv. No. I 4165. 

Both the long and the short exterior faces were finished; the ends and the interior 
faces were left rough. The top was finished with a claw-hammer except for a 
relieving surface along the edge. Well-cut mouldings ran along the top and bottom, 
at the top a cyma reversa over ovolo, at the bottom a torus (see Figs. 1 and 3). At 
the right end of the long side these mouldings carry around for a short distance and 
beyond them the surface is rough for setting into or against something. The preserved 
marble fragments could have served as facing for a poros core, and over the whole 
was probably laid a plinth to serve as the proper base for the statues. 

ca. med. saec. IV a. 
[A [r],ur[T]pP Kat KopeL 

[1ro]v[8t&aq] KXEWKpareta 
[ ? -] ll.XvE1 OVKToV 

['A4t] 8 [vaTof] TEtOpao-iov 10 
5 vacat Ovya6rqp 

II- -] va[ t ] K [7S Elrot'7CEV] S ov&ov yvv, 
vacat llpaEXTrA ETOL70E/v 

The small letters of line 6 were read by Claireve Grandjouan on Novenmber 7, 
1953. Epigraphically, they are ({h'\, with distances between centers measuring 
0.016 m., 0.023 m., and 0.017 m. respectively. On the stone there is a break between 
the sigma and the kappa. If it be assumed that iota once stood in this interval, the 
distances between the letters (not measured on centers but measured as interspaces) 
are 0.007 m., 0.008 m., 0.008 m., and 0.009 m. respectively. On the whole, the spacing 
favors the restoration of iota where the stone is now broken. Such a restoration also 
aids in the interpretation, for the letters [--1v[&]KX[s] now become part of a 
proper name and form part of a single line beneath the main inscription on the left 
just as llpaLTAXqg EI6roTtarev forms a single line beneath the main inscription on the 
right. This [-- vo-[ ] KX [19], therefore, was either the dedicator of the whole monu- 

5 The photograph does not yet include a snmall piece with the letters pa of [A,] 1, [r]pt in line 1, 
which is, however, shown in the drawing. 
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ment -(restoring [--]v[ot]KX[-[ avEO1qKEV]) 
or the sculptor who made the companion 

statue to that made by Praxiteles (restoring YI--] v[L] K4 [A s &ro&o-EP). The modesty 
of the letters, as well as their position, makes it most unlikely that [--]'Vj[ ] KX r'ifi 
was the dedicato'r, while the same phenomena support strongly the idea that 
[- -]vo- [t] KX [ ] was the sculptor, contemporary with Praxiteles, who executed the 
statue on the left side of the base. 

n m 
I 

K^ P IKAIKOPE 
1 

KA E I O K P A T E I A 

I'** 0 -w.; , g X TE I P A I O Y A 
TEl~~Y PA~ ToHY 

X X~~~~~~~~~~: PP.0 
YA 

IeC 

0 

FIG. 1. No. 50: Drawing of the Base. 

The larger letters of lines 2-4 are to be restored with the name of Kleiokrateia's 
husband. The demotic, for reasons of symmetry in the spacing of the names,7 was 
probably ['Abt3 ]8[vaZof] rather than [Aat]]8[aXt8-], and indeed the name Spoudias 
is known in Aphidnai (Hesperia, IV, 1935, pp. 525-526, No. 39, lines 7-8) in the 
following century. 

6 See, for example, the display in No. 51, below. 
7 See the names on the right half of the face. The uninscribed surface to the left of the 

preserved delta in line 4 indicates an open spacing which would probably bring the final sigma of 
Aat8aXL&r7 onto surface at the right which is uninscribed. 
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The prosopographical connection between this text and the forty-first oration of 
Demosthenes was noted by Shear,8 who made the necessary correction in the text of 
the oration (XLI, 3) for the demotic of Polyeuktos, from opLaa-mog to TE0pa6o-mo.9 
There is no indication in the oration to help in identifying the deme of Spoudias, who 
as husband of Kleiokrateia was defendant in the action. The excavators have seen a 
connection between this base with the statues that once stood upon it and the statues 
of Demeter, her daughter, and Iakchos reported by Pausanias (I, 2, 4) as standing in 
the temple of Demeter near the spot where the base was found. According to Pau- 
sanias these statues were designated as works of Praxiteles by an inscription on the 
wall of the temple written in Attic letters. I find it difficult to accept this connection, 
for the statues upon our base were portrait-statues (cf. also No. 51, below)," and if 
the suggestion offered above for the restoration of line 6 is correct only one of them 
was the work of Praxiteles.' The base may have been dedicated originally in the 
sanctuary of Demeter near which it was found, but the possibility must be kept in mind 
that it was originally in the Eleusinion, and that it had no connection of any kind 
with the lower sanctuary. The quite similar base published here as No. 51 surely 
beloniged to the Eleusinion. 

51 (Plate 51). A base for two statues, found on April 29, 1938, re-used in the wall 
of a building of late classical times antedating the Late Roman Fortification and in 
part overlaid by it (T 21). The base was in three main pieces, which were originally 
joined with clamps, as shown in Fig. 2. One of the smaller pieces was recovered from 
the same building in which the inscribed fragment had been re-used. The inscribed 
fragment has the following dimensions: 

Height, 0.84 m.; width, 1.575 m.; thickness (at the left), 0.285 in.; thickness (at 
the right), 0.18m. 

8 Hesperia, VI, 1937, p. 341. 
' This correction is utilized in A. T. Murray's edition in the Loeb Classical Library: 11OX1)EVKTOS 

yap Xv TV; Optdcrtos is changed to read IIoXEVKTO yap Xv TLs TetLOpa'os. 
10 The suggested connection with Pausanias is questioned also by A. A. Ilayravvo'7rovXo--Hacato's, 

'ApXatat 'EXXvutKai'Et rtypafxa (Athens, 1946), pp. 83-84. G. Lippold, in P.W., R.E., s.v. Praxiteles 
(col. 1801, no. 57), says of the connection, " unwahrscheinlich, weil in der Insch. Iakchos fehlt. 
Es wird sich doch wohl um Portriitstatuen handeln." Cf. also R. E. Wycherley, The Athenian 
Agora, III: Literary and Epigraphical Testimonia, p. 85. 

11 Another large base with a dedication to Demeter and Kore (I.G., I2, 4025) has a disposition 
of text similar to that of our base. The signature of the artist Kephisodotos is below the name at 
the right side of the face and Marcade remarks (Recueil des Signatures de Sculpteurs Grecs 
[Paris, 1953], I, 54): K4ephisodotos pourrait n'avoir execute que l'une des deux statues que 
supportait la base. The name (and perhaps an artist's signature) on the left side of I.G., 112, 4025, 
has been lost because of damage to the surface. Marcade believes, as do I, that it was once inscribed. 
This base was found in 1875 near the Tower of the Winds; it probably stood originally in the 
Eleusinion. 
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Height of letters, 0.015 m.-0.02m. (lines 1-9), 0.01 m. (line 10). 
Inv. No. I 5407. 

This monument was mentioned in Hesperia, VIII, 1939, P. 207, as evidence for 
the site of the Eleusinion.'2 The stone, in its re-use, was laid with the inscribed 
surface uppermost, and most of the moulding from the top and bottom was chipped 

+ Y TEY E IC r r K. 1 ATE1A . 
AF Grx E1t J AO AAXa O?- 

A APNEY AXA PNil 

aNMOr1E N AH +trEn A AXAPNEY 
T Mr'ATFPA1,A1TNi'?ANTEPAANAN\HTPIKAIrOPE1 

vogr ~ ~ A IA T^HTEP 4 2 tf iAFP 
A C N E S O k A l 0 .t . . 9 

FIG. 2. No. 51: Drawing of the Base. 

away. Numerous fragments of the upper moulding were found just west of the block 
itself, apparently where they fell when the stone was re-used, and good evidence that 
it was not far from its original location. The profile of this moulding may be seen 
in Figs. 2 and 3; the lower moulding remains largely lost. 

post med. saec. IV a. 
DVUTIEV\ IIELO-tKpareta 

A1q/UO7TEJE38OV 5 AdXcoVo0 

'AXapvevl 'AXapvf'ws 

12 See also R. E. Wycherley, The Athenian Agora, III: Literary and Epigraphical Testimonia, 

p. 83. 
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A7O1TEdk82X7s .4vQ-re6q 'AXapveOV 

ro4l varEpa KaL o?7J /7Tpa j rpie K p& KOpe 

10 0Eo4evo9 01qRd3co, Ebo'1crev 

The stone has been worn almost smooth where the artist's signature occurs. This 
signature, very faint, was detected by Eugene Vanderpool early in May of 1949 and 

a~~~~~~ 

A~ 

:~~~~~~~~ 

/O 4 
C1. A.H.b. 

FiG. 3. Mouldings of the Bases: No. 50 
at the left, No. 51 at the right 

the name Theoxenos was read by him at that time. This was used by J. Marcade in 
his E, Essai d'un Repertoire historique des Sculpteurs celebres," in Sculpteurs C&l'bres, 
published under the direction of P. Francastel by L. Mazenod, 33 rue de Naples, 
Paris, in 1954. Marcade's article therein covers pp. 323-344 and is entitled " Les 
Grecs." The-reference to Theoxenos, whom he dates in the third century, is on p. 336. 

The full name, including the ethnic, was deciphered with the use of a charcoal 
wash on Jatnuary 16, 1955, and confirmed by a later examnination, in which Evelyn 
Harrison also joined, on March 2, 1955. The letters do not show clearly in a photo- 
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graph, but such as they are they may perhaps be seen in the illustration on Plate 51. 
They are shown also in the drawing in Figure 2. 

The dedicant, his mother and father, and his two grandfathers, as well as the 
sculptor, are hitherto unknown. 

52 (Plate 52). Two fragments of Pentelic marble, belonging to the base of a dedi- 
cation by the taxiarchs. Fragment a was found on March 30, 1937, in the wall of a 
modern cellar east of the Late Roman Fortification (U 22); it is broken at the right 
only, though badly chipped, and preserves a corner of a tripod-base with a trace of a 
cutting on top and a contact surface below. Fragment b was found on April 27, 1939, 
in a wall of Turkish date west of the Late Roman Fortification (R 22); it is broken 
at both sides, but preserves the smooth lower surface and probably part of the original 
top, with one end of a rectangular cutting in the line of the break at the right. The 
back is not parallel to the front, but on both fragments the inscription is cut on the 
slightly concave face of the tripod-base. 

a) Height, 0.20 m.; width, 0.225 m.; thickness (at the end), 0.098 m. 
Height of letters in line 1, 0.015 m.; in lines 2-7, 0.01 m.-O.012 m. 
Inv. No. I 4659 a. 

b) Height, 0.20 m.; width, 0.16 m.; thickness, 0.23 m. 
Height of letters in line 1, 0.015 m.; in lines 2-7, 0.012 m. 
Inv. No. I 4659 b. 

post med. saec. IV a. 

Ta~t'a [pXot oit EIT'l?a pXOVTO p -Y)pt] Kal K[ofpqL aVE'qKav] 

EPEX077L8og [Hav8tovt'o&] ['AKacavT8ofl] [KEKporri ] os Ai [avt8of] 

Ac3wrT 6[87J] [ ? [ ? -- M [apaGvAo[-- ] 

Astavr)ios rAE@VTt8oS1 [OlPi8os] ['Ilw oOctwrto] s 'Av [r&oxtos] 

'aX&E [--- - -] [----- [? I M [ apaOE1noI 
'EpXtEV/9-- [ Al [yttEy'lAv 

The character of the writing suggests a date in the second half of the fourth 
century. Neither Diaitos nor Demophon is otherwise known, and the name of the 
archon in line 1 is lost; so a more precise date is not possible. The place of discovery 
of this inscription, with the fact that it is a base which once bore a tripod dedicated 
to Demeter and Kore, is further evidence for the site of the Eleusinion, where the 
dedication was undoubtedly erected. See R. E. Wycherley, The Athenian Agora, 
III: Literary and Epigraphical Testimonia, pp. 74-85. 
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53 (Plate 52). Part of a sculptured stele of Pentelic marble, with the left side and 
possibly the back preserved, found on March 29, 1937, in a pit of Turkish date on 
the north slope of the Acropolis, below the Klepsydra (T 26). 

Height, 0.277 m.; width, 0.283 m.; thickness, 0.095 m. 
Height of letters, 0.009 m. 
Inv. No. I 4663. 

The writing is stoichedon with a vertical unit of 0.016 m. and a horizontal unit 
of 0.014 m. Above the inscribed surface is the lower left corner of a shallow relief: 
at the left the lower legs of a draped figure standing right; at the right, facing this 
figure, the front hoofs of a prancing animal and the booted foot of a second human 
figure. 

init. saec. IV a. 'TOIX. 25 

[E']&Ev r0el /3oX['j]0 [Kac TCO' 8&q'pwv] 
['Ep] EXO1ls E&prTaveve 

....... 

[. .] Eypap4LaTEV IEl[E .. EITEOTra 

[TE,] P v EhE [F.]. E3a 

5 [..]a[.] L&8V Kai [?] 

It is possible that the theta of E [Eo] iS preserved above the tau of line 1. I regard 
alpha in the third space of line 5 as certain, but I have no good suggestion for the 
letter which follows. 

54 (Plate 52). Fragment of Pentelic marble, broken on all sides, found on May 19, 
1937, in a context of Byzantine date over the Late Roman Fortification on the north 
slope of the Acropolis (T 26). There is a slight spring of a moulding immediately 
above the first line, almost carried away by the fracture of the stone. Below the last 
line is a rebate (for later use) which cuts into the letters a trifle. 

Height, 0.11 m.; width, 0.07 m.; thickness (possibly original, with the back 
rough), 0.10m. 

Height of letters, 0.007 m. 
Inv. No. I 4899. 

a. 336/5 a. NON-ITOIX. 
[EI& llvj]Goj8[Xov aXpXovrog ort T-g - - 

-[ - - spvr [aVE&'ag jtL _] 
[EypapjarEv[EV ? - -o] 

[----]t Ka EL'[KOOTE't r7 pvtave&as- -] 

[ ]I 
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The secretary of the year of Pythodelos is not known, but his full name is known 
to have had 19 letters (I.G., IJ2, 328). 

55 (Plate 52). The right-hand front corner of a block of Hynmettian marble, a string 
course of a dedicatory monument, found on April 27, 1937, in a terracotta drain in 
a house of late Roman date southeast of the Tholos (H 12). The top is finished as a 
good bearing surface, and near the preserved end has a shallow dowel cutting with 
lead in its bottom. The under side of the stone was picked toward the middle, and 
lightly drafted around the edges. 

Height, 0.117 mi.; width, 0.275 m.; thickness (not original), 0.244 m. 
Height of letters, 0.015 m. 
Inv. No. I 4781. 

post a. 307/6 a. 

aPXovtOs I ] pXIopVoavevs 
[cTEavct)WOE'vTE vTvo T71S /ovX'J9 Kai TO]V 8&I.uOV aveOEcrav 

The dedication was made by the prytaneis of Antigonis or Demetrias, whose 
name (to be restored in line 1) suffered damnatio after 201/0. The letter forms 
indicate a date for this inscription very soon after the creation of the Macedonian 
phylai, the formula of dedication being a variant of those used, e. g., in I.G., IJ2, 1750- 
1753. 

There is obvious crowding of the letters at the end of line 2; hence one can 
hardly estimate from the restoration of this line how long a name should be supplied 
for the archon in line 1. 

56 (Plate 53). Fragment of a stele of Hymnettian marble, with part of the face, 
right side, and back (rough-picked) preserved, found on May 22, 1937, in a late 
context on the north slope of the Acropolis west of the Late Roman Fortification 
(T 23-24). The face shows almost vertical markings of a toothed chisel. 

Height, 0.137 m.; width, 0.192 m.; thickness, 0.072 m. 
Height of letters, 0.005 m.-0.006 m. 
Inv. No. 1 4906. 

The inscription is stoichedon with a square chequer pattern in which the units 
measure 0.0116 m. 

ante fin. saec. IV a. ITOIX. 30 

[ ?]yC[ ... K.a avaypatfi] 
[at TO 4o T/Lr, taov yp]a/u[/.aTE'a crToV KaTa] 
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[IrIpVTaVEtLav eV TrT7XX]e& X W[Oe& Kal c-l] 

[aat ev aKpOTlOXE&j qE -rLv avaypao] 
5 [NvTi rj OTX7)g 8ovif]va TrOv Ta/tUL[av ToVi 8 

[r7uov: AL: SpaXpxdL] EK TrCV IEL Ta KaT[da (] 

LtojaT avaXwL-Ko] ` r0 V iprc) [e v C ] 

vacat 

The restoration in lines 1-2 presupposes that the scribe wrote merely TO Jr44na 

(as, e. g., in I.G., JJ2, 448, line 26) instead of the normal TO8E TO 4&cr0-ja. Other 
solutions to the epigraphical crux of these lines are possible: ( 1 ) to write - -] y [ . 

dVayp6ifia& & r6 ?nJrb&o-pUa --]; (2) to suppose that the full formula [cavayp6far &ei 
T6 -To *,q'f0tw-a - -] was used, in which case the letters y(o might have been a dative, 
as, for example, in I.G., 12, 109b, line 24, but in this case the reading - -- 
vaaypa6iat 8E TOj8E To q09bt-rua ---] would be too long by one letter for a correct 

stoichedon spacing in line 1; (3) the letters yo mnay have been an abbreviated ending 
of some patronymic or ethnic; (4) to assume, as i's perhaps most probable, that the 
decree awards a crown and that the proclamation was to be made not only at the 
Dionysia but also [llavaOrqvakAv Kat 'E XEvO-tvW0V TOts y,VjWKOLco a]-y4)[o-tv] (cf. e. g., 
I.G., 112, 851, line 11 as restored). It would suit the date better to restore the singular 
[HavaOrjvacwv (vel Atomvvo?ov) - - T- om a1yc[vL V] (Cf e. g., I.G., II2, 555, line 6). 

The restoration E'v aKpoITAXEt in line 4 accords well with the fact that the stone 
was found on the north slope of the Acropolis, whence it had presumably fallen. The 
elision in line 7 finds a parallel, for example, in I.G., JJ2, 360, line 26. 

57 (Plate 53). Part of a stele of Hymettian marble, with the right side and back 
preserved, found in a modern retaining wall east of the Late Roman Fortification on 
the north slope of the Acropolis (ca. S 23) on July 2, 1937. 

Height, ca. 0.27 m.; width, ca. 0.245 m.; thickness, ca. 0.12 m. (the back rough). 
Height of letters, 0.008 m. 
Inv. No. I 4991. 

a. 217/6 a. NON-ITOIX. 33-37 
[ ? ELTEWV ] E6r<E>L8) 'IEpO[----] 

[iEpEta XaXovcra - - - -] F E N EI. OYAAM [M ca-6 ] 
E 1IS TNV EVtavro] v TroV Ert Evav8 [pov a'p] 

[Xov'Jo9 KaXciJ KaL eVO']0 jEI6` T'qI 1Epc0 ["S7)v] 

5 [Ee TiyaKyev tL rs Ov&r]tag rag KabO)KOV [o-aa e] 

[Gv?ev KaNL Ta Xoutr] a E'4tXoryu071 j-'tr [- - 

ET(EpJEX7)? & _ja [p '] 
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[aeog ,r KXVW) TCOV OEWO]v /Lerdc rd6o- [o-rov] 

[8jS9 KaW 1tpoOvpL'as EIrTE/uLE)O]7) aE' Kat rc^v opy[E] 
10 [VCo)V -L&EV]4EujO-E as K[act ..] 

[- &6EAEX4O]q &s Kat E[-.''--] 

It seems probable that this text is a decree in honor of a priestess of the Great 
Mother. Orgeones are mentioned in lines 9-10, and the restorations can be patterned 
much on the analogy of I.G., II2, 1314 and 1315, of approximately the same date. 
There is a difficulty in line 2 which I have not been able to resolve. Another difficulty 
in line 10, where the letters on the stone are certain, can be resolved by reading and 
restoring the aorist active indicative of 8tavE'puo as [&Ev]E/JAcrE. The infinitive 8tave- 

uo-at is quoted by Liddell and Scott from Didymos; hence this irregular form finds 
some support, and one may bear in mind that the decree is not an official Athenian 
record but an enactment by a group more than usually open to non-Attic influences. 

The date of the archon Euandros in line 3 is that given by Dinsmoor in Hesperia, 
XXIII, 1954, p. 316. 

58 (Plate 53). Fragment of a stele of Hymettian marble with the rough-picked top 
and part of the left side preserved, found on June 4, 1937, in a late Byzantine pithos 
on the north slope of Kolonos Agoraios (F 4). 

Height, 0.16 m.; width, 0.175 m.; thickness, 0.06 m. 
Height of letters, 0.009 m. 
Inv. No. I 4933. 

a. 178/7 a. 
D4Xov 'pyX(v o I [Era MEVE'&rq1ovV 
'AXEet'(kv J7EV [0roTI7v 'A4,1vtEvsl] 

[j]wKpacT-qj I7EyVov[g 'A4rVLEv'19] 

[ . * * ] a6rn 'AptcrroKp[a6Tovr ---1 
5 [ot ] zv 'AXat[cv ['rpa 0av w 8pov] 

[OV 'A] &-qvatv [a17TEcTaAXE'vot ( ?)] 

[ o 

The archon Philon named in line 1 is dated in 178/7 B.C."3 

Alexion son of Speusippos of Azenia of line 2 is identified as that envoy to Mile- 
tos in 196 B.C. (Dittenberger, Sylloge3, 588, lines 6-7) who helped to negotiate a recon- 

13 Cf. Pritchett and Meritt, Chronology, p. xxviii; Meritt, Hesperia, XXVI, 1957, p. 94. 
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ciliation between Miletos and Magnesia. His name also appears in a list of contribu- 
tors (I.G., I2, 2332, lines 11-15) making payments not only for himself but for his 
wife Lysippe and his brother Speusippos."4 Now he appears in an important record 
touching relations between Athens and the Achaian League in 178/7. His father 
Speusippos was ephebos in the archonship of Antiphon (Hesperia, VII, 1938, p. 112, 
No. 20, line 57, now dated in 260/59 by Dinsmoor in Hesperita, XXIII, 1954, p. 314) 7" 
Supposing Alexion the son to have been born about 240 B.C., one may reckon that he 
was about 44 years old when he went on his mission to Miletos and 72 years old when 
he was named in this present text of the archonship of Philon. A descendant of his, 
possibly a grandson, has been read into the text of I.G., 112, 1006, IV, line 121, as an 
ephebos of the year 123/2 B.C. The name there is given as 'AXetkov [ ? o]v 

'A&pqvtev1. This reading is not correct, for the stones cannot be so placed as to allow 
the beginning and end of this name to come together. Who --- -- o]v 'ACX?vLE 
was we do not know. Alexion in 123/2 may have been of Azenia, but this inscription 
is not evidence for it. The first letter of his patronymic is preserved as alpha: hence 
the name is to be read as 'AXE4EWv 'A [ ]. 

Sokrates son of Sogenes of line 3 was also possibly of Azenia, the father 
Sogenes being councillor in this very year (Hesperisa, Suppl. I, p. 121, No. 64, 
line 94), though it should be noted that the names Sokrates- and Sogenes occur 
together in a different family on an Attic grave monument from the Peiraeus (I.G., 
112, 6614: 1wyEv[-S] UKpa6[Qrov] KvO'p [ptos,j). 

In line 5 the space for restoration at the left is suitable for 212 letters (sc. Lot 
r]Chv 'AXat [ c']), while in line 6 the space at the left is suitable for 4 full letters (sc. 
[Tav 'A] OqvatcWv). The belief that these two lines are a kind of heading to introduce a 
group of Achaian names is favored by the discovery in line 8 of the ethnic 'Ac6 [nog1. 
Stephanos says (s.v. "A4rog) : t Ka&' aAXX2 ir6Xvt ̀A4coroq 'Axatag. o iroXitr 'A;6rtaO. 
The name before the ethnic can be restored with five letters. 

On the analogy of line 8 the name in line 7 should be read as [.o.. I ]xo with 
ethnic 'Avr[- - -] representing some other city in the Achaian League. The evident 
choice of ethnic is 'Avr[t yovevt], with reference to that Antigoneia which down to 222 
B.C. was known as Mantineia.1" 

The nature of this document is still obscure, but the names of influential Athenians 
coupled with names of visiting Achaians suggest reference to the political situation 
of 178/7. Since the death of Philopoimen in 183 there had been in the Achaian 
League a growing faction of subservience to Rome, led principally by Kallikrates of 

14 He and his sons erected a statue to Lysippe, the base of which is published as I.G., 112, 4031. 
15 Inasmuch as I hold that Kleomachos probably belongs to 260/59 (cf. Hesperia, XXVI, 

1957, p. 97) I would date Antiphon rather in 259/8. 
18 See P.W., R.E., s.v. Antigoneia 5. Stephanos has 'AVTtryo'VCa: - -- -'aTc xat 7ro'Xts 'ApKa8las, X 

trpo'repov MaVMtveta. 
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ILeontion, who -was made much of by Rome and who in 179 effected the restoration 
of the Lakedaimonian and Messenian exiles (Polybios, XXIV, 8-10 [Loeb]). All 
through the first third of the century the loyalty of Athens to Rome had been nur- 
tured without a break by the aristocratic democracy. This inscription may well have 
been an expression of their unity of view, possibly called for at this particular time 
by the death of Philip V and the accession of Perseus to the Macedonian throne. 
Though the reign of Perseus.began with overtures for friendship with Rome, there 
could in fact be no friendship, and the relations between Macedonia and Rome 
deteriorated until the final catastrophe at Pydna in. 168 B.C. (cf. Hesperia, V, 1936, 
pp. 429-430). 

59 (Plate 53). Four joining fragments from the right side of a stele of Hymettian 
marble, of which the upper three (a), grouped as one, were found on April 7, 1937, in 
a modern cesspool southeast of the market square and east of the Late Roman 
Fortification (U 22), and the lower (b) was found on. January 22, 1937, in the wall 
of a modern house south of the Eleusinion (T 22). Overall measurements are as 
follows: 

Height, 0.175 m.; width, 0.12 mi.; thickness (not original), 0.052 m. 
Height of letters, 0.008 m. (0 0.005 m.; Y = 0.012 in.). 
Inv. Nos. I 4685 (frag. a) and 4441 (frag. b). 

a. 172/1 a. 

[ ? o] to-rpaV 
[TUTaL atvelra& I avTEs Tovs 

5 [-rTpar7yovu rovP] &rt' :wcrty [E] 
[vov apXovrog a] 7IE7KaV V[V V] 

[crTpaqyov E'1TN TO]' clTX7rXtrav V[ ] 

[----? Kv]5aOava [t] Ea 

[orpanr-9y0iv E'l] To a VaVTLKOV vac. 

10 [ 'EpLKEE'a vacat 

[car-parqyoViY f]Z, T'Oa llwpaa' vac. 

[?] 

The generals praised are those of the archonship of Sosigenes (172/1). The 
hoplite-general is well-known.'7 The general in charge of the fleet is not mentioned by 
Aristotle ('Af. HoA., 61), but there is evidence for the command as early as 316/5,18 

17 Cf. Th. Sarikakis, The Hoplite General in Athens (Diss., Princeton, 1951). 
18 See I.G., JJ2, 682, lines 4-5: 7rarTnp 8' ?atl8pov Xc [poTov?q] Od cTpaTvqyoqs v7ro T1OO 8tAOWV 'C7t To 

vaUrtx [OV] . 
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and it is known also later.19 Aristotle reported two generals for the Peiraeus and it 
is known from I.G., I12, 2873 that there were three in the early first century. Hence 
I have restored the plural orrpar-qyovS in line 11, where epigraphically the space seems 
to agree with a restoration slightly longer than that of line 9. The dedications by 
Argeios and to Argeios (I.G., 112, 2872, 2952) refer to him alone as general for the 
Peiraeus, but do not exclude the possibility that he served with one or more colleagues. 

The inscribed face of this stone was ruled with guide-lines for the letters of the 
text. It is worth mention that this same treatment of an inscribed surface appears in 
other documents of approximately the same date: (e.g.) I.G., JJ2, 945 of 168/7; 
Hesperica, Suppl. I, pp. 117-118 (No. 61) of ca. 180-160 B.C.; Hesperia, XXVI, 
1957, pp. 47-51 (No. 7) of 173/2-168/7. This was evidently a fashion, perhaps in 
one workshop, in the preparation of epigraphical stelai. 

60 (Plate 53). Fragment of Pentelic marble, broken on all sides and at the back, 
found on April 24, 1937, in a late Roman context southeast of the Tholos (H 12). 

Height, 0.17 m.; width, 0.106 m.; thickness, 0.06 m. 
Height of letters, 0.015 m. and 0.012 m. 
Inv. No. I 4744. 

a. 184/5 p. (?) 
[ayaOdE WVXEt] 

[Iit apXovTOg AXU] 0crpax[TOyV EI& T7)S] 

[-' 'pvwavetaf] ot -rpVTacv[EL& rs AEwv] 
[i-tSo V 4AXRs TL,t]'qcravres [Eavrovv Ka&] 

5 [rov a'WriTovs av] Eypa*av 
[ITCt)vV,og ---- -X]IXEt87[ ] 

EtnT [vpLat] 

[ ? ] [--c][ ? 

This is a dedication by the prytaneis of Leontis, of a type characteristic of the 
late second century after Christ (cf., e.g., I.G., 12, 1773, 1776). The name of the 
archon is partially preserved in line 2, and is probably (but not certainly) to be restored 
as Demostratos, known to have held this magistracy in 184/5.20 

61 (Plate 56). Upper right corner of a stele of Pentelic marble, found on June 9, 
1937 in a disturbed level southeast of the Tholos (G 12). A crowning ovolo moulding 

'9 E.g., I.G., II2, 2336 lines 219, 255, 263 (early first century) ; I.G., II2, 2987. 
20 Cf. J. A. Notopoulos, Hesperia, XVIII, 1949, P. 52. 
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runs across the upper edge of the face of the stele; the top was flat and finished as a 
bearing surface. 

Height, 0.142 m.; width, 0.125 m.; thickness, 0.068 m. 
Height of letters, 0.01 m. 
Inv. No. I 4945. 

ante a. fere 138 p. NON-:TOIX. ca. 46-48 
[lrEt&e otL ?rpvTa'vEt Tr '7 Alavrtno0 Kat ot a4Er oE t oE TLE 

r ca. 8 V r, , , l -~~apxomrog irpoco-oov rror-ra,uEvot a6roo ] at'vovGv 
[rj} /,ovX 701) ECL&W ataV Kat Tov dpXtepEa rwv 2EWT V 

[&&a f3tov Tt/3- KXavi&ov 'ArtLKOV Mapa0Odvtov rEOVK]Evat -'a 

5 [oTaq rag 7OGvo4lag r0v GEo as irarptov r'v Ev iVIE] 
[j 7rvX2 E;oXGai Ti f3ovX7 a ,raEP ayaOa SEXEcGaL rda Ev r]ots s 

[ tEpO0L --- 

For the restorations, see Hesperia, Suppl. I, p. 186, No. 116 and p. 195, No. 121. 
The date of the inscription is probably in the early second century after Christ. If this 
is so, it probably falls within the time when Claudius Atticus was apXtEpEv( Twv 

IE/3acrrowv 8a' /8ov. His name, therefore, is to be restored in line 4. But he was both 
priest and treasurer, as he was also in Hesperia, Suppl. I, p. 195, No. 121, so that 
the name of his phyle, Aiantis, must also be restored in line 1. For the career of this 
Claudius Atticus, father of the sophist Herodes, see I.G., I12, 3595, with stemma 
and commentary. The date of his death is the terminus ante quem for the inscription. 
See P. Graindor, Herode Atticus (Cairo, 1930), pp. 19-38. 

62 (Plate 57). Fragment of Pentelic marble, broken on all sides and at the back, 
found on June 10, 1937, in a late Roman context north of the Odeion (N 7). 

Height, 0.333 m.; width, 0.369 m.; thickness, 0.138 m. 
Height of letters, ca. 0.018 m. (lines 1-3); 0.009 m. (lines 14-25); 0.006 m. 

(lines 6-12). 
Inv. No. I 4964. 

ante fin. saec. II p. 
[ ?-----cTp'o-avT]Eg [EavTo0v] 

[Kat rovg actaELT0Vo] avEypa4av 
3 [ ?- rpvr]avEia 

[---] (e O'ov 
5 [y] [yp]a,pparEv4 /3ovXEvrTOv 15 

'Einyovo9 EvKapTov V 
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[-- -] W TpvbOWv ) 
[Ai1Xt]os Ani Kopv-qXtavs Ain7Tr[ptov] 
['rf]ptos XoX A4uptos ) 

[XEL] 8s SWr)p IaKXov 20 
10 [--- UV $aXdpto AL':r[P- --] 

[--- - -]/30 t a)ctq.og Ev[---] 
[---?- - -] o0 AWaXt8at 
[----1 [ll]X6awx) 

['A] Xt:ovl5r [tot] 25 

[?] 

Many of the prytaneis belong to well-known families of the second century. 
Salarios, so far as I know, is new to Attic prosopography, but is the Roman name 
Salarius. In line 20 $oi T7p 'IaKXOV may be the son of that 'IaKXog lwT pog Os 

' O(ov) 

[I.G., II2, 2069, line 27] who was ephebos in the middle of the century. Granted the 
date, then [1] X6wo) of line 24 may be identified with that llrwv) AWaXt&qq 
[I.G., 11 I 1806a, line 5] who was councillor also in 195/6 A.D.2' Epigonos son of 
Eukarpos (line 16) belongs to the family of the epheboi Eukarpos of Oion (I.G., IJ2, 

2017, line 16) and Epigonos of Oion (I.G., 112, 2067, line 55). Tryphon of line 17 
is related to the various men of this name mentioned in I.G., JJ2, 2103, line 66, in 
I.G., I12, 2483, line 14, and in I.G., II2, 2208, line 55, being perhaps identical with one 
of them who can be dated at approximately this same time. 

The names from lines 6 to 12 are cut in smaller letters in a different hand (lunate 
sigma except in line 6) and are to be taken as additions, I think, for whatever reason, 
to the original list, which probably had a normal first column comparable to the second 
main column of which lines 14-25 have been preserved. 

63. Block of Pentelic marble, which was originally the plinth of a statue, now set on 
one long side as part of a repair at the northwest corner of the basin of Klepsydra 
(T 27). At each end a pair of deep cuttings seem to have been used as dowel holes 
for the feet of a quadruped. The full original length of the block is not at present 
obtainable. Its sides were stippled, with a smooth band at the top. All edges are much 
worn. The inscription is a series of names, widely spaced, in a horizontal line close 
to the top of what is now the uppermost side. The inscription is not original on the 
block (C== sigma). 

Height (original), ca. 0.25i; width (i. e. length), at least 2.10i.; thickness 
(present height), ca. 1.08 m. 

Height of letters, 0.01 m.-0.04 m. 

21 For the date, see Hesperia, XVIII, 1949, pp. 18, 51-52. 
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Inv. No. I 4995. 

aet. Rom. 
[- yEYOa MCVEKpdTrS EVropOS ALOMV(OELO1 

The readings given here were made in 1937. In 1954 I was not able either to 
study or to measure the text because of the water in Klepsydra. 

64 (Plate 54). Upper right corner of a small 
stele of Pentelic marble, with an ovolo and 
fascia above the inscribed surface, found on 
April 21, 1937, in a mixed context between 
the porch of the Tholos and the propylon of the 
Bouleuterion (H 11). 

Height, 0.103 m.; width, 0.10 m.; thickness, 
0.045 m. 

Height of letters, 0.005 m. 
Inv. No. I 4743. 

ca. a. 400 a. 

[ ?-- - - 
V. KVpOVT' 

---- 'Apetdj 7WCraywt brt 

[altwoutov ----] plOv 7ret 

5 1 ? ] vat 

[?] 
The significance of this text is obscure, but 

mention of the Areopagus and the use of the 
verb KVpO' (cf. Aristotle, 'AO. loX., 59, 6) make 
it seem worthy of further study. 

65 (Plate 55). A small pedimental funeral 
stele of Pentelic marble, broken at the bottom 
and at the upper left corner, found on April 24, 
1937, in a modern wall in the area of the 
Eleusinion (T 20). 

Height, 0.34 m.; width, 0.295 m.; thickness, 

0.lOm. 
Height of letters, 0.019 m. 
Inv. No. I 4761. 

saec. IV a. 
[..a ]fta5 . E4E'UOS 

66 (Plate 55). Dedicatory statue base of Pen- 
telic marble, broken at the left, with the back 
smooth and the bottom rough-picked, uncovered 
on May 10, 1937, built upside down in the west 
face of the Late Roman Fortification Wall 
south of the Eleusinion (T 21). The top and 
right side are not visible or available for study. 

Height, 0.39 m.; width, 0.48 m.; thickness, 
0.91 m. 

Height of letters in lines 1-3, 0.022 m.; in 
line 4, 0.015 m. 

Inv. No. I 4850. 

saec. IV a. 

[Oo'V 6eoZv Aa] KparTEL'8- 

[- 
' 9- Ila] tavLt'3 

[a, vfK] eV 

vacat 
- - 7ro'] Oa 

The place of finding indicates that the dedi- 
cation probably was set up in the Eleusinion.22 
The disposition of the text must have been 
similar to that of I.G., II2, 4608. 

67 (Plate 55). Fragment from a statue-base 
of Pentelic marble, found on April 13, 1937, in 
a modern wall over the Panathenaic Way, 
southwest of the Eleusinion (T 21). The block 
is broken at the left, and the back has been 
re-cut; but the right side, the smooth top,' and 
the rough-picked bottom seem to be original 
surfaces., Part of the cutting for the base of a 
statue is preserved. The stone was re-used up- 
side down as a doorsill. 

22 For the Eleusinion see R. E. Wycherley, The Athenian Agora, III: Literary and Epi- 
graphical Testimnonia, pp. 74-85. 
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Height, 0.26 m.; width, 0.43 m.; thickness, 
0.18m. 

Height of letters, 0.015 m. 
Inv. No. I 4714. 

ante med. saec. IV a. 

- - --8r R vgrorlav v 

68 (Plate 55). Grave stele of Pentelic marble, 
with the right side, the back (rough), and part 
of the face preserved, found on June 10, 1937, 
among collected marbles from the north slope 
of Kolonos Agoraios. 

Height, 0.145 m.; width, 0.145 m.; thickness, 
0.082 m. 

Height of letters, 0.012 m. 
Inv. No. I 4953. 

ca. med. saec. IV a. 

[- 
- - 

]V[- -] 

['AO] ,qvoKXc'o3 
[ A] Xapvc'03 

The father was a member of the Council in 
360/59 B.C. (I.G., II2, 1745, line 48). 

69 (Plate 55). Fragment of Pentelic marble, 
with part of the left side preserved, but other- 
wise broken, found on June 17, 1937, among 
collected marbles on the north side of Kolonos 
Agoraios. A projecting band above the text 
has also been broken away. 

Height, 0.095 m.; width, 0.115 m.; thickness, 
0.052 m. 

Height of letters, 0.01 m. (line 1), 0.007 m. 
(lines 2-4). 

Inv. No. I 4973. 

saec. IV a. 

t ..]Ios T[- -.. -] 

[E v] wvuy%7qs 
[B] {p}ov'acos [---] 

['A] pea'as '1- --] 

[- 

This is a catalogue of the prytaneis of Erech- 
theis. In line 3 I believe that the name must be 

Bov'aXkos, though the visible letters are PovacAog. 
One might take the rho for an incomplete beta 
and read <B>ov'aeXos were it not for the indi- 
cation given by line 4 that there was one letter 
still to be supplied before the rho. The letters in 
line 4 are Peatas 4F, but there is no such name 
(so far as I am aware). The restoration should 
be ['A]pealas ? [- - -j]. The name in line 1 may 
belong to the archon or secretary of the year, 
but the arrangement is different from that of 
other such catalogues of the fourth century 
(e.g., I.G., II2, 1740-1753). 

70 (Plate 54). Dedicatory base of Pentelic 
marble, found on June 18, 1937, east of the Late 
Roman Fortification (T 24). Both corners of 
the inscribed face are broken, but the plinth, 
rectangular in shape, has a drafting at the base 
on all four sides, and at the top a very flat 
cavetto moulding also on all four sides. In the 
center of the top is a circular sinking for a 
small column, the butt of which remains in place, 
securely leaded. The circular socket is framed 
by a low moulding. 

Height, 0.34 m. (of plinth, 0.195 m.); width, 
0.65 m.; thickness, 0.65 m. 

Height of letters, ca. 0.025 m. 
Inv. No. I 4984. 

med. saec. IV a. 

['AKapta] vrts EV L [a] 
ca 

--] tkta'Sou l[o,ptos] 
[yuuvv] aotJpXe 

For other dedications of gymnasiarchs, see 
I.G., ff2, 3017-3024. For the sake of symmetry 
in the present text the phyle in line 1 can be 
restored only as Akamantis or Hippothon-tis, 
and the demotic in line 2 (beginning with 
gamma or pi) must have been short. The. 
unique combination is with ['AKapa] v7TL as the 
phyle and 1J[opLtos] as the deme. 

71 (Plate 54). Grave monument of Pentelic 
marble, preserved entire, found on May 14, 
1937, in a late Roman context east of the. north 
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end of the Odeion (O 9). This is a rectangular 
shaft, the lower three quarters of which have 
been left rough for insertion in the ground. 
The upper end is carefully finished on all four 
sides and on the top. The inscription is on the 
top. 

Height, 0.41 m.; width, 0.14 m.; thickness, 
0.11 m. 

Height of letters, 0.011 m.-0.014 m. 
Inv. No. I 4863. 

post sned. saec. IV a. 

arTpO'KXca 

Dimensions of the upper, finished, part of 
the stone are: height, 0.10 m.; width, 0.11 im.; 

thickness, 0.083 m. 

72 (Plate 54). Lower left corner of a mort- 
gage-stone of Hymettian marble, found on April 
10, 1937, in a context of the third century B.C. 

in a cistern on the south slope of Kolonos 
Agoraios (B 14:6). The rough-picked back is 
preserved, though much worn; the left and 
lower edges are bevelled. 

Height, 0.11 m.; width, 0.15 m.; thickness, 
0.046 m. 

Height of letters, 0.013 m. 
Inv. No. I 4698. 

ante fin. saec. IV a. 

| |7rpo-i<a [ 
'Aya0a'pXo [v 'Aw7re] 

5 K,w Ovy [aarpt' vac.] 
vacat 

Alternatively, the restoration of the demotic 
in lines 4-5 might be [?nuz]Kf'Ws. There is an 
erasure of one letter space at the beginning of 
line 3. For examples of dower mortgage- 
stones, see I.G., II2, 2659-2683. Here the name 

of the daughter of Agatharchos must have stood 
at the end of line 3. 

73 (Plate 56). Part of a stele of Pentelic 
marble, preserving the back (dressed smooth) 
and right side (with anathyrosis), found on 
March 31, 1937, among marbles collected be- 
tween the Stoa of Attalos and the Panathenaic 
Way. 

Height, 0.155 m.; width, 0.216 m.; thickness, 
0.157 m. 

Height of letters: in line 1, 0.0(19 m.; in line 
2, 0.015 m.; in lines 3-4, 0.007 m. 

Inv. No. I 4673. 

fin. saec. III a. 

-[ - ?-r- - - - - - - 7 ]w@t yviAvacrtwt 

[--l]ErOy s& Kot'X,s 
[--------(t ]Xw7a8ol 4 [Xcahto I s 

vacat 

The reading of the initial letter in line 1 is 
uncertain, and the nature of the monument is 
not clear. Philotades of Phyle is probably to 
be identified with the polemarch of 228/7.23 
The two Athenians here named both belonged 
to the phyle Demetrias. The text must be dated 
before the dissolution of the Macedonian phylai 
at the end of the third century, and is itself 
added evidence for the fact that part of Phyle 
(normally of Oineis) belonged to Demetrias 
during the lifetime of that phyle.2' 

74 (Plate 55). Fragment of Hymettian mar- 
ble, with part of the left side and back (smooth) 
preserved, found on May 18, 1937, in a late 
Roman context between the Stoa of Attalos 
and the Odeion (O 10). 

Height, 0.083 m.; width, 0.163 m.; thickness, 
0.056 m. 

28 Cf. Hesperia, IX, p. 76, where the reading LXoTa8,s is in error (taken over from Hesperia, 
II, Plate XIV, line 13) for 4LxwTa&8-q'. 

24 See Hespenia, IX, p. 75. 
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Height of letters (in lines 1-2), 0.012 m.; 
(in line 3), 0.015 m. 

Inv. No. I 4908. 

ca. a. 200 a. 

qp [Iv's] 

paae?as [ - - ] 

The surface on which the inscription was cut 
once bore an earlier text, now largely erased, 
of Hellenistic date. What is now the left edge 
of the stone was the right edge in this period 
of earlier use. Ends of three lines can still be 
seen, apparently of a list of names, in letters 
0.008m. high: 

- - - vs 

[?] 

75 (Plate 54). Fragment of Hymettian mar- 
ble, broken on all sides, found on May 8, 1935, 
in a late context east of the Odeion (N 11). 

Height, 0.145 m.; width, 0.13 m.; thickness, 
0.035 m. 

Height of letters, 0.006 m. 
Inv. No. I 2861. 

ca. a. 185/4 a. 

? - - -- -] S ALoKAXCov [ -]--- 

[ AKca,uav] nL'8o 

[TLtJoKXs I] oXvKXCoVS eOptKto [s] 

5 [ ]pa7rov HIptos 

[QiVCZ] O.; 
[-?--- ] s A@po6eov 4vDAaXa[to'] 
[ - - - - -] KAXo&Upov 'AXapveV'[s] 

[KeKport'8] oS 
10 - - - - - - - - -] vos AItevvs 

[?] 
These names belong to a list of epheboi ap- 

pended to a decree honoring the epheboi and 
their officers, like I.G., II2, 787 or 901. Indeed, 

it seems quite possible that this fragment is part 
of the same stone with I.G., II2, 901. A date in 
the early part of the second century (i. e., after 
201 B.C.) is indicated by the fact that the deme 
Poros, which had belonged to Demetrias from 
307/6 to 201,25 is again in the phyle of Aka- 
mantis. The character of the writing and the 
spacing of letters of the two pieces are, in my 
opinion, sufficiently alike to allow them to be- 
long together. 

The ephebos of line 4 was probably Timokles 
(P.A., 13734), or perhaps his brother (P.A., 
13620). Both were sculptors, as was their 
father before them (P.A., 11992, with stemma). 
The father Polykles had been made proxenos 
by the Aitolians in 210/09 B.C. (I.G., IX2, 1, 
No. 29, line 17; cf. Addenda). The patronymic 
in line 8 may have been ['Hpa] icXEopov. 

76 (Plate 56). The left half of a herm of 
Pentelic marble, broken at top and bottom and 
cut down the right side, found on April 26, 
1937, in the cellar stairs of a modern house east 
of the Panathenaic Way, southwest of the Eleu- 
sinion (T 20). 

Height, 0.90 m.; width, 0.15 in.; thickness, 
0.23 m. 

Height of letters, 0.017 m. 
Inv. No. I 4796. 

ca. a. 21 p. 
Acowv[&v 8a] 
8ovq [ aavTa] 

'Ap7CM [l&op.OS] 

G. A. Stamires discovered that this is the 
same stone as that seen by Pittakys ('E+. 'ApX., 
no. 2480) in the Church of Hypapanti, and sub- 
sequently lost. Koehler published it as I.G., 
III, 990. 

The Leonides who as dadouchos was honored 
by Artemidoros with this herm is without doubt 
that Tib. KI. Leonides of the well-known family 
of Melite who is known to have been dadouchos 
about 21 A.D. The stemma of the family is 

25 Cf. Hesperia. IX, 1940, pp. 75, 80. 
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given by Kirchner in his commentary on I.G., 
II2, 2342. 

The modeling about the neck of the herm 
shows that the post-classical cutting, for which 
the drill-holes may still be seen, must have split 
the stone from top to bottom into two approxi- 
mately equal halves. The right-hand side, so 
far as I am aware, has not been re-discovered. 

77 (Plate 56). Fragment of Pentelic marble, 
broken on all sides, representing a shield in 
relief on which the inscription is cut, found on 
June 19, 1937, in a late Roman context in a 
cistern on the north slope of Kolonos Agoraios 

(G 5:2). 

Height, 0.13 m.; width, 0.82 m.; thickness, 
0.04 m. 

Height of letters, ca. 0.009 ni. 
Inv. No. I 4975. 

a. 138-161 p. 

AvTP [KpaTWp] 

WA8ptavo[v vos] 

'AVTWVE [ivoS] 

EVao-3p [S] 

78. Statue base of Pentelic marble, found face 
down in the Late Roman Fortification (T 
20/21) on May 26, 1937. There are mouldings 
about the top and bottom, the top ones carried 
around the two sides, the bottom ones in a sim- 
plified form about the left side but not the right. 
The back is rough-picked. There are cuttings 
in the top for a bronze statue with iron dowels 
that held the heels still partly preserved im- 
bedded in lead. There is a shallow bedding for 
the right foot (ca. 0.17m. by 0.10m.); there 
is no bedding, but only a scratched line, for the 
left foot. 

Height, 1.25 m.; width, 0.615 m.; thickness, 
0.63 m. 

Height of letters, 0.035 m.-0.045 m. except in 
line 5 (0.022im.). 

Inv. No. I 4922. 

a. 157 p. 
KdE/3Ka Bapf3apov 

v7rarov 

'Hp(87 'Ar-tTov 

MapaO4vos 

5 o +Aos 

T7)s 7roXEws 

A photograph is published in Hesperia, VII, 
1938, p. 328, with an identification of Civica 
Barbarus as that M. Ceionius Civica Barbarus 
who was consul at Rome in 157 A.D. Herodes, 
who calls himself his friend (o t'Xkos was added 
as an afterthought to the text between lines 4 
and 6), erected the statue.26 

79 (Plate 57). Columnar grave monumient of 
Hymettian marble, with the top broken away, 
found on March 24, 1936, outside the area of 
the Agora, over a grave of Roman date in a 
section of the ancient cemetery north of the 
Kerameikos. 

Height, 0.62 m.; diameter, 0.29 m. 
Height of letters, 0.03 m. 
Inv. No. I 4868. 

aet. Rom. 

'AVTOoX [ta] a 
'AptuTwvos 

AVrtoX I IW 
yvvq 

There is not room to restore both sigmas in 
'AVrTo'X[tcra]a in line 1. In line 3 the word 
'AVrTo'Xtaoa was first written, and then written 
over correctly. 

80 (Plate 56). Fragment of Pentelic marble, 
broken on all sides, found on May 7, 1937, in 
the foundation of a house of Roman date south- 
east of the Tholos (G-H 12). 

26 For this friendship cf. P. Graindor, Herode Atticus, pp. 157-158, who protests rightly 
against the " emendation " of Barbarus to Varus in Philostratus, Vitae Sophistarum, I, 25, 15. 
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Height, 0.10 m.; width, 0.20 m.; thickness, 
0.035 m. 

Height of letters, 0.009 m. 
Inv. No. I 4789. 

aet. Rom. 
vacat 

[--- ] vtas >qTTLto 

[--- -'AX] E'av8pos HaXaNAvEv' 

--- -]poS rap yrTTLo3 

5 [----] vacat 

The names are not arranged according to 
phylai, and their significance is uncertain. Per- 
haps they represent aldatrot at the end of a 

prytany catalogue, like (e. g.) the names of 
I.G., II2, 1775, lines 43-45. 

81 (Plate 56). Small dedicatory base of Hy- 
mettian marble, with parts of the top, left side, 
face, and bottom preserved, found in a Byzan- 
tine wall over the western end of the Temple 
of Ares (J 8) on May 25, 1937. In the top is 
a segment of a shallow cutting, roughly circu- 
lar, ca. 0.018 m. deep. 

Height, 0.081 m.; width, 0.139 m.; thickness, 

0.105 m. 
Height of letters, ca. 0.013 m. 
Inv. No. I 4918. 

aet. Rom. 
Bov'Xwv 'Ap [_ c-a - - -HaX] 

X?qV5V' M [yrp' ?Oe)v] 

- _ _ca. - - 

apxovTros o vtavr6] 

INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY 

The restoration M [ov'atq] (cf. I.G., I1, 

2994) is probably too short for the space avail- 
able at the end of line 2, as this is determined 
by the restoration at the end of line 4. 

82 (Plate 57). Part of a pedimental funeral 
stele of Pentelic marble, broken at both sides 
and at the bottom, but with the back and part 
of the raking cornice at the top preserved, found 
on April 21, 1937, in a building of the modern 
bazaar west of the Stoa of Attalos. 

Height, 0.432 m.; width, 0.333 m.; thickness, 
0.155 m. 

Height of letters, 0.016 m. 
Inv. No. I 4776. 

aet. Rom. 

[?II- -] f a ZtAXo [v] 

[ ? _ _] 'J0w-rL-a8ov vy [acr?qp] 

The low relief below the inscribed band 
shows a sistrum, presumably held by Paula, 
who is thus identified as a priestess of Isis. The 
inscription on the left half of the stele has been 
lost, as has also the figure below it which must 
have balanced Paula in the sculptured relief. 

83 (Plate 57). The inscription now published 
as I.G., II2, 12936, was brought in to the exca- 
vations in 1937 and given Agora Inventory 
Number I 4970. 

BENJAMIN D. MERITT 

ATHENS AND STYMPHALOS 

84 (Plate 58). Opisthographic fragment of Pentelic marble, broken on all sides 
except the left of Face A (the right of Face B), where the original edge is preserved, 
found in November of 1934 among marbles collected in the south central part of the 
Market Square. 
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Height, 0.372 m.; width, 0.310 m.; thickness, 0.147 m. 
Height of letters (on Face A), 0.006 m. 
Inv. No. I 2025. 

Face A 
ca. a. 368 a. ITOIX. 
[.. EKaT]Ep&O&t Trap[? - 

[ . o] a arvbX&o& o?iT a] 

Iv flt 8W[&] Kato'rar[a-- -- 

[oiv]m [a]ivITos 0 '9 o[v-e aAAX X reoatc o -- -? -?- 
5 [ []ai4.]o'[?] 

11.*]ro[.]sOE[vo? 

[5 ....... ]a446]X L.3.[? -? 

[ ** 6. *] [ ] 'Iv [? ? I 
10 [...]v4X[? 

[.*5.*.]Epov- [e]v8 [_?? ] 

[. -.*]aptop[ty. * *]F'[? 

[.]*O-o-coo4?- * -v ][*] [ -] 

15 [ ]at[.... ...] 

Face B 
ITOIX. 

[1 _] . . . . .8. . . . . 

1[? 
1[? 

?[ ]PQ5A [.]2T[.* 

[?] 

I ?I 
10 [?-_________ 

[1?] rpcerrj .]h[. .5* .] 

[ ? ] QE. ]AH HlI[. 3..... 

1 5??T u [,...] tO[*^***] 
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? -] PAXAE[..] 
?~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~12 . 

II?I[ A.[. ........] 
20 [? 

? 
_ _ _ -?]Y4A[.]E[..] 

[?-]AON[.] Q[. ..] 

On Face A the reading at the end of line 14 is possibly AYO, while on Face B 
line 4 might be [--1 - IQ IAY7T [.'.]. In line 21 of the same face an upsilon 
may follow the epsilon, and the nu of line 23 might be a pi. A pivot hole for a door 
has been cut into Face B, destroying much of lines 5-9 (see photograph): both faces 
have been worn very smooth, and Face B is barely legible even in that small part in 
which traces of letters are still to be seen. 

The lettering of Face B is smaller than that of Face A, and the fragment is 
clearly yet another component of I.G., 112, 144, the scattered pieces of which have 
recently been discussed by G. A. Stamires.' The Agora fragment makes no join with 
any of the other pieces, which themselves have not permitted any reconstruction of 
the monument or the text, but from the content it seems to come from the same 
general area as fragment a (E.M. 7098) even though no direct relationship between 
the two fragments can be plausibly established. 

The chief importance of the new fragment is that at last it provides the evidence 
of the city with which the Athenians made these obviously substantial and compre- 
hensive arrangements. Stymphalos or the Stymphalians are mentioned three times, 
while in line 12 appear traces of the 8aquovpyot who were the principal Stymphalian 
magistrates.2 New light is thus thrown on the almost total darkness which covers 
the relationship between Stymphalos and Athens in the fourth century. Stymphalos 
was small, and it was not to be expected that, by itself, it would cut much of a his- 
torical figure. Its fortunes were linked with those of the rest of Arkadia both during 
the period of Spartan supremacy and, after Leuktra, when Epameinondas inspired 
the formation of the Arkadian League, as a permanent support of Thebes' anti- 
Spartan interests in the Peloponnesos. That Stymphalos was a member of the league 
from its inception has been reasonably supposed by B6lte (P.W., R.E., s.v. Stym- 
phalos), and is what one would expect. 

It was not until 366 that the Athenians entered into alliance with the Arkadians.3 
In 370/69, to preserve the balance of power, they had accepted Spartan overtures 

'lo4E,uwv, V, 1952/5, pp. 154-157; cf. S.E.G., XV, 91. 
2I.G., V, 2, 356 lines 5-6, 357 lines 74 and 181. 
3 Xenophon, Hellenica, VII, 4, 2. 
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and sent Iphikrates to their support against Epameinondas and his allies in the 
Peloponnesos. To this campaign should probably be assigned the story quoted by 
Strabo from Eratosthenes of a stratagem unsuccessfully used by Iphikrates against 
Stymphalos.4 It is possible that the present document belongs to the period of 
rapprochement between Athens and Arkadia in the succeeding years, and a date 
between 368 and 364 would conform to the epigraphical considerations.5 A connection 
with the Corinthian War and Athens' Peloponnesian intervention at the time seems 
too early for it, and Sparta's revived control of her League thereafter appears to 
exclude the possibility of attributing it to any date within the 'eighties or 'seventies 
of the fourth century. 

So far as one can tell, this is the record not of any political or military alliance 
but of a bilateral commercial agreement and of arrangements regarding the legal 
standing of the nationals of either contracting party when in the territory of the 
other: it may be referred to as a matter of o-vfq3oXat rather than crv,uqaXia, a word 
which Stamires in fact restored in line 10 of fragment aA. References to money 
(as fines or sureties?) recur, as do others to 4evo&iKat. Cases of murder seem to be 
in question on fragment k, debts and the exactions thereof on i, and perhaps also on 
bA. The fragments i and k belong, it is true, to a second document on the reverse of 
the stele, and it may be suggested that this second agreement was on similar lines 
to that on the main face, perhaps being concluded with another Peloponnesian or even 
Arkadian city. Since they were treaties concerned with intercity commerce and 
private rights, they would indeed be a matter for conclusion between the individual 
cities and Athens, and not the business of the Arkadian League as such. 

Two other documents may be set beside this Atheno-Stymphalian treaty. One, 
newly discovered and apparently concerned with a Kretan city, with particular refer- 
ence to arrangements between Athens and Knossos, is considered for the first time 
below (No. 86). The other is I.G., 12, 46, a treaty between Athens and Troizen, 
which offers striking similarities to the inscription under discussion. It also is com- 
posed of what Stamires has called a'OXLa XeLqIava cqrov8aa &nr&ypa0q', and is opistho- 
graphic, with the lettering on the main face, as in I.G., 12, 144, slightly earlier in 

4Strabo, VIII, 8, 4: Swo Sr KaO Jcf1lKpaT?j, 7rOAlOpKOVVTcL TOv .:TV'/MPaAoXovaL pq&v 7repatpoVTa, neL&Piut 

rv Ka7aSvctLv ('roi3 'Epacdvov) ro4)paal, oi7ro'yyov3 Iroptadevov 7roXXovs, ravlacaTGat Sl tovutas -yevoV1f. 

Iphikrates was in Arkadia during the Corinthian War (Xenophon, Hellenica, IV, 4, 16) in 392 and 
the Stymphalian exploit recounted by Strabo might be placed there. But since in 369 Arkadia was, 
in view of its pro-Theban alinement, a principal target for attack, it is more tempting to date it to 
the post-Leuktra period. For general accounts of Iphikrates' campaign on that occasion see Xeno- 
phon, Hellenica, VI, 5, 49-52; Diodoros, XV, 63, 2, and 65, 6; Cornelius Nepos, Iphicrates, II, 5. 
The record of Polyainos, Strategemata, III, 9, 28, probably refers to the same campaign. 

5 Adolf Wilhelm is expressly quoted (in I.G. ad loc.) as having observed that the omegas of 
this inscription in particular closely resemble those of I.G., 112, 105 (of which I.G., 112, 523 also 
forms part; cf. Hesperia, VII, 1938, p. 627), datable to 368/7. 
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appearance than that on the reverse. The contents reflect much of the wording of 
I.G., 12, 144. Here again appear eevo&iKat, references to death, damage, punishment, 
and sums of money, and to the overall similarity of content may be compared the 
size and comprehensiveness of both documents. I.G., 12, 46 is discussed further 
below (No. 85), since additional fragments of it have come to light, where it is 
suggested that it might be dated just after the formation of the Second Athenian 
Confederacy; if this suggestion is valid, it and its related documents may add new 
evidence for Athenian foreign relations in this period of revived Athenian power 
in the Aegean. 

The names so far won of cities with which Athens had these o-v,j3oXat are 
Knossos, Stymphalos, and Troizen; to these may be tentatively added a second 
Kretan City and the cities on the reverse of the Stymphalian and Troizenian stelai, 
both of which may well have been Peloponnesian. I have argued elsewhere ' that 
soon after the Confederacy was founded Athens expanded its scope and instituted a 
new grade of alliance, in which the allies were more loosely bound to Athens and were 
not members of the Confederacy. It may now be suggested that the expansion of 
Athenian influence and the development of Athenian foreign policy took place also 
on a third level, with a series of bilateral agreements relating to trade and private 
rights. It may be that this was a useful means of fostering good relations with 
cities which did not need or wish to have any closer political compact with Athens, and 
apparently none of those so far named did so, save in so far as Stymphalos subscribed 
to the Atheno-Arkadian treaty of 366.7 There was perhaps a fair number of o-vpj3ooXa1 
of this kind, of various dates between the formation of the Confederacy and the Social 
War, that with Troizen being one of the earliest. The goodwill generated by their 
negotiation and agreement could have been regarded as a useful aim of Athenian 
diplomacy, and served as an additional support for the new league and the new 
military alliances on which the Athenians laid the foundation of their revived 
hegemony. 

ATHENS AND TROIZEN 

85 (Plates 58-59). It was mentioned above, in connection with the commercial 
treaty between Athens and Stymphalos (I.G., 112, 144), that I.G., 112, 46, governing 
relations between Athens and Troizen, appears to be a document of the same type, it 
too being opisthographic and obviously a long and comprehensive inscription, with 
some of its phraseology echoed in the Stymphalian fragments. Two new pieces of 

6 In a forthcoming article in A.J.A. 
7 The Keans and probably the Naxians were in a different case (I.G., II2, 111 and 179). The 

rvp,,8oXad with them were occasioned, certainly in the case of Keos and probably also in that of 
Naxos, by defection from and subsequent re-entry into the Confederacy, in which they had been 
members of long standing. 
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I.G., JJ2, 46, have come to light in the Agora, and it seems convenient to publish them 
here in the general context of symbolai-documents.8 

Two fragments of Pentelic marble, both broken on all sides but each making a 
direct join with the other, found in a context dating from late Hellenistic to early 
Roman times in the vicinity of the Klepsydra (T 26), the upper fragment on June 3, 
1938, and the lower on June 18, 1937. 

Height (of combined fragments), 0.25 m.; width, 0.14 m.; thickness, 0.112 m. 
Height of letters, 0.007 m.-0.008 m. 
Inv. No. I 4985. 

ca. a. 375 a. ITOIX. 

[- EtIq'bI]Ol-TO KaLL?I 
V- -P( ?) ]o&Koq E[? -] 

[ - -]-I & 8?K] T-- - - _ _ _ _ _ _ 

[---- ]oritas v eAv 'ro[?]- 
--- r]ogv<a>v Iv[ - - - - -] 

10 [ ?----] v Xtas Eaxr[ ] 
[ ?- -] vo 'AOK<r>v [-?---- ? ] 
[ ?-----] KKaL rpoc0[80v Eva ---] 

[ ?------] X abE[- ? ] 

Fragment of the same inscription, also broken on all sides, found on March 22, 
1938, on the north slope of the Acropolis in a context of the second and third centuries 
after Christ. 

Height, 0.067 m.; width, 0.09 m.; thickness, 0.06 m. 
Height of letters, ca. 0.008 m. 
Inv. No. I 5351. 

ITOIX. 

a--yo?]pa'O-t EX-? 
[ XtVa],g tp<a>Xce as [- 

traces 

8 For an improved reading of fragment a (Face A) see S.E.G., XIII, 38. 
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These two pieces may be designated as q and r, to continue the lettered series of 
the fragments of I.G., 112, 46, and both belong to the back (side B) of the stele. The 
erasures in lines 5 and 6 of fragment q, the extent of which cannot be estimated, 
recall that on fragment c (line 50 of Face A) and the similar rasura on fragment a 
(line 4 of Face B), in both of which, as in line 5 of fragment q, the nine archons 
appear to be involved. Line 50 of Face A may be restored as [Ev] vE' ap [XovT - - -] 
and line 4 of Face B as [- - 'vv" &pX] ovraq [---]. The nine archons, with the same 
elision, appeared also on the Stymphalian document, and the duties prescribed for 
them evidently formed a regular feature of this type of symbolcai. 

Neither q nor r is free from carelessness on the part of the engraver. A for A occurs 
three times (q line 9 [twice] and r line 3), while in q line 11 11 is written for H. 

Restoration seems little in point in either fragment, and neither new piece makes 
a join with any of the existing fragments already published. The name of the city 
with which the agreement was made may be concealed in q line 11, where the first four 
extant letters could represent the termination of a plural ethnic: - Tpo ] v&'osg would 
be an attractive suggestion were it not that the Troizenians figure on the front face 
of the stele, and it may be that the document on the reverse of it referred to some 
other state. For the same reason the Corpus restoration Ev 8E T[po7"'m---] on 
fragment f (line 14 of Face B), if this fragment belongs to the reverse of the stele 
and not, as Koehler thought, to the front face, ought to be viewed with scepticism. 

This inscription has no secure date, but has been thought on general grounds, 
propter scripturcae rcationem, to belong to the early part of the fourth century before 
Christ, and is classed among inscriptions of a date earlier than 378 B.C. in the Corpus. 
It was, however, suggested earlier that commercial treaties, or symbolai, of this type 
may have been a feature of the revival of Athenian influence in the Aegean area, of 
which the Second Confederacy was the most striking and important product. If, 
besides undertaking full-scale alliances either within or outside the machinery of the 
Confederacy, Athens also made a series of agreements, non-military in scope and 
application, regulating her affairs with cities which wished for a friendly but not 
close association with her, Troizen seems well placed to have made such an agreement 
at an early stage. That with Stymphalos, discussed above (No. 84), and that with 
certain cities of Crete, to which we shall come (No. 86), belong later in time but 
were an extension of what could well have begun on Athens' own doorstep, so to speak. 
This treaty with Troizen on Face A of I.G., 112, 46, and its counterpart with an 
unknown city ' on the reverse of the same stele, perhaps marked the beginning of a 

9 Another city in the Argolid or the Northern Peloponnesos would seem to be a suitable 
candidate, but this must be balanced against the still-powerful Spartan influence in that area. There 
is, however, no necessary restriction to this region, and the city in question may be sought anywhere 
in Greece to which Athenian interests were being carried in the initial impetus of the new 
Confederacy and the expeditions organized under its auspices. 
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new and vigorous phase in Athenian foreign policy, in which a threefold approach, 
offering a choice of League membership, looser military symmachia, or purely com- 
mercial agreement, was adapted to the needs and wishes of the various cities. The 
initial emphasis of the Confederacy was to a large extent that of avoiding past abuses 
and accommodating the organization to the susceptibilities of the participants. The 
symbolai-agreements both in themselves and in the detail in which they were obviously 
worked out seem to reflect a similar attitude on the part of the Athenians towards 
cities not within the new League. It may therefore be suggested that this treaty is to 
be dated not before 378 but a little after it. The argument from the letter-forms, 
while undoubtedly demanding an early date, would not be inconsistent with an attri- 
bution to 375 or thereabouts. 

The difficulty of distinguishing between the two faces of this stele, mentioned 
above in connection with fragment f, prompts me to add that several years ago 
Meritt had a communication from Eugene Schweigert saying that three fragments 
had been joined together. Of these fragments two, b and d, had previously been 
attributed to the front face of the stele, but the third, m, had been regarded as part 
of the reverse face. It seems appropriate to include here the record of these joins 
(see Plate 59), and to publish the text of this part of the stone as now reconstituted. 
The left edge of fragment b is preserved, and the lines are numbered according to the 
publication in the Corpus. It will be noted that the position of the extant letters in line 
15 appears hitherto to have been falsely reported.'0 

ITOIX. 

FM[? 
10 vTpCT) [?-? 

V SE eEVOS [LK 

K(AOv EKaToI [?6 
c/J(E LXET&V [- a' - - - - - --? ] 
., e1 
OaOP7TEp 6 at-- 

15 [t.][a KTV+[wo-7t-]- - - - - - -] 
? SEKKa [,u]va[?- 

[yr] tyv6vrcov [K]aN [ ? - 

[Ka] aSvvarov St[-] 

a..a?]Go Tovns Kat E[---- 

20 [I. .4. . ] avoK6qn)ty[ ? ] 
. . . . . .... .I W MAv7 ------ 

[ ~~]KpE[- -- 

10 The three stones are numbered in the Epigraphical Museum as follows: b =E.M. 7102, d- 
E.M. 7105, and m =-E.M. 7113. The difference -in the horizontal letter-spacing of Face A and 
Face B is very slight. On Face A five lines measure ca. 0.06 m., on Face B 0.073 m. 
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In the Corpus fragment b is brought into relation with fragment a, but it does 
not seem necessary to reproduce here the restorations there offered, which, except in 
line 15, remain unaffected by the new joins. The whole section appears to be concerned 
with physical injuries which the citizen of one city might inflict on a citizen of the 
other; varieties of injury seem to be expressed in some detail, together with the 
procedure and penalties to which their infliction is to give rise. The amount of 
damages was apparently carefully proportioned to the injury inflicted, and once again 
brings into relief the comprehensiveness of this type of document and the minutiae 
into which it entered.'1 

ATHENS AND KRETE 

86 (Plate 58). A thin fragment of a stele of Pentelic marble, broken on all sides and 
at the back, found on June 24, 1935, in a modern context in the central area of the 
Market Square (L 9). 

Height, 0.20 m.; width, 0.18 m.; thickness, 0.028 m. 
Height of letters, 0.005 m.-0.006 m. 
Inv. No. I 3055. 

m,ed. saec. IV a. ITOIX. 
[ -] MH[- -- 
[ ? - - ] cAAM[- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -? 
[ ?- -vvV epx [P? i -----?]-- 
[ ? ]at avrq/uE[?- 

5 [ ? K]p1VavTEg Kv[8wvtaT(?)?---- 
[--------]a KaU EtaaWy [yEXXvArvcw?] 
[ ?- r6]d 8tKacrT7) [ptw)v o 8E & woXE'/apXog ?) r(v] 

[8ta8tKao-Ucr0v E1t] /LEXEU1TOC KacaOc [Ep roZt Kvmctotoi - -] 

[ ?-oU E]vvE apXovrEg 'AOq[vlqOcl ?] 

10 [ ?--- ]V &-]8t/ KcOa6aTEp ra[E T r['xw Kvwotcv8twKatI] 
[---- -Trapo0v]Tog 'AO /VETO pero[ucto 8E aTEXEtav Toif] 

[---o^ 83oo-c] Oat KacOcEp Kvco- [ tots ?- ? 

[? I r, , ,p v j,4? 

? - ]EXE'rw Ev ElT[r avTWt tat- 
15?? ----?v?8?[??-----?-?-?- ] 

[?-wap0'v]rog y Kv[woo ? ?] 

11 The phrase in line 19 seems strange, but there is no doubt of the reading on fragment d. 
Kirchner in I.G., II2 read [- - a]ro to tf[- --], which cannot now stand; [- - v] r Trobs or 

"I- W]rOTOVi might be possibilities, to be connected perhaps with Vxr'oTvata in I.G., JJ2, 1672, line 
66. But I leave it to others to make of it what they wish and what they can. 
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[?- - - - - - - - -] OS Ka' [ ?] 

[j.w, uwv r ao ---- Tara r]6 [ ?- 
[?] 

So little of this text is preserved that restoration may hardly be attempted, and no 
formula or set phraseology survives to enable the length of line to be determined with 
any accuracy. If the suggestion in lines 7-8 is acceptable, the inscription was some 46 
letters wide, and this may be confirmed by the phraseology of lines 11-12, if this is 
correctly interpreted. For the elision E'vve"' apX'ovZE in lines 3 and 9 compare line 5 of 
the fragment of I.G., II,2 46, discussed above (p. 227). In line 10 ia[g and 8&LKa may 
also be suggested. 

The fragment seems to belong to a further record of o-vfqoXcat between Athens 
and an unknown city, the terms of which are similar to a compact already made 
between Athens and Knossos. Provision is made for judgment in cases involving 
Athenians and citizens of the other contracting city, some being heard perhaps there 
and some at Athens (down to line 11). Possibly the inhabitants of the city were 
exempted from the metic tax while in Athens (lines 11-12), but in cases of misdeed 
they would be accorded the same status and treatment as metics (lines 13-14?); the 
same arrangements may have held good, mutatis mutandis, for Athenians resident in 
the contracting city (line 16). The inscription may have concluded with the necessary 
oaths. 

As a orv,4toXat-record this document belongs to the group discussed above, and 
may be dated to the same period, though late in it-perhaps to the early 350's. It 
postulates the existence of a similar treaty between Athens and Knossos, and perhaps 
the possibility of references to the terms of that enabled the present agreement to be 
expressed more concisely.'2 The only other known connection between Athens and 
Knossos at this period is reflected in an inventory-list (I.G., 112, 1443, col. II, line 
121), where a crown given by the Knossians to Athens is catalogued among the 
treasures in the Parthenon. The list belongs to 345/4 B.C., so that the good relations 
of which the gift was an expression had been cemented before that date-possibly at 
much the same time as the present arrangements, based on a treaty with Knossos, were 
made by Athens with another city. 

It is tempting to suggest that this other city was, like Knossos, a city of Krete, 
and line 5 offers the very tenuous but plausible hypothesis that it was Kydonia. 
Kydonia had been an object of interest to Athens in the fifth century (Thuc., II, 
85, 5), and if the Athenians were concerned to improve their relations with the 
Kretans they might well have looked to Kydonia again as a desirable point d'appui.3 

12 Cf. I.G., I2, 19 and 20. 
13 On relations between Kydonia and Lyttos ca. 343 BC. see Diodoros, XVI, 62-3. The letters 

-- -QAA -- in line 3 of this inscription might be restored as [T]CA A [VTT(wv], but, unless some 
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Since the original back of this fragment is not preserved, it is impossible to say if the 
stele was, like those of the o-vp,43oXaL already discussed, opisthographic; if it was so, 
this piece may well come from the reverse of the Knossian record itself. At any rate, 
meagre as it is, it serves to provide at least a little evidence for Athenian foreign 
policy in the middle of the fourth century and its extension in a direction unnoticed 
and almost unsuspected hitherto. 

ATHENS AND SIPHNOS 

87 (Plate 59). There is a further fragment among the inscriptions from the Agora 
which may be connected with this series of symbolai-documents. It is not in itself a 
commercial treaty of the type already discussed, but it appears to contemplate action 
under the terms of one, and, fragmentary as it is, it seems appropriate to restore it 
along these lines and to include it here. 

Fragment of Pentelic marble, with the surface badly worn, found on April 27, 
1938 among marbles collected near the south end of the Stoa of Attalos. The left 
side and rough-picked back are preserved. At the top of the stone is the lower left- 
hand corner of a recessed panel containing an elegantly cut relief, showing the lower 
part of a seated draped figure with the right foot extended. 

Height, 0.267 m.; width, 0.168 m.; thickness, 0.073 m. 
Height of letters, 0.007 m.-O.01 m. 
Inv, No. I 5410. 

ca. a. 362-355 a. ITOIX. 26. 
e [o ] 

'Eva6T-q 'rpvTav itaq, E'KT71l Kai rp] 

?aKOOTTl E'[OeEV Tl /0Xl Ka' r] 

Xl~ 8idw[k] et[vaL /v raq ypacas 7re] 
5 pt a&tKiaq [KacaL TcaL crvp43oXacL eK] 

a [r] E[pw6h 'A'r-vaiotl Kai ltViOl 
s [ a&oA 9 Kal ...............] 
rI . 26 .] . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

[..5..] [.. 'AO-Vaov 8 N r'v 8 Zov] 
10 [r] [V] [V ivtw [)N KTEVev a'vev ro] 

8&Z i-8 'AO'raVaicAv [l88E" &CKEv]' 

Cag 8' a,Nu hr,78 d7ro6[avxi 'AO'vai] 

[I] v aKpr avr ........ . ] 
4 TIN-- 

dispute were being expressly referred to Athenian arbitration, the introduction of the Lyttians 
would hardly seem in point. However, this may have been so, and the possibility is perhaps worth 
mentioning. 
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The smoothness of the inscribed surface makes the details of the text hard to 
recover. The width of the stele is conditioned not only by the phraseology of the 
preamble but also by the spacing of the introductory 8Eot and the relief sculpture above 
it. Stelai with reliefs in this form were popular between 410 and the middle of the 
fourth century, and the bulk of the examples discussed by R. Binneboessel fall within 
these limits." A seated figure is frequently balanced by one or two standing figures, 
and this would suggest that, since we have here the whole width of the seated figure, 
roughly half of the width of this stele is preserved. It is also noticeable that the 
majority of stelai carrying reliefs of this type contain between 25 and 35 letters per 
line. The suggested width would be further confirmed if, as seems to be the case, 
the epsilon of the superscription is to be seen in the worn space above the vi of 
7rpvrayt.[as]. 

The truncated prescript is unusual and noteworthy. The name of the archon 
and secretary, and perhaps also that of the phyle in prytany, probably appeared, 
inscribed in larger letters, above the relief. The separation particularly of the archon's 
name, and its inscription in larger characters, was a device especially favored at this 
period, which made an artistically pleasing contrast with the smaller lettering of the 
rest of the inscription and gave the stone an emphasis which it otherwise would lack. 
ILG., IIF, 164 seems to have given this information on the pediment and architrave 
surmounting the stele. I.G., II2, 14 and 27 are further examples of inscriptions the 
beginnings of which are preserved but which lack the usual prescript. These both 
contain the text of alliances, in the one case with the Boiotians and in the other with 
the Kerkyraians, and it is possible that in these instances the proposal to make or 
accept the treaty would carry the normal prescript, but that the treaties themselves, 
inscribed as independent documents sui generis, were set up without the customary 
formulae. In the present case we have not a total absence of prescript but an unusual 
and abbreviated one: it may be suggested that, because this involved current and 
temporary action under a definitive agreement inscribed elsewhere, less formality 
needed to be expended upon it; but the presence of the relief sculpture argues that it 
was not regarded as an ephemeral document to be inscribed and set up cheaply. 

The particular processes of law which are to be instituted are, if the suggested 
restoration is acceptable, to take place in accordance with the already standing 
symbolcai by which both parties are bound: [EK] Ia[VE[pwOt] in lines 5-6 reflects the 
appearance of the same word in line 1 of No. 84 above. The Siphnian demos is not, 
by itself, to put to death or undertake the prosecution of any Athenian without the 
involvement of the Athenian people, and special provisions are to be made to ensure 
that no Athenian is visited with the death penalty without due process or trial. 

The characteristics of the stele suggest that it should be dated to the second 

14 Studien zu den attischen Urkundenreliefs (1932). 
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quarter of the fourth century before Christ, in the later 360's or the 350's.15 The 
Siphnians were members of the Second Athenian Confederacy, which they seem to 
have joined in 373,16 and as such they would not belong to the category of those states 
discussed earlier who entered into symbolai-agreements with the Athenians but had 
no closer ties with them. Keos and Naxos, however, which were also members of 
the Confederacy, did enter into symbolai, of a different character, in consequence of 
revolt in the late 360's,17 and it is possible that Siphnos is now to be included in the 
same group. It lies in the same general area, and could well have been implicated in 
the same troubles. If this is so, it would help to explain not only the provision of a 
symbolai-agreement at all but also the rider which we have here, envisaging punitive 
action in which Athenian citizens seem likely to have been involved. At all events, 
the intervention of the Athenian demos, justified though it seems to be, reflects in some 
measure the gradual conversion of the Second Confederacy, like the First, into an 
arche rather than the intended coalition on an equal basis, -and would be appropriately 
placed in the years preceding the Social War, at the time of the Kean and Naxiail 
troubles. It is, however, not to be excluded that we have here to do with the aftermath 
of the Social War itself, although this seems the less likely hypothesis. At all events, 
the new fragment adds a little more detail to the history of Athenian foreign policy 
in the fourth century, on which this whole group of inscriptions, unpromising as they 
might initially appear, has collectively thrown a new and interesting light. 

88 (Plate 59). Boundary stone of poros, with 
the original top, back, and sides preserved, 
found on November 6, 1937, in the wall of a 
modern house south of the market square (P 
21). 

Height, 0.249 m.; width, 0.195 m.; thickness, 
0.123 m. 

Height of letters, 0.027 m. 
Inv. No. I 5084. 

saec. V/IV a. 
ho'po [5] 

aTos 

For this general type of boundary marker 

see I.G., II2, 2527-2553. The use of H to repre- 
sent both the aspirate and eta lends support to 
the restoration in I.G., I2, 906 (= I.G., JJ2, 

2552; cf. W. Peek, Ath. Mitt., LXVII, 1942, 
p. 33, No. 33), where the H at the beginning 
of ho'pos is restored. Initial H in this particular 
word may have been slow to disappear from 
texts otherwise using the Ionic alphabet, or at 
least have given rise to confusion; cf. S.E.G., 
XIII, 236. 

89 (Plate 59). A flat rectangular block of 
Hymettian marble, of which the top, bottom, 
and right side are preserved, found on October 
15, 1937, in the wall of a modern house south- 

15 By the 350's one would hardly expect the use of 0 for OY to survive so markedly, and 
on these grounds an earlier date seems more plausible. But the E for E I in line 12 suggests an 
engraver of the old school at work, and it is impossible to draw any hard and fast argument for 
this year or that from these points of style and expression. 

16 I.G., II2, 43, line 126. For the date see the article cited in note 6 on page 225. 
17 I.G., 112, 111 and 179. See above, page 225, note 7. 
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east of the Market Square- and west of the 
Panathenaic Way (P 21). The inscription is 
in a single line, between broad bands of irregu- 
lar toothed chiselling. 

'Height, 0.149 m.; width, 0.324 m.; thickness, 
0.530i. 

Height of letters, 0.012 m. 
Inv. No. I 5054. 

nit. saec. IV a. 

BoXys et 'Ape&'o ircayo 

The writing is rather roughly done, and 
climbs from the horizontal as it proceeds. Some 
attempt, erased by the chiselling, seems to have 
been previously made to write the dedication. 
The word /3eXk can be seen upside down be- 
low the successful inscription, the sigma falling 
under the lambda of the dedication and the beta 
below the xi. Other uncertain remains can be 
seen on the same level further to the right, an 
upright stroke below the pi of 'Apdo 7rayo, and 
an angled letter, possibly epsilon, below the 
gamma. 

This appears to be the earliest epigraphic 
mention of the Council of the Areopagus, dedi- 
cations by which are more familiar in a later age 
(I.G., II2, 2803-2807).1 There is no indica- 
tion of the character of the dedication, and the 
roughness of the execution is surprising. 

90 (Plate 59). Upper part of a grave stele of 
Pentelic marble, with the top, sides, and back 
preserved, but broken below and with damage 
to the edges all round, found on December 16, 
1937, in the wall of a modern house southeast 
of the Market Square and west of the Pana- 
thenaic Way (R 18). 

Height, 0.215 m.; width, 0.312 m.; thickness, 
0.119m. 

Height of letters, 0.02 m. 
Inv. No. I 5042. 

post med. saec. IV a. 

'Ayvovo'tov 

91 (Plate 60). Fragment from the upper part 
of a grave stele of Hymettian marble, found on 
December 8, 1937, in the wall of a modern 
house south of the Market Square (Q 18). 
The back and sides are preserved. Below line 
3 of the inscription are carved two rosettes. 

Height, 0.293 m.; width, 0.405 m.; thickness, 
0.129 m. 

Height of letters, 0.017 m. 
Inv. No. I 5156. 

fin. saec. IV a. 

[b]AXapV s 
'AvrTaTro [v] 
"O a 9 e v 
[ ? ] apov 

5 [- 

In line 4 [1 &etva 4itAox]apov is a possible 
supplement. 

Philochares of Oa is named as a priest of 
Asklepios in I.G., II2, 1534A, line 105, but no 
patronymic is given. His priesthood has been 
dated to 310/09,19 and on the assumption that 
he died soon afterwards this grave stele could 
be his. Although the surface of the stone is 
badly worn, the wedge-shaped ends of some of 
the strokes of the letters belong to the new 
fashion, introduced in the last third of the 
fourth century, which was the forerunner of 
apex writing. 

92 (Plate 60). Fragment from the center of 
the upper part of a pedimental grave monument 

18 The reference to [vI flovXj u k [ 'Apelov 7rayov] in I.G., I, 38a, given in Liddell and Scott, 
Lexicon, is long out of date. The suggestion was already abandoned in I.G., J2, 66, and the improved 
reading in A.T.L. (I and II), D7, eliminated the possibility altogether. I.G., JI2, 1421 (vid. line 95) 
seems later irn date than the new dedication. 

19 By W. K. Pritchett and B. D. Meritt, The Chronology of Hellenistic Athens (1940), pp. 
51-55. 
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of Pentelic marble, found on October 26, 1937, 
in the wall of a modern house south of the 
Market Square (N 19). Part of the top of 
the pediment is preserved; the fragment is 
otherwise broken all round. Below the pedi- 
ment is a wide cornice divided into three fasciae, 
with the inscription on the topmost and lower- 
most of the three. The main part of the stele 
carried sculpture in high relief, of which only 
the very battered remains of a head survive. 

Height, 0.226 m.; width, 0.103 m.; thickness, 
0.129 m. 

Height of letters, 0.009 m. 
Inv. No. I 5066. 

saec. IV a. 
[ ? ]Jvtjs 'Ovr1'[vA .... 

'A,%t7roA [t'Tr7] 

The name reached beyond the center of the 
stele, and was therefore a lengthy one such as 
Aristophanes; the patronymic contained three 
or four letters beyond the break, and 'Ovqu[L- 
Iov] is a strong probability. 

The ethnic may have been added as an after- 
thought. It is not properly centered in relation 
to the angle of the pediment, but the restoration 
[et] 'Ap/toro'X[cow], while restoring the sym- 
metry, is not warranted by the evidence. 

93 (Plate 60). Fragment from the upper part 
of a columnar grave monument of Hymettian 
marble, found on October 12, 1937, in the wall 
of a modern house southeast of the Market 
Square and west of the Panathenaic Way (R 
18). The fragment is broken on all sides, but 
the inscription is complete everywhere save on 
the right. 

Height, 0.287m.; maximum diameter, 0.271 
m. 

Height of letters, 0.03 m. 
Inv. No. I 5029. 

saec. I/II p. 
vacat 

'Ap7e' [Wv] 

Atovv [o'tov] 

MaXA IVTrr] 
vacat 

The spacing and arrangement of the names 
suggest the restoration of the ethnic as MaX- 
\[(O'v] rather than MaXX [to]. 

Mallos, on the river Pyramos in Kilikia, had 
connections with Athens which are here epi- 
graphically attested for the second time. Eumne- 
los, son of Ariston (the names partly restored 
but not in doubt) of the same city, appears in 
an ephebic list of 116/5 B.C.20 The present 
inscription is a century or more later in date, 
and reflects a sporadic but continuing inter- 
course between the two cities; the prosperity of 
Athens in the first two centuries of the Chris- 
tian era offered, on the evidence of metic funer- 
ary inscriptions, a marked attraction for resi- 
dent aliens.2' 

94 (Plate 60). Fragment of a grave stele of 
Pentelic marble, found on November 8, 1937, in 
the wall of a modern house southeast of the 
Market Square and west of the Panathenaic 
Way (R 19). The original back is preserved, 
as well as part of the top of the monument, 
together with a moulding above the inscription. 

Height, 0.196 m.; width, 0.178 m.; thickness, 
0.074 m. 

Height of letters, 0.015 in. 
Inv. No. I 5035. 

saec. IV a. 

,LAavtUv 

[.ca. 4] | a,[os 

The last letter of the patronymic appears to 
have been erased, but without complete suc- 
cess. If the ethnic is correctly restored, Silan- 

20 I.G., HJ2, 1009, line 105 (col. IV). 
21 I hope to deal in a separate study with the reality and character of Athenian prosperity under 

the early Roman Empire. 
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ion adds one more to the handful of Samians 
whose presence at Athens is attested by in- 
scriptions: this evidence extends from the fifth 
to the second century B.c., however, and one 

CORPUS CHRISTI COLLEGE, CAMBRIDGE 

might well expect it to be more extensive, since 
Athens was no doubt a regular venue for Sam- 
ian merchants at all periods. 

A. G. WOODHEAD 

95 (Plate 61). Fragment of a monument of Hymettian marble, found on December 
27, 1949, among stones gathered in the north central section of the Agora, many of 
which came from the north end of the Long Late Roman Wall. Part of the smooth 
right side is preserved, but the stone is otherwise broken. Below the inscription is 
part of an engraved crown. 

Heeight, 0.29 m.; width, 0.185 m.; thickness, 0.13 m. 
Height of letters, ca. 0.007 m. 
Inv. No. I 6254. 

AKAMANTIS 

[IIPO0,7raAknot ?] 
med. saec. IV a. (ca. a. 340) [? -]voV 

[ ? X ]atpeo-rpa[ ov] 
[ ?- 4@]EO4+aPTOV 

5 [_ _a. B--] Avraca 

[. * i- r*] et : 'ApXtvov 

[EoptIK] tot 
[14lI] KVO9: 'E,7rVXovq 
[0] ovKptri8& KaXXAov 

10 AtoviKo>woq: KaXaX8ov 

[E]VKXE1t83q Ev'Ot'ov 

['Av] rnyE'V7?) *5evwvioV 

lDlo ] PLO& 

15 [M] V 1LJtKXflq IIVOOKXEOVq 

[(e]p6a:ov NLKocrrp6rov 
.... ]paTos: MEXavw7rov 

[ypaiqaLrEvs Tr-s ,3ovX'T KaLt rov$ 8ov L]OX&rros: 'AvrtO4juov Eip [Eo4t(8f)] 
corona 

Line 10: .IONYKIOX lapis. 

This list of names is from a dedication in honor of prytaneis (cf. Raubitschek, 
Dedications, p. 191 ). The writing, the use of punctuation, the regular presence of final 
sigma in the genitives contemporaneously with the use of OY and not simple 0 at the 
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end of genitives, and the prosopography all indicate a date about the middle of the 
fourth century before Christ. The prosopographical data on lines 8, 9, and 18 point 
to a date near 340 B.C. From lines 8 and 9, also, it may be concluded that the men 
named in lines 8-13 belonged to Thorikos, and consequently that the phyle honored 
was Akamantis.1 

Lines 2-6: If one scrutinizes the names in these lines for a clue to the deme of 
Akamantis to which they belonged, he finds the following evidence, not taking into 
account Thorikos (already pre-empted for lines 7-13): 

The name Chairestratos occurs once in Hagnous (P.A., 15155), where Mivvtov 
XatpE&rparo 'Ayvo<v>oioo, a girl, is mentioned on a sepulchral relief of the middle of the 
fourth century B.C.2 It occurs once in Eiresidai (P.A., 15160), where Xatp&rTparog 
Xatpt&E4vovs [E1]pECroi8 is named in a dedication made by a board of magistrates in 
the middle of the fourth century B.C. (I.G., If2, 2826). It occurs also once in Sphettos, 
with XatpE&r [paro . .. ] ... 'r :yv (-q p-) in a financial document of 343/2 
B.C.3 

The name Theophantos is found in Prospalta where 03Eo'bcavrog 0Ea7EM'8oV lpo- 
OTiraXrtoo (P.A., 7089) is in a list of orgeones at the end of the fourth or beginning of 
the third century B.C.4 But an equally possible name for line 4 in the present text is 
Kleophantos, known in the deme Kerameikos from the appearance of KXE6favros 
KXEav'pov E'K KEpap%v on a rectangular bronze tablet.5 

The name Lysanias occurs, apart from Thorikos which is of course excluded, 
in Sphettos: Avo-aviag 14irrnos (P.A., 9324) was father of Aischines the Socratic. 
It occurs also in Prospalta: [A- C -- Al]vcaviov [llpoor-raXrtog was prytanis in 
327/6 B.c.6 It occurs again in Kephale: [Avoaviag AVO-&KXE'OV] s KEbaX-q was registrant 

1 Weight has been given to the full name in line 9, so that the other names occurring in other 
demes (viz., demes with demotic ending in -- - tos) have been disregarded: for example, EVoas 
?vAaXatos, 'AvTtyE'VV' 4bvXa'atos, etc. 

2 I.G., II2, 5273. Above the head of the woman, mother of Mynnion, I distinguish on the 
squeeze and on the photograph in A. Conze, Die attischen Grabreliefs, No. 896 (Plate 176), the 
end of the mother's name: [ ? 3 ]-. For another example of the name in Hagnous, see Hesperia, 
Index I-X, s.v. [Xatp]e'aq Xatpeo(rpJrov) ('Ayvov'atoq ?), but see also the objections raised by W. K. 
Pritchett, A.J.A., LVI, 1952, pp. 164-165 with notes 16-17. 

3 Hesperia, VI, 1937, p. 455, No. 5, lines 18-19. 
4 I.G., II2, 2355, line 8. For the date, see Chr. Petrou-Anagnas, 'EXX-vtKa', VIII, 1935, p. 227. 
5 B. Theophaneides, 'ApX. 'E+., 1939/1941 (published 1948), 7rap., p. 17, no. 5. A preliminary 

announcement was made by Y. Bequignon, B.C.H., LIV, 1930, p. 452, where the name is given 
erroneously as Kto'oavroq. A. A. Papagiannopoulos-Palaios, in an oral communication to me before 
the publication by Theophaneides and without knowing of the announcement by Bequignon, called 
the tablet a tessera iudicialis. If this be so, its date is of the fourth century, before the year 330 B.C.; 

cf. A. K6rte, Ath. Mitt., XXI, 1896, pp. 452-453. 
6Hesperia, Suppl. I, p. 31, No. 1, line 50. The reading of S. Dow, the first editor, was 

ca. .6. .Ios APl IOY. A. E. Raubitschek, in Hesperia, Index I-X, s.v. 'A2riag, understood this as 
[ ..c.a6 . ]o 'A7r'Ov. On the other hand, W. Peek, Ath. Mitt., LXVII, 1942 (issued in 1951), p. 162, 
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of a mine ca. 350/49-345/4 B.C.7 and Avo-avtct Av0-CKXE'vO Keoa was registrant and 
lessee of a mine in 342/1 B.C.8 Finally, the name is found in Poros: Avo-avcta AaXE- 

go.,po Ho-p' tais in a sepulchal inscription from the Peiraeus of the fifth century before 
Christ.9 

The name Archinos occurs once in Prospalta: 'ApXE'8rquog 'ApXtvo[v llpl o0, a 
trierarch, was recorded in a naval document of about 336/5-331/0 B.C."0 

While Hagnous, Eiresidai, Kephale, and Poros are represented by one name 
each, and Sphettos by two, there are from Prospalta three names: Lysanias, Archinos, 
and the characteristic Theophantos." Most of these names are close in date to the 
time of the list. The small deme Eiresidai is otherwise improbable because of the 
number of the prytaneis (5+). For the same reason Poros is improbable, and it is 
excluded anyway since I recognize it in lines 14-17. It seems reasonable, therefore, to 
select Prospalta for the demotic of the lines under discussion. Probably the number 
of the prytaneis was five, as in I.G., 12, 1700, lines 113-122 (335/4 B.C.) and in 
Hesperia, Suppl. I, p. 31, No. 1, lines 49-54 (327/6 B.C.)."2 

Theophantos son of Theagenides was probably a relative of our prytanis, while 
Archidemos son of Archinos and [_ _a 6] son of Lysanias were probably brothers 
of [. .. ir] 6q7 'ApXiov and of [- - 8 Avoravtov respectively. 

An onomatological study of the preserved traces in line 6, taken in combination 
with the requirements of space, shows that the name was probably t.... z]f0n, or 
even, more exactly, [(DtXov]f. 7Xs I have not made the restoration because of possible 
uncertainty about the count of letters."3 Of a number of names ending in --- wTEWr 

and satisfying here the number of missing letters only Philopeithes is so far known 
from Prospalta. It has been reported on a stele (I.G., 12, 7309) from the middle of 

No. 335, suggested the reading 'Ayiov. A study of the squeeze and of Dow's photograph has led me 
to the above reading. 

7Hesperia, XIX, 1950, pp. 228-229, No. 13, lines 46-47. 
8I.G., II2, 1582, lines 76-77 and 82-83. For the date see Margaret Crosby, Hesperia, XIX, 

1950, p. 200. 
9 I.G., I2, 1018. 
10 I.G., II2, 1624, line 87. 
11 I have not taken into account the second example of Chairestratos from Hagnous, but 

Kleophantos in the Kerameikos is disturbing. If one accepts it, Theophantos cannot be counted, 
and so Prospalta will be (numerically) no more likely than Sphettos. 

12 See the commentary on Thorikos, below. Cf. A. W. Gomme, The Population of Athens, 
p. 60. 

3I disregard here the name Philopheithes, taken to be an assimilated form of Philopeithes, 
the sole evidence for which is the patronymic on a tessera iudicialis (I.G., 112, 1897) which can also 
be expanded as DtAo4d(8ov). Indeed, this was the opinion of the first editor W. Vischer, 
Epigraphische und archiiologische Kleinigkeiten (Basel, 1871), pp. 14-15, No. 1 (5 Kleine 
Schriften, Leipzig, 1878, p. 286, No. 1). Actually, his first publication was in Verein schweiz. 
Gymnasiallehrer in Solothurn (1866) [non vidi]. 
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the fourth century B.C., above line I according to the copy of Moustoxydes, or below 
line 5 according to the copy of Pittakys.14 

Line 8: The only possible restoration is [I,ui] KV0o0 : 'E-n-r6Xovg, and it happens 
that both these names occur elsewhere in Thorikos.'5 One Smikythos of Thorikos is 
mentioned twice as owner of property at Laureion after the middle of the fourth 
century (about 338/7 B.C. [?]).'" Epiteles of Thorikos is also mentioned twice as 
trierarch in the naval record of 323/2 B.C."7 In fact, it seems that this Smikythos 
was the same as the prytanris, and that Epiteles the trierarch was his son bearing the 
name of his grandfather. 

Lines 9-10: Thoukritides son of Kallias is to be identified with eOVKptTt8-9) 

KaXXto 0OptKtOS, ypaaT.zwE ntorar^)v 'EXAvtvoQEv in 332/1-329/8 B.C. (I.G., II2, 

1544, line 10).18 The ubiquitous name Dionysios appears of course already in 
Thorikos, as elsewhere, and one must be cautious in drawing prosopographical con- 
clusions from it. An official honored by a decree of 304/3 B.C. is called KaXX&T-ri[8-q 
A]LoVVrtov eop [ LK]a (I.G., 112, 488, line 10), and his brother is believed to be KaX- 
XL,Kpac[TL1] ALOvo-i[oV] 0optiKtog, known from a funeral inscription found west of 

14 Both copies are now in the Academy in Berlin. See the commentary by Kirchner, ad loc. 
The stone now consists of three fragments, of which that at the upper right corner has presumably 
been added recently. It shows an additional rosette placed symmetrically with that mentioned in 
the Corpus and preserves the two final letters of line 1 which have been hitherto restored. The name 
is clearly E1$vn1s. The inventory numbers in the Epigraphical Museum are 10728 + 10729. 
The upper part of the stele, which possibly carried the name of Philopeithes, is missing. Both the 
ancient and the modern texts on this stone were published by D. G. Kampouroglous, Al Xra 'AaAvat 
(Athens, 1922), p. 111. 

15 The name Mikythos (which would be too short anyway) has been known to be non-Attic 
since U. Koehler, in I.G., II, 870, corrected Fourmont's copy to IloXv'tvo <K>,tuK'O0 (I.G., II2, 

1747, line 43). He also, in Rh. Mus., XXXIX, 1884, p. 300, note 2 (cf. P.A., 10197, 12798) 
corrected MIKAcv6os NlraX7r7tos in Diogenes Laertios, VII, 12, to .dtKv0o-; `vraX?1rtos. Herbert Long 
kindly informs me that the three best manuscripts of Diogenes (B, F, and P) have the reading 
MiLKVOS "without the slightest trace of correction or erasure." Yet in my opinion that does not 
mean that it is the correct form of the name. On the other hand, the names uiUKV@, :4wV6tov, and 

d,uKvOos are, as is known, very well attested; see, e. g., Kirchner, P.A., 12764-12798, 12766a, Sund- 
wall, N.P.A., p. 152; I.G., II2, 1590a (lines 4 and 9), 5293, 7277; 'ApX. 'E+., 1918, p. 75, No. 95, 
line 38; I.G., 12, p. 320; A. E. Raubitschek, Dedications from the Athenian Akropolis, p. 531; 
Hesperia, XXVI, 1957, p. 13, No. S5, line 14. A foreign tie may be indicated by the form [M]lKV'0K, 
restored by Raubitschek, op. cit., p. 321, No. 298, in order to let each line of an inscription begin 
with a complete word, and apparently accepted by W. Peek, Wissenschaftliche Zeitschrift der Martin- 
Luther-Universitit Halle-Wittenberg III, 1954, p. 387. All previous editors had restored ucv'(%q. 

'6Hesperia. XIX, 1950, p. 222, No. 9, line 13, and ibid., p. 265, No. 20, line 50. 
17 I.G., II2, 1631, lines 609 and 614. 
18 The family is known. See the stemma apud Kirchner, P.A., 7866, and Kirchner's comment 

on I.G,, 2 1925, line 18. His arrangements depend on the accuracy of the statement in P.A., 
7865: Cum KaXXtaa (I) OoptKtog 8tatT-Tq tam a. 329/8 sexagenarius esset, Calli aituli navalis non 
eundem, sed filiun Calliae I esse dixerim. 
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Laureion (I.G., 112, 6225).19 The date of the inscription is unknown. However, 
in view of the first part of the compound name, not only is the connection reasonable, 
but the further assumption may be made that our present prytanis was the father. 
Kirchner does not mention Tod's opinion (loc. cit.) that perhaps the ephebos of I.G., 
II2 478, Col. III, line 84, was the son of Kallippides. If he was, the name should be 
restored [KactXj X4axog KaXX [urni8ov] eOpFKtOp . But the restoration of the patronymic 
as KaXX [ Kparovg] is equally possible. Thoukritides and Dionysios of lines 9-10 were 
cousins. 

The relation between Kallikrates, as mentioned above, and that KaXXtKpa6T-q 

eOptIKtOg of the sepulchral inscription I.G., II2, 6239, is not known. This latter text 
was known until recently only from a copy made by Spon: lIpaetKX Eviffpovtov, yov&) 
8E KaXXtKpa'rov OOpLK'OV. Meritt added the demotic OoptKtoS after the patronymic 
Ev`opoviov from a manuscript copy by Francis Vernon.20 He reported further that 
this demotic appears also in the manuscript of Spon's fellow-traveler G. Wheler (No. 
CXXI in the original = No. 346 in the modern numeration) except that Wheler 
wrote erroneously, 0Opud'ov. The stone was seen in the same place with I.G., II2, 
5388 and 7293. Wheler's note for all three is: in horto Hussenj Bey, prope Monas- 
terium Hagio asomato, in columnis.2' Vernon, who lacks I.G., 112, 7293, notes: at 
Brysi Ussein, beys gard(e)n.22 Spon's topographical indication for I.G., I2, 5388 
and 6239 is: A A THENES, Au jardin d'Hussein Bey, while for I.G., 112, 7293 it is: 
HORS DA THENES, Dans une Chapelle de S. George proche le Monastere Aso- 
Mato.23 The last was seen and copied also by Fourmont in ecclesia parva super Ilissum 
sita. These indications lead to the small church of St. Nicholas, also called the church 
of St. George, which is recorded as being in the enclosure of 'NapPEog xoM 1; cf. A. K. 
Orlandos, EVpEr4ptov r&v 4LEOat*V)KW0V (VL74iqLCEVW r7s 'EXX6a8og, vol. I, fasc. 3, p. 128, 
No. 2; Chrysostomos A. Papadopoulos, 'lropia r LP 'N Eov 'EKKX c-TLKS XXoX 

(Athens, 1919), p. 5. 

19 Kirchner leaves the patronymic without restoration. He overlooked the legitimate and 
practically certain restoration of M. N. Tod, B.S.A., IX, 1902/3, p. 170, whom Sundwall follows 
in N.P.A., p. 105. 

20 Hesperia, Suppl. VIII, p. 227. 
21 I use the photostatic copy of his manuscript at the Institute for Advanced Study; cf. A. E. 

Raubitschek, Hesperia, XII, 1943, p. 43 with note 100. Wheler gives one more copy of I.G., II2, 
7293 under No. XLVI (= 271) with the note ibid. (= Athenis). 

22 Iuse the photostatic copy of Vernon's diary at the Institute for Advanced Study; cf. B. D. 
Meritt, Hesperia, XVI, 1947, p. 55, Hesperia, Suppl. VIII, p. 213. In Vernon's copy of I.G., II2, 
5388, the patronymic is given fully (HPOAOTOY) as it was read later by Velsen, although in 
Velsen's time the first letter was preserved only in part. I think that the suspicion of Koumanoudes 
(not mentioned by the editors of the Corpus) that this inscription is the same as I.G., II2, 5387, 
still deserves attention, but the matter needs further examination. 

23 I use-his book Voyage d'Italie, de Dcimatie, de Grece, et du Levant, Fait es anne'es 1675 & 
1676, Par J. Spon & G. Vvheler, in the edition of Amsterdam, 1679, vol. II, pp. 381, 419, and 457. 
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The term columna used by Wheler means columella as is shown by cases in which 
the monuments as described have been preserved; and one would come to the same 
conclusion from the disposition of the lines in all three monuments. That means that 
they are of a date later than the end of the fourth century B.C. In I.G., IJ2, 6239, 
which concerns us here, one can notice, in particular, besides the case of adoption (a 
feature commoner in middle Hellenistic times and thereafter), the omission of iota 
adscriptum in the word yovO, and the fact that in Vernon's manuscript one alpha (that 
in the first line) has the cross-bar broken. All these indications suggest a date not 
before the second century B.C. with the possibility that this Kallikrates may be con- 
nected with KacXXtKpa6TrJ KaLKppa'rov Oopt'KtOs who was flutist in the years 178/7- 
161/0.24 

Kirchner has assigned to a date within the fourth century B.C. a funerary 
urn from the Peiraeus with the inscription Atovva-iov AYTE| OOpLKL'OV (I.G., IP2, 
6219). 24 This Dionysios may have no connection with the prytanis. The family 
presumably included also KaXXto-rparos 0opEKtog (P.A., 8168) and KaAXXtobvr Avo-tov 
OopLKtag (P.A., 8221). This latter makes a link with the well-known family of 
Dexileos whose stemma is given under I.G., II2, 6217.25 In later times, about 100 B.C., 

the name Dionysios recurs in the family of the artist Polykles of Thorikos.26 
Line 1 1 : The only name hitherto known in Attic prosopography which suits the 

preserved letters is Dai4a, but it is too long by one letter and hence inadmissible. The 
only non-Athenian name known to me which appears elsewhere in Attica and which 
conforms to the epigraphical requirements is Ptag, a name borne by a painter of 

24 He was unknown at the time Kirchner published his Prosopographia Attica, but now his 
name appears or is restored in a dozen prytany decrees which are enumerated above on pp. 41-42. 
In that list the dates given to some of these documents were not made to conform to the latest 
determinations, and some corrections, which I take this opportunity to acknowledge, must be made: 
items b and c are of the same year, which falls between 176/5 and 170/69; the upper limit of the 
date in item e (and item e of p. 41) is now 173/2 (year of the archon Alexis); the date of items 
j and k is 164/3 B.C. (cf. p. 74, above). Thus the lower limit in the date of item e is 161/0 and the 
career of Kallikrates is limited, so far as is known, to the years 178/7-161/0, while that of the 
herald Philokles of Trinemea is extended to the attested years 173/2-166/5 (or 162/1 unattested). 
The year 161/0 constitutes now a terminus post quem for the prytany decree published in Hesperia, 
IX, 1940, pp. 122-126, No. 25. 

24a The urn is not of bronze but of Attic clay, and was bought in the Peiraeus in 1875. It is now 
in the Archaologische Sammlung der Stadt Winterthur in Switzerland (Inv. No. 298). Professor 
H. Bloesch has very kindly supplied these facts and a photograph of the urn. He has expressed 
some question whether the inscription is genuine, a suspicion which I share. 

25 Additional information is now given in the inscription published by A. D. Keramopoullos, 
'ApX. 'E+., 1934/5, 7rap., p. 16. 

26 AtOvatos TqapXt8ov Ka' TtqapXt&s loXvck'ovs 'AO-vatot, Insc. Delos, 1688; Pliny, Nat. Hist., 
XXXVI, 35 (cf. P.A., 4181, 13620). This is not the place to discuss the perplexed genealogical 
*stemma of the family. For the latest examination of the evidence, see G. Becatti, Bulletino della 
Commissione archaeologica comunale di Roma, LXIII, 1935, pp. 111-131. 
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the last quarter of the sixth century.27 Its use by a citizen of the fourth century 
would seem to me highly problematical. The correct restoration, I believe, is [0]0i"' 
a name known elsewhere in Tanagra (I.G., VII, 1287). According to Bechtel,28 it is 
derived from the name of the hero Oiax, but certainly in the mind of its users there 
must always have been a feeling for its original meaning tiller or (metaphorically) 
helm of government. This connection is echoed in the name of the father ll8aXtkov 
which is derived from v-8a&Xtov, a rudder. Presumably these men belonged to a family 
that dealt with ships or perhaps with political affairs. Pedalion also is new in Attic 
prosopography, and, indeed, is known at all only from a lemma of Suidas (Souda) 
(II 1495 Adler) : llr8aXvoqo o'voa KVptOV. The source of Suidas, according to Adler, 
was the unpublished Lexicon A mbrosianum (639) or rather their common source. The 
existence of the name in these lexica shows that it was mentioned by some orator or 
other classical author not now preserved. On the other hand, the genitive probably 
indicates that its bearer was father of the main figure in the primary source. Taking 
into account the rarity of the name and the date of our present text, I identify the 
two men who bore the name 29 as members of the same family and consider it even 
highly probable that they should be identified with each other. 

The quota of names from Thorikos is the same (6) as in Hesperia, Suppl. I, 
p. 31, No. 1, lines 69-74 (327/6 B.c.). 

Lines 14-17: The demotic in line 14 should be short, and those that come under 
consideration are EiIaEiot, 'Eppvetot, l4-rTTlOl, and especially ll6ptot. The spacing, when 
compared with the position of the demotic [OptlK] tOt in line 7, is strongly in favor of 
ll'pwti, the choice being made virtually certain by the existence on the edge of the stone 
of part of the rounding of rho. The reading should be [ll6]pwto. This was confirmed 
by Meritt during his study of the stone in Athens in the spring of 1955. 

A NtKoro-rparos [r]X'qro. llip0to is known from a sepulchral inscription of the 
middle of the fourth century before Christ,"0 but the name Nikostratos is too common 
to allow a conclusion about his relationship to the prytanis. The demotic of NtKO- 

orparoq 0pao-vp6axov (P.A., 11013) is not known. Nor (for comparison with line 17) 
do we know the exact demotic of MeXaXvnoTos 'Ecrmrtopo II[---] (P.A., 9793) of 
I.G., II2, 1666.31 

Line 18: The traces of letters after the patronymic in this final line show that 

27 Cf. P. Kretschmer, Die Griechischen Vaseninschrif ten ihrer Sprache nach unterswcht (Giuters- 
loh, 1894), p. 74; B. Keil, Ath. Mitt., XX, 1895, p. 429. 

28 Die historischen Personennatmen des Griechischen (Halle, 1917), p. 575. 
29 It has not been recorded by Bechtel, op. cit., and it is the only name derived from ir8aAtov. 
30 I.G., II2, 7250. On the squeeze I distinguish the mark of punctuation between the patronymic 

and the demotic. The date of the inscription can hardly be before the middle of the century. 
31 See Kirchner's commentary, ad loc. 
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the name recorded was not that of a prytanis, but rather that of the secretary.32 The 
title, in older times, was ypa,pqiarEv'9 r& fovXAp Ka't r Srinct, and later ypaptqarEvO 
Ir7 fiovr0Xv Kai rovi &3rov. Enough of the first letter of the name is preserved to show 
that it was lambda; hence the name was [K6X] Xt-7os or [04] Xvrow. In the year 
338/7 B.C. the secretary in I.G., II2, 237, line 2, was D [ tXtirro 'Avn .............. ] 
and in I.G., II2, 238, lines 5-6, 04t[X]A] z0os 'Avrti[ ... I .......... Ferguson at- 
tempted to restore Iti[X]?T17roT 'Avrt0[cvroq Ei&EaLOs] by comparison with I.G., Jf2 
587, where the orator-then thought to be the secretary-was [ ? El]TEca?os, 

and he supplemented the restoration with the common name of Antiphon.33 The 
demotic had to be of Akamantis, as was demanded by the secretary cycle. Adolf 
Wilhelm declared himself against this restoration and indeed against any association 
with I.G., II2, 587.34 The name of the secretary was therefore taken over by Kirchner 
into I.G., II2, 237 and 238 without further supplement. One will note that there is a 
discrepancy in the sum of the missing letters in these two inscriptions (13 as against 
12), though they are both written a-rotX-8o'v.35 

In the present text the demotic begins with E I and thereafter a partially preserved 
P can be fairly well made out. The restoration is Et'p [Eo-4(8q)] abbreviated because 
of space. One XiADirr0o E1p[[Eo8-qs] was epistates in the year 368/7 B.C. (I.G., 112, 
104, lines 8-9), possibly a relative of the secretary here. I suggest that the secretaries 
of 338/7 and of our text were the same man, and restore ( [iXturwaos 'AvTir14ov 
E1pEo-i&r)s] in I.G., II2, 237, and i[X]ivrroIA-V 'Avri44r4 oIv E1pEari&s] in I.G., 112, 238, 
with some two letters in the demotic occupying only one space.86 

In I.G., 12, 2753, the restoration is now given as [KaX]XL'-Tcl)w 'E[pjoud?]&L, 
with a note that the demotic may have been E ['pE0i 8EL. It is also possible to restore 
the name as [Ot] )LT-rcoi, and perhaps to identify him with the secretary of our text. 

This inscription is the first instance in which the secretary at the end of the 
register of prytaneis belonged to the same phyle with the prytaneis. But this is a 
matter of coincidence.37 

96 (Plate 61). Fragment of a stele of Hymettian marble, with part of the left side 
and rough-picked back preserved, but otherwise broken, found on July 26, 1949, 

32 Parallels for such an addition at the end of a prytany list exist in I.G., 112, 1740 lines 53-54, 
1747 lines 33-34, 1750 lines 50-53, and especially 1751 line 62 which has the same arrangement 
as the present text. 

33 W. S. Ferguson, "-The Athenian Secretaries," Cornell Studies in Classical Philology (VII, 
1898), pp. 33, 39. His restoration is simply mentioned by Kirchner, P.A., 14381 (cf. P.A., It, 
p. 532, No. 47). 

34Jahreshefte, X, 1907, pp. 32-34. 
3 Minor irregularities do occur, however, in both texts. 
3s Cf. I.G., II2, 238, lines 2 and 4, for similar crowding. 
37 For the secretary, see M. Brillant, Les secretaires Atheniens (Paris, 1911), pp. 109-125. 
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among marbles collected east of the Panathenaic Way, some of which came from the 
Long Late Roman Wall. 

Height, 0.26 m.; width, 0.21 m.; thickness, 0.085 m. 
Height of letters, 0.006 m. 
Inv. No. I 6218. 

The fragment is part of the same stele with Hesperia, Suppl. I, pp. 89-91, No. 
40, republished with a new fragment by B. D. Meritt in Hesperia, XVII, 1948, pp. 
14-16, No. 6. It makes possible the reading and restoration of lines 41-52 of this 
latter publication as follows: 

a. 203/2 a. non-ITOIX. ca. 49 
41 [E'(rwvua TW vrapktav KaXXtrrov] It&XtatTo[v] 'OrOEv EVOE3ELaC Eeve 

[Ka r^] Et ro[vs OEOvO Kaa 4tXor] qtlag r? s eb rovE [s] OvXEras 
[Kat ro] vs acETTrov [g sE7ratcv'Oa] ?8 Ka" TOP ypcq.quLaEa KaAA [?s] ov K[aJ 
[It]Xw-rL8ov 'O'OEv E&rawv[&-at &] iat Tov tEpE'a rov Etr&vvl4ov Avct v 

45 [vov] 'AXapvEa Ka& rav y[pacu/qarE] a Tr'7 ,8ovXr$ Kat TOy 8n.LOV t4017TroV 

[?] XVEa Ka T rv viro[ypa.a.Ear]a l]pTro/6Ev'jvV E'TEatOV KaL TOV K7qpVKa 

[rT^] /3ovX 10 Kat [oT ov Evl'K ] Xv BEPEVELKi&JPV Ka" Tv aVX-7T JV NE 

[OKX] ̂ v BEpEvE [ tKt18qV KaNl crTE] Oa [v 3] a(tC E'KacrTov avTCtv OaXXov C(Te 

[pa]Qv ava[yp6qiat 8E TOuE TO *rOt]a ToPv 7ypqkTEea TOV KaTa Irpv 

50 [rTav] etav [Ev (CrT)XEL XLO WEt KaC& O-T^ ] a-Cat& E'V TOL 17rpVTavt&KW' Et 0 

T-qv avaypac/YIV Kat T7qV 17rOVq7tV T-g] 0-7?)X7 ,EpTat TOV Elrt TEL 

[8&O&K-7o-Et To yEvokEPvov avaAXca]. vacat 

It appears from the new fragment that the treasurer and the secretary have 
the same name: Kallippos, son of Philistides, of Oe. The question arises whether 
they are the same person. A similar case occurs in a prytany decree (ca. 160/59- 
150 B.C.) published by W. K. Pritchett in Hesperia, IX, 1940, pp. 122-126, No. 25. 
There the answer is clear: The secretary Philokrates son of Philokrates of Dekeleia 
is the son of the homonymous treasurer, as is shown by the two successive names 
Philokrates in the register of the prytaneis.37a Parts of the names depend on restora- 
tions, but the restorations are certain. 

Another case occurs in the decrees of 193/2 B.C., published by Pritchett and 
Meritt in Chronology, pp. 111-113. There two of the citations bear the same name: 
Zoilos of Sphettos (in the second citation partly restored). The editors interpreted 
this as another example of father and son being treasurer and secretary respectively. 
However, A. E. Raubitschek, in the Index of Hesperia (Vols. I-IX), s.v. ZwtAos 

j Cf. Pritchett loc. cit., p. 124. 
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14nIrr&os, united both names in one entry and assumed their identity.38 The interpre- 
tation remains in doubt. 

There is a different case in the decrees of 140/39 B.C. published in Hesperia, 
XVII, 1948, pp. 17-22, No. 9. Here Euktimenos of Eitea is expressly called Ta-t'a 
Kat ypaJacTEv1 and there is only one Euktimenos in the register of the prytaneis. But 
he had two citations, one for each of his offices. Moreover, he was spokesman for 
both decrees.39 These peculiarities, duly commented upon by the editor, show that it 
was not impossible for one person to hold at the same time the offices of treasurer and 
of secretary. 

Another case of double capacity, though of a different kind, appears in the 
prytany document I.G., IJ2, 678, where the treasurer of the prytaneis and the treasurer 
of the Boule are the same person. Nothing was added to specify that they were one 
person; but a special decree was inscribed below the two regular decrees and the mere 
name was enough to identify the man in his two capacities.40 

In I.G., II2, 848, republished in Hesperia, Suppl. I, pp. 81-85, No. 36, the orator 
made reference to the treasurer of the Boule as if he were a different person, though 
in fact orator and treasurer were one and the same.4' 

In the present inscription there is no specification that the same person held 
both offices, but since the interpretation of father and son is here impossible the 
identity is probably to be presumed. More remote relationship, though possible, is 
unlikely. The two citations are normal, and reflect the dual capacity.42 

The priest Lysinos of Acharnai is otherwise unknown, but he belongs to the 
prytanizing phyle Oineis. This is one of the clear cases in the period between 229 
and 169 B.C. when he does belong to the phyle honored by the decree.43 

The new fragment also shows that ot &ecrTrot, appearing at about this time in the 
first clause of the second decree,44 were mentioned also in the decree or resolution 
proper. The prytaneis were praised for their goodwill towards the cvXEcTat and the 
aetovroL. 

Two of the citations can be restored. The resulting text in lines 26-29 (cf. 

38 He correctly restored the name of the secretary at the end of line 25 in Dow's publication 
(Hesperia, Suppl. I, pp. 95-96, No. 46). 

39 As spokesman his name was given in full, including the patronymic. 
40 Cf. S. Dow, Hesperia, Suppl. I, pp. 50-51. 
41 Cf. S. Dow, op. cit., pp. 83-84, and my remarks on pp. 36-37 (note 18), above. 
42 This inscription must be added to the list of exceptions to the normal arrangement of prytany 

decrees, in that the second decree is here followed by citations instead of directly by the register of 
prytaneis. Cf. Dow, Hesperia, Suppl. I, p. 19, note 5. 

43 Cf. S. Dow, Hesperia, Suppl. I, pp. 15-16; W. K. Pritchett, A.J.P., LX, 1939, pp. 259-260; 
R. Schlaifer, H.S.C.P., LI, 1940, pp. 248-249, 251-257; Pritchett, Hesperia, IX, 1940, pp. 121, 
124; and my remarks above, pp. 40-41, note 36. 

"4Cf. Dow, Hesperia, Suppl. I, p. 22. 
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Hesperia, XVII, 1948, p. 15) is [ /3ovXA) I Tov ypacy.qa] ITE[a KdXXt] f|wo[v 'O0"jevj 

and in lines 53-57 (cf. Hesperia, XVII, 1948, p. 16) is [ 3ovXA I Tov EpE'a rov 

ErTCOVV|,Iuov Avo| vov 'AXap I vE'a]. The arrangement of lines in the citation for the priest 
is uncertain. 

At the beginning of the preserved space in line 52 faint traces of letters can be 
detected. Similar traces of isolated letters can be distinguished on other uninscribed 
parts of the surface of the stone. This was probably a palimpsest stele on which at 
some earlier time a decree had been cut, now in 203/2 erased to make place for that 
at present preserved. 

97 (Plate 62). Two opistographic fragments from a large stele of Pentelic marble, 
found on May 29, 1937, in a cistern west of the Tholos (G 11: 2) in a context dating 
from the fifth century after Christ. The stele was finished horizontally across the 
top with an ovolo moulding on Face A- and on the sides, which were roughly hammer- 
dressed. Face B, inscribed later, has text enclosed in a panel with a pedimental top 
worked in low relief. 

Frag. a: height, 0.266 m.; width, 0.178 m.; thickness, 0.12 m. 
Frag. b: height, 0.387 m.; width, 0.15 m.; thickness, 0.115 m. 
Height of letters, 0.011 m. (on Face A) and ca. 0.01 m. (on Face B). 
Inv. No. I 4913. 

The stele was at some time carefully cut into small brick-like pieces of which 
these are two from the upper and lower right corners of Face A. Though apparently 
from the same large stele, the veins of impurities in the marble do not correspond 
closely, and (according to the report of the excavators) they must have been separated 
by a considerable interval. The restorations on Face A show that the breadth of the 
stele was divided into four parts, of which the last fourth has survived. Between 
the upper and lower fragments one " brick " is to be understood missing. 

Face A 

KEKROPIS 

Frag. a a. 21/0 a. non-ITOIX. ca. 57-64 

[ayaOjj? TrvXv Tov3 en r&a obrAa orparnqyo]3vros 'AvrT : 
[6raTpovTrov) OXvE''ro * ' J ] \ A y 

[7ITEL&q oi 1TpVTavEV9 Tr}S KEKpOTL801o Kac oi a&UErLoL oU rE ATo ] X t768gO axoVroo 

1E7TaWOvEoaVTE9 Ka& crTE0bavc6avreq ELqbavmtovo- Torv rcauav o] v avro& ' aXvro E' 

5 [E&avCv_ ca- 28 --- KaU airobaFvovut 8 f3jovX' T V T 
[Ovcrias TEOVKE'vaU roZ& OqEOZa a'TaWTs as KaO ?7KacvcKa ElK' ?7a E rp]VVTave L aK rCKT)V v 

[&aW vJTErJ Tr7 /oVX ?Js Kat rovi 87q0pov rO 'AO7jvav KWT IraT8(V Kact] yvvactKV Ka" TWv 
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[ctXv Kat oV,aXy v EITLLELLE)aO-Ocat tE\ Ka T'Ov cXXwv arav]rWv Ka\ r'v Xo-rcv 
[rIpovEvoqK6'vat ( ?) -Tpoo-Ev-)vEXOca 8E Kca 1Tpo\ Ecarov\ Xcq.LIp] (cO Kai 4AaXyay66;s 

tN r ~~~~~~~ca. 47 10 2 f 3 
10 [ a I &EOWvTq.7)V EVPTE 

r ca ~~36 , 8 , / o 
?'r-t) 21..-. 

d2.ca. 86 
LavEo7Tp dLUa& a'I s T71j 

TE WUas; 

[pEyaXo%EpG'ac KUa& r-7) 7Tpoq rovq TrpVTaveq Evvotact Ka& 8&a ra]vTca lrapaKacXovcrt 

lot IpTPVa"vE&,g ,BovAv -qETFXpa aVrov wypalTIr'ql MOVOSq avauErF To-rC(ta EV [01 TpVcWEL flP /ovX 
\ 

v flXcO)pW Co-tVTa o-7T)~LOO~CVt6iIT v irot 4o-iOat ~ 
[sr f8ovXEvrn)pk( ?) Kai EGrtLypcaat rat&* oL' 1TpvTacvEL TrT KEKpoiTt8oq ToPv E]4 

EaTwv racq 

15 [av ?---- 

(about 15 lines missing) 

Frag. b [ ? ] [ ? ] 
[ ? ] @wo-LKpaSr77) 

[----&t]o N&K0Aaoq) 
20 [ ? ] NtKocJv ) 30 

[ ?-K-V---KO MExt1EZs 

[ ? I !----' vatog 

[ ?-- ] llo6kZ.VoS 
[ ?-o] v 'AO4vatoq 

25 [ ?- -o Aruptov 35 
ot 1TpVTavEtP 

Tov 67WvIivov. 

(in corona) 
'Apuo- 

rwva 

1(wotO"T 40 

parov 'A 

1011zovia, 

Face B 

KEKROPIS 

Frag. a ca. a. 180 p. 

ayaO r[vxv EAKt apXovos --EVK0] 

VOECO% [-' 'rpvravEtala o ypauu arEvs rwv /3ovXEvTPv( ?) rig KEKpoiTt8oS] 

sbvXiiS ( -----------ff(fXNC S TOVs cTVPaPXoPTao KaL Tovs 

aEWrTo [vs" avEypa4ev]. 

S [ ? I 

(uncertain number of lines missing) 
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Frag. b [McXtreAC'] 

[?] 
traces - - 

$r-parwv 

10 vacat 
vacat 
vacat 

avnrypab [-? I 
15 (?Xllpo'KXo[S ?| 

Face A 

Lines 1-15: The restorations have been made on the analogy of other post-Sullan 
prytany decrees.45 After the time of Sulla formulae were not so rigidly followed in 
prytany decrees. Hence, lines 10 and 11 have been left without restoration,46 and 
generally the restorations included in the text are at several points uncertain. The 
difficulties are increased because so much is lost. Normally, in line 14, one expects 
(in full) oI TpvravEtg r -,g KEKpo1viSog Ka' ot a,EUtoot ot Ert 'Awoto dpXovrog rov e+' 
Earcov racqav. The verb 1rot-crao-Oat in the clause beginning with [Kac &aa ra]vra 

7TapaKaXov4o- and followed by the phrase [Irav >]4' car&v ralcq[av indicates a proposal 
of the prytaneis for erecting a statue of their treasurer, an honor characteristic of 
the time.47 This is the more probable because expenses for the sacrifices were 
expressly mentioned (lines 6-7) as having been provided by the treasurer from his 
own funds. An interpretation of vo-o-acrOat as referring to the concern (wrpovota) 
of the Council for honors to the treasurer seems rather not in place.48 The reversed 
order of the infinitive and its object ( [avba&Not]v ot'i-ao-atk) has no parallel, but one 

To those collected by S. Dow, Hesperia, Suppl. I, Nos. 97, 101, 109, 111-116, 119-121, the 
following have been added, not counting fragments of lists or citations: Hesperia, XII, 1943, p. 56, 
No. 14; ibid., XVII, 1948, p. 29, No. 13, and p. 30, No. 14 (preamble of the older style). To these 
should also be added the fragments in Hesperia, XV, 1946, p. 226, No. 54, dated by Meritt ca. 100 
B.C.; the preserved portions show that this decree is of the post-Sullan type. For the style, see 
the general remarks by Dow, op. cit., pp. 25-26. 

46 Perhaps at this point reference was made to the auspicious omens during the sacrifices: ev T. 

[rots iepols abraOc KaAXepi)ov av--- averpa4Gt a] $(s, KT. Cf. Hesperia, Suppl. I, p. 186, No. 116, 

lines 9-11. 
47 On the significance of this and related matters see the recent article by W. M. Gross, 

"Clipeata imago und EtKWV (vorXoS" in the volume Convivium: Festgabe fur Konrad Ziegler 
(Stuttgart, 1954), pp. i74-84. 

48 In lines 8-9 one might suggest [irtAejeAXoGat 8E Kat 76-v ] Twv Kat TWV XOt7-V 

[a7ravTWV Kat KaXXtep 'oravTa EV Tots tepOts &veorrpac0at KaX] WU Kat 0tXay9a0w. One thus avoids two 
consecutive infinitives, but the adverb 4tXayaJws is less appropriate to omens during the offerings 
and to religious affairs than to a treasurer's behavior toward his colleagues. 
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can mention their complete omission in I.G., 12, 1049, lines 6-7."9 The omission of 
the phrase ?V 0irXy &XpiV'c in this part of the decree is quite without parallel. 

The lack of patronymic or demotic after the name of the archon indicates that he 
was not that 'Air6A7*Xqe IDXoKpdTovq et Otov of ca. 8/7-2/1 B.c.50 It was suggested by 
Graindor and accepted by some scholars that before this Apolexis there was only 
one archon bearing the same name.5' Dinsmoor (Archons, p. 293) claimed for him 
the year 20/19.52 Notopoulos, on the basis of the tribal cycles of the secretaries, fixes 
the date at 21/0 B.C.53 Though I feel less confidence than Notopoulos about the year, 
I have accepted his date. 

An argument against identifying the archon Apolexis of this text with him of 
ca. 8/7-2/1 B.C. lies in the mention of the priest Ariston son of Sosistratos of Ath- 
monon (lines 38-42) and, even more, in the mention of the hoplite general Antipatros 
son of Antipatros of Phlya (lines 1-2).5" It appears that at first some other formula 
for the title and the name of the general was inscribed in large letters in the first two 
lines, but that the whole ( ?) was erased and cut in a different form in order to avoid 
continuing the heading into the third line. Some of the erased letters can be dis- 
tinguished at the ends of both lines.55 

The evidence about the career of Antipatros is given by Th. Chr. Sarikakis, 
The Hoplite General in Athens (Diss. Princeton, 1951), p. 41 (cf. pp. 26, 27). He 
does not accept Meritt's suggestion for the restoration of I.G., II2, 3539 56 but holds 
to that made by Dittenberger and repeated by Kirchner [AMoXtwva 'Avrir] a6Tpov OXve,a 

rov EIrt rovs9 o6rkE'Taf] crTparqyov to E,88o [ruov] with the date "a. 66 p. ut videtur" 
which Kirchner adopted from Graindor. Dittenberger had recognized in the person 
of Aiolion the ephebos of I.G., 12, 1973, lines 8-10, an inscription which he assigned 
to the later years of the emperor Claudius (J.G., III, 653), leaving the date of the 
generalship unspecified. But it would be difficult, or well-nigh impossible, for an 

49 According to the corrected restoration; cf. Dow, op. cit., p. 171, No. 101. 
5 Cf. Dow, op. cit., p. 183. The patronymic is in Fouilles de Delphes, III, 2, No. 63; the demotic 

is in I.G., II2, 3505; both are in I.G., II2, 2997. 
51 P. Graindor, Athenes sous Auguste (Cairo, 1927), pp. 101-102; cf. Dow, op. cit., pp. 183 

and 186, who leaves the problem open; J. Notopoulos, Hesperia, XVIII, 1949, p. 12. 
52 See also J. H. Oliver, Hesperia, XI, 1942, p. 82, note 2 (25/4 B.C.); cf. Dinsmoor, A.J.A., 

XLIX, 1945, p. 609. Daux's date for the corresponding Delphic archon Antigenes is " vers 20/19" 
(Chronologie delphique [Paris, 1943], p. 75). 

5 J. Notopoulos, Hesperia, XVIII, 1949, p. 12 (cf. p. 6). 
54If the restoration of his name is correct, as it appears to be. See the commentary on these 

persons, below. 
55 A. E. Raubitschek has expressed to me his belief that the first three lines, rather, were 

originally inscribed in letters of normal size, and that they constituted some kind of short preatnble, 
which was erased to make way for the title and name of the hoplite-general. See below, p. 251. 

56 Hesperia, XVII, 1948, p. 41. 
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ephebos of a year ca. 50/1-52/3, as I.G., IJ2, 1973 is now dated,57 to become general 
for the seventh time in the year 66 A.D. On the other hand, while accepting this date 
for I.G., II2, 3539, Sarikakis doubts (op. cit., p. 37) the restoration of Aiolion's name 
in another text, I.G., II2, 3182, on which the date of I.G., I12, 3539, is based.58 In fact, 
he prefers (op. cit., p. 76) to restore the name of the general Cl. Novius in I.G., IJ2, 

3182, and to date it before 61/2 A.D.59 Thus the only evidence that Aiolion son of 
Antipatros became hoplite general at all is in the restoration of I.G., IJ2, 3539, which 
mentions a seventh generalship. I believe that Oliver's restoration and date for I.G., 
II2 3182, are correct and that now, knowing from Hesperia, XVII, 1948, p. 41, No. 
29, that Antipatros' generalships reached the number of seven, we should endorse the 
suggestion made without elaboration (and with reservation) by Meritt and restore 
in I.G., II2, 3539 ['Avri'rarpov 'Avruir]a'rpov DXvE'a.60 We have so far no evidence that 
5Avri,rarpos 'AvroTarpov JAVEVs VE&TEpOs, the archon of 45/6 A.D., became hoplite 
general. For his full name see Oliver, op. cit., p. 85, note 18. 

Since the third generalship of Antipatros was ca. 29/8-22/1,61 and his fifth about 
20 B.C.,62 the present generalship is either his fourth or his fifth, provided that Apolexis 
is correctly dated in 21/0. 

In an attempt to restore the heading in lines 1-2, I have, among many versions, 
thought of [ITZ 'AGroX t8os a6pXovrog, -rpar'r yo]ivrog 'Avrt`" [ 7rarpov rov ) 4DXvEsO 

57 Cf. J. Notopoulos, Hesperia, XVIII, 1949, pp. 25-26. Notopoulos also was confronted with 
this problem, and concluded, if the date of the ephebic list be acceptable, that Aiolion entered upon 
the office of hoplite-general when approximately thirty years of age. Apart from the improbability 
that onie could occupy at that time an office so high while still so young, Notopoulos implies that 
the seven generalships were continuous, in itself a circumstance most unlikely, especially in view of 
the assumed age of the incumbent. 

58 Cf. P. Graindor, Athenes de Tibere a Tractan (Cairo, 1931), pp. 14, 77 note 4. 
59 In this he tacitly follows J. H. Oliver, The Athenian Expounders of the Sacred and Ancestral 

Law (Baltimore, 1950), pp. 81-83. 
60 In the name of a man honored by a statue one must not expect the patronymic, if the father 

was homonymous with the son, to be represented by the symbol ). Admittedly, the text of I.G., I12, 

3539, as now restored, shows irregularities in the arrangements of space; but we do not know what 
other elements were added in the dedicatory text. I note that Finlay's copy (see Dittenberger, in 
I.G., III, 653) gives the letters M and H as preserved at the ends of lines 2 and 3. Presumably the 
stone has suffered fracture at both sides since his time. A small piece broken from the left was 
cemented into place again in 1947 (Daphne Hereward per litteras). Anent the inscription in 
Hesperia, XVII, 1948, p. 41, No. 29, I note that line 3 should be written E7rt Trov o7r<X>E1Tas KaL 

7rpovonV[Ta T-s]. The photograph shows that the stonecutter wrote A instead of A. The article at 
the end of the line has already been added by J. and L. Robert, R.E.G., LXII, 1949, p. 107, No. 45. 
Finally, I note that I.G., JJ2, 1071, in which Antipatros appears as orator, has been augmented by 
two new fragments from the Agora (Inv. Nos. I 2619 and 5334). This is re-published below (No. 
98), and establishes the celebration of the birthday of Augustus. The irregularities in the text of 
I.G., JJ2, 3539, can be easily avoided by putting the word &vucev in the fourth line instead of at the 
end of the'third line. 

'" Hesperia, Suppl. I, p. 178, No. 110, line 22. 
62Hesperia, Suppl. I, p. 188, No. 116, line 80. 
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'], which would fulfill the requirements of space (cf. I.G., 12, 1039 lines 1-2); 
but it has several disadvantages, viz., the name of the archon repeated in lines 1 and 3, 
the omission of the designation EwA ra o'rXa or 6rt rov') 01TXEit'a (a very real objection), 
and the numeral for the generalship appearing only after the name. Two of these 
disadvantages are obviated by the restoration suggested above, for which I am 
indebted to Raubitschek. And the connection of an invocation to 'AyatO' TWXV, with 
the genitive of a name is found at least once at about this time and frequently 
thereafter.63 

According to Dow, this archon Apolexis is perhaps the same person as ['A] 7r6)tXr1e 
'A7TEXXWK^V[TOr] Ee O'lov mentioned in a list of Leontis ca. 35 B.C. (I.G., 12, 2461, line 
4) ,64 and known also as a representative of the genos of the Kerykes in this very year 
21/0 B.C. ('EXEV0-tvtaKa, I, 1932, p. 225, line 21). His name appears as 'AvOWqfve 
OL'Ov in the ephebic inscription I.G., IJ2, 1965, line 12, which can now be attributed to 
some year about 52/1-40 B.C. (when he was treasurer). This text is dated by Kirchner 
"fin. s. I a.," following Graindor, Chronologie, p. 51, on the assumptions that Apolexis 
was identical with the archon of ca. 8/7-2/1 B.c. and that he was in office probably 
before his archonship. Dow, Hesperia, Suppl. I, p. 189, remarks that he was doubtless 
,raciad Tnov o-rparwnTWK6v. But Raubitschek informs me that I.G., IJ2, 1965, is to be 
associated with I.G., II2, 3730 (dated by Kirchner " med. s. I a."), because of the 
probable identity of the paidotribes MEVtcTKOS KOX&VjvOEV with MEViO-KOS @AXOKXEOVS 

KoXtWv'OEV, orator in a decree of 52/1 B.C. (I.G., 12, 1046, line 7). The same paido- 
tribes is mentioned in Hesperia, III, 1934, p. 39, No. 27, in the middle of the first 
century before Christ.65 Raubitschek also questions the reading in another text (I.G., 
II2 1041, lines 30-31) and thinks that the name of the paidotribes traditionally given 
as [ll]e- -] should in reality be ME [tV1/wKOV1. The inscription refers to epheboi 
and ephebic officials of the archonship of Polycharmos, and is now dated in 45/4 ( ?) 
B.C.66 Moreover, Raubitschek has identified the gymnasiarchos of I.G., JJ2, 3730, 
lines 7-8, AEViKLoS O0VV&EL1,"67 with the ephebos of ca. 40 B.C., [A]EV'KWO AE'[K]OV 

63 E.g., ayaoiit rv'xrt TOV :4aliarOVi Kaloapos in I.G., II2, 1069, of the end of the first century before 
Christ; ayaGj1 TVXV Nfp.ovog [KXav8tov Kalaapog] in I.G., II2, 1989 (ca. 53/4-66/7 A.D.); [ayaG. 7V] x, 

ay[oVO5TOV] KXav8tov (the K is preserved) ['Av]TLO'XOV in I.G., 112, 1759 (96/7 A.D.); ayaO?t TVx-t 76V 

:EftaaTov M. AMpXtov 'AVTOVtVoV cat A. AMp-qXtov Brypov KTX. in I.G., 112, 1774 (167/8 A.D.). 

64 S. Dow, Hesperia, Suppl. I, p. 191, note 1. Cf. Kirchner, P.A., 1360, 1363; Sundwall, N.P.A., 
p. 19; Graindor, Musee belge, XXVII, 1923, p. 265, No. 48. 

65 See Raubitschek, Hesperia, Index I-X, s.v. A separate study of the evidence about Meniskos 
has been promised by Raubitschek, Studies in Roman Economic and Social History in Honor of 
Allan Chester Johnson (Princeton, 1951), p. 53, note 14. 

66 W. B. Dinsmoor, Archons, p. 292. Koumanoudes had read as He[ --3 the name which 
Kirchner renders as [Hl] E- [ ? . 

67 Dumont and Dittenberger I restore I.G., JJ2, 3730, line 6, as Tov yvAarvtapx [ov]; cf. I.G., 
II2,, 1965, line 25: yviwvarlap [xov]. 
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5[]]o[v]v&ev'[], in I.G., 12, 1961, line 21,68 and finds a connection between the ephebos 
of I.G., JJ2, 1965, line 5, [raFo] q Kao-rptK&o9 'AXEav8pog, and llwXXa KaorptKia A"EKpOV 

Ovyrnqp, Horxtov rpaviov yvvi4 known from a sepulchral inscription which Kirchner 
dates in the first century before Christ (I.G., IT2, 11826). I add one further item. 
Kirchner gives the name and demotic of the gymnasiarchos in I.G., II2, 1965, lines 
26-27, as I[t]j uova Ervp']&8[v] ([?). The reading of the name as It,uova goes back 
to Koumanoudes, who expressly states that he copied the inscription " 8a' raXovg."Y 
Markellos Mitsos (B.C.H., LXXIV, 1950, p. 218) read the name as Z[4]pwcv[a]. 
When I studied this matter some years ago I was unable to confirm either reading 
from the squeeze, but Raubitschek has read Z ['4] yaw [a] (as Mitsos) EK Koixq [s. No 
such combination of name and demotic is supported by other prosopographical evidence. 
I think that we should read T..,ipva EK KotAX'q [f] and recognize in him the ephebos of 
the ephebic list mentioned above: T4,ujwv AlvEtov EK Ko[X]Xs (I.G., II2, 1961, line 44). 
It should be noticed there that he is first in the register of Hippothontis-an honorary 
position for the gymnasiarchos. In short, I agree with Raubitschek in connecting 
I.G., IJ2, 1965 and 3730, and dating them in the middle of the century. I recognize 
the persons crowned not as officials of the state but as epheboi. Further I express 
my belief that the lost ephebic list I.G., 12, 1961, is from the same year.69 

As archon, Apolexis is now mentioned in the following texts: 

a. I.G., IJ2, 1040, lines 14, 24, 35. 

b. J.G., II2, 1045, lines 2, 22; cf. Dow, Hesperia, Suppl. I, p. 183 (under No. 113). 

c. I.G., II2, 1063, line 6. 

d. I.G., 1II2, 2876. 

e. Fouilles de Delphes, III, 2, No. 61, line 2; cf. G. Daux, Chronologie delphique, 
p. 75 N 20. 

f. 'EXEvU -tvtaKa, I, 1932, p. 225, line 2 Me'langes Bidez (II, 1934), p. 819. 

g. Hesperia, Suppl. I, p. 186, No. 115, line 2. 

h. This present inscription. 

68 The note of Kirchner that AV6KcOs 4OVVLeVS of I.G., II2, 3730, is a descendant of AEV'KtOS 

eoKAXIovs >ovvLevs of the mid fourth century B.C. (P.A., 9057) is incorrect, for it was made without 
knowledge of the patronymic of I.G., II2, 1961, line 21. The one is Leukios and the other Lucius; cf. 
Dittenberger, Sylloge3, No. 913, note 1. 

69 One should note the mixture of Athenians and foreigners among the epheboi of I.G., JJ2, 

1965, as also in I.G., JJ2, 1961, unless perchance the confusion in the latter is due to the modern copyist. 
But there are obstacles, as, for example, the paidotribes in I.G., 112, 1961, whose name begins with 
alpha (line 77) instead of mu (Mevi-Kos). Perhaps one should restore <M>[EvhrKov i KoAov'Oev], 
attributing the error to our copyist. The whole matter needs an independent study in connection 
with I.G., II2, 2463 (and 2461). 
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The new inscription does not give evidence for or against the accepted date for 
him, but the mention of Ariston (lines 38-42) excludes the early date formerly 
assigned, unless there was in reality another bearing the same name. 

Line 27: 1wrtKpas )3 There is no evidence for the deme of Kekropis to 
which he and the missing names above him belonged. Phlya is excluded because at 
that time it had been transferred to Ptolemais. 

Line 30: NtKOCV ). His brother appears to be ----]-s NLKofx^vros 'AXaLEv15 
(P.A., 11079) of Kekropis, ephebos in the archonship of Menandros in 38/7 B.C.70 

Lines 32-33: The list contains names with patronymics in one or two lines 
according to the space available. Since the remains in line 32 do not yield any known 
Athenian name, and since in the following line there is a clear nominative without 
the patronymic symbol ), the name in line 32 may be the Roman praenomen rvaZog. 
It is well known that in many instances persons with praenomina or gentilicia were 
not given patronymics in lists where with purely Greek names the father was regularly 
recorded. The Latin elements of the name were enough for identification of the 
family and the person. 

One rv[aloS K]0OPVO00LKLOS 'Ago[)XX3 vtoq MEXLTEv'1 is known from a columnar 
grave monument with relief attributed by Kirchner to the first century after Christ.71 

Lines 34-35: 'AOqvatos Ar p ptOv. ['Ap]rEpi8W po 'AOh7va'ov of Kekropis, pry- 
tanis ca. 29/8-22/1 B.C., was not related, for he was not from Melite.72 In later years 
there was an 'AO 'vaLog Evio'0ov MEXL(TEv15), ephebos in 163/4 A.D.73 

The ubiquitous name Demetrios has relatively few occurrences in Melite, and 
A&,upLos MEXtrEV1 (P.A., 3426), father of Eviv80oyos A-qpv-piov MEXUrEv'1, is too early 
to have certain connection with our prytanis. In studying the family years ago I 
reconstructed its stemma in the following way: 

70 I.G., II2, 1043, col. II, line 100; cf. Dinsmoor, Archons, pp. 280, 284-286. 
71I.G., J2,6828. Kirchner has [K]opvt4(Ktos. Koumanoudes and Lolling both read [K]opvo- 

tKtoS, which appears also in the photograph given by Conze, Die attischen Grabreliefs, no. 1823, 
and plate 387. 

72 Hesperia, Suppl. I, p. 180, No. 110, lines 49-50. For the name see Raubitschek, Hesperia, 
Index I-X, s.v. [CE]ur[t[O]8[[Ipoc ['AO]qvat'Ov (KEKPo7rt'8o) and A. M. Woodward, J.H.S., LVIII, 
1938, p. 111. The reading I have given was made by B. D. Meritt. 

73 I.G., II2, 2086, line 153. ['AO]4vatos E<vK>o'8ov, a[vrtypaqEv]s in 180/1 A.D. (I.G., II2, 1794, 
line 38; for the date see Hesperia, XVIII, 1949, pp. 19-20), is usually identified with 'AO9'vatos 
Evo0'8ov 'Axap (vEvt), ephebos after the middle of the second century after Christ (I.G., II2, 2278, 
line 7) and sophronistes in 190/1 or 191/2 (I.G., II2, 2113, line 17). But he can equally well be 
identified with the ephebos from Melite. 
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EvWSovuosg (I) in 409/8 
P.A., 5571; IG., I2, 373, line 242; 

cf. S.E.G., X, 276. 

P.A., 3426; I.G., II2, 1668, line 3; 
I.G., II2, 2825, line 7 

EiJtuSo1,os (II) in 347/6 
P.A., 5566, (5568), 5572, 5573; I.G. II2, 1668, line 3; 

I.G., II2, 2825, line 7; I.G., II2, 2394, line 2; 
(I.G., II2, 1570, 1927, 2394, lines 3, 5) 

Ei0v'8iqtos (I) in 340/39 (or 313/2) ca. 330 Ev'8ojo s (III) in 340/39 (or 313/2) 
P.A., 5522(?), 5540; I.G., II2, 1927; P.A., 5568; I.G., II2, 2394, line 5 

I.G., II2, 2394, line 3; I.G., 1570, line 83 (?) 

EvOii&1os9 (II) MEXAtr-E of 240/39 B.C. belongs to the same family," as does also 
(perhaps) EV'8tKOS EVOV84[KOV] MEXL-trE [vu of the middle of the fourth century.75 eHXLto- 

8 [pog - - -]pt'ov MEXtrEv1 (P.A., 6419) is recorded in I.G., II2, 1009, col. III, line 83, 
as an ephebos in 117/6 B.C.; it is probable that the patronymic was [A'q11qr]pti0v. One 
Anl7ppLos K-L0toro&'pov MEXtrEiis is known from a sepulchral inscription of the second 
or first century before Christ.76 At the time of our inscription (ca. a. 29/8-22/1 a.) 
a Ar,w4rptoS It'177Trov MeXtrEvI was prytanis.77 Another sepulchral inscription of the 
first century after Christ mentions [JXV]] KEpa A7q,Urp[iov] MEXLTE'[osw] yvv4,8 and a 
similar text of the same century has been restored [Ami r]pto[wg Aqpu]-qrpto [v MeXt]- 
TEVS( ?) .7 But it would be unwise to build prosopographical connections on the basis 
of such a common name. 

Lines 38-42: In one sense the priest of the Eponymos is the most important man 
whose name is preserved in this document: 'Aptrxwv (o-tuTrTpdTov 'AO,uovE1v. He is 
already known as te[p]EvO KEKpo[r]io ca. a. 27/6-18/7 a. in I.G., 12, 2338, line 9, and 
he has the same title (restored) in B.C.H., LI, 1927, p. 246, No. 1, line 3.8? In the 
former text, a list of the genos of Amynandridai, not only is he mentioned promi- 
nently as priest of the genos, but his name is also first in the register of the yEfvvqTat 
of the phyle Attalis (line 70). 

74 Hesperia, VI, 1937, pp. 445-446, no. 2 (A line 7 and B line 8). 
75P.A., 5428; I.G., II2, 6847. 
76I.G. II2, 6839a (p. 891). 
7 Hesperia, Suppl. I, p. 180, No. 110, lines 76-77. 
78 I.G., II2, 6838. 
79 I.G., II2, 6839b (p. 892). 
80 Cf. P. Graindor, Musee Belge, XXVII, 1923, p. 269, No. 84. 
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In 1937 Dow stated, on the basis of the evidence then available, that the priest of 
the Eponymos, beginning in 169/8 and continuing no doubt regularly thereafter, 
belonged to his proper phyle.8" I have already made some observations about the 
initial date.82 For the following period Pritchett has shown reason to believe that 
the Gargettian family of the priests Thrasippos and Kallias, although not members 
of the phyle Hippothontis, may have filled the priesthood for that phyle during a large 
part of the second quarter of the second century.83 He recognized Kallias in a 
citation 84 in a prytany decree (ca. a. 165/4-150 a.) as priest of the Eponymos and 
assigned him to the family from Gargettos. Another similar case in which epdownraro 
KaXXt'ov Fapy7jr0og of the same family served as priest for Hippothontis (a. 135/4 a.) 
has been reported by Meritt.85 I have already promised (above, p. 37, note 21) to 
examine elsewhere the text gained by combining Hesperia, Suppl. I, No. 68 with No. 88 
plus Hesperia, X, 1941, p. 282, No. 77 (a. 131/0 a.) and to investigate the points 
pertaining to the present problem. 

Apart from the Gargettian family, Dow's rule is violated in a prytany decree of 
95/4 B.C. recently published by Meritt.86 The phyle honored was Kekropis, whereas 
the priest AtKatoXVo4g cIaq4%8Wdra&8rq belonged to Erechtheis. To these cases must now 
be added the present text where the " priest of the Eponymos " was from Athmonon 
(Attalis) while the phyle honored was Kekropis. But one should remember that 
Athmonon belonged to KIekropis before the creation of Attalis, and that Ariston was 
the priest of Kekrops. It appears that when the new phylai were created the duties 
pertaining to their cults remained in charge of the old families of priests; and the 
evidence should be re-examined under this prism. 

The new text brings also welcome information on another problem. Schlaifer 
has tried to explain certain irregularities in the tribal affiliation of several eponymous 
priests by assuming that these priests held a gentilic priesthood, and he has suggested 
that some phylai had only a tribal priest while others had a gentilic as well as a tribal 
priest, basing his conjecture on the evidence concerning those priests of the phylai 
Hippothontis, Akamantis, and Kekropis known to him.87 His argument about Aka- 
mantis does not hold, because the priest in Hesperia, IX, 1940, pp. 115-118, No. 23, 
did in fact belong to his proper phyle. Schlaifer himself (op. cit., pp. 248-249) had 
already cast great doubt on the earlier restoration, when, in Hesperia, X, 1941, pp. 
396-397, an interchange in the restorations of the titles of treasurer and of priest 

8" Hesperia, Suppl. I, p. 16. 
82 See above, pp. 40-41, note 36, and p. 245 with note 43. 

Hesperia, IX, 1940, p. 124. 
84 Ibid., pp. 122-123, No. 25. Cf. R. Schlaifer, H.S.C.P., LI, 1940, p. 251. 
85Hesperia, XXI, 1952, pp. 359-367, No. 7 (especially pp. 362-363). 
86 Hesperia, XVII, 1948, pp. 25-26, No. 12. 
87 R. Schlaifer, H.S.C.P., LI, 1940, pp. 251-257 (especially pp. 256-257). 
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made by Pritchett showed the correct association.88 The whole question needs a 
comprehensive study in the light of the evidence now available. 

Schlaifer had already concluded (op. cit., p. 254) that the phyle Kekropis had 
adopted the gentilic priesthood along with the sanctuary of Kekrops on the Acropolis, 
but there was no evidence heretofore to show that this priest held office also as priest 
of the Eponymos of the phyle Kekropis. This information is provided by the present 
text.89 By using the evidence about Ariston previously available and mentioned above 9 

one can deduce that he was priest of Kekrops for life and that he did not belong to 
the phyle Kekropis. Schlaifer, consequently, did not include him in- his list of known 
priests of the Eponymos (op. cit., p. 251). The present text shows that he was priest 
of the Eponymos, the conclusion being that the tribal priesthood of Kekrops (origin- 
ally belonging solely to Kekropis) was held by a gentilic priest (of a now different 
phyle) as late as the end of the first century before Christ. 

A sepulchral inscription assigned to a date in Roman times and known from an 
old copy by Spon reads as follows: [ ? 'Atuo] vEV. XaptEO-O-ca Apt-r wI Vag 

'AOuovEWv.91 It is also in the manuscript of Spon's fellow-traveler Wheler (No. LXV 
=290) with a different division of the lines: [ ? 'A64uo] vEv. XapiEcr-Oa 

'ApiuiK<w>vos J ̀e 'AOiovE4Wv.92 We cannot judge the date closely because of our 
ignorance of the shapes of the letters, and so cannot say whether Chariessa was the 
daughter of the priest. The genitive plural of the demotic shows that in any case the 
nmonument does not date from pre-Roman times. [?'AO4uo]vE v'was probably 
Chariessa's husband. 

Kirchner felt confident that the persons named in a catalogue of uncertain nature 
of the mid fourth century B. C., and belonging to Kekropis (I.G., 12, 2385, lines 4-74), 
were from Athmonon, but he made no suggestion for associating 'Io-oKpaTr- ApL-T&r(UbOv 
of line 45 (P.A., 7714) with the family of our priest. He may have been an ancestor.93 

In the prytany decrees collected by Dow 94 the name of the hoplite general is found 

88 See also my comments on pp. 36-37 (and note 20), above. 
89 It was noticed some years ago by W. K. Pritchett, who communicated his observation to 

Raubitschek and to me. 
90 I.G., I12, 2338, lines 8 and 70; B.C.H., LI, 1927, p. 246, No. 1, lines 3-4. 
91 I.G., IIp, 5357. For the division of lines in Spon's book, see J. H. Oliver, Hesperi IV 1935 

p. 44. 
92 See above, p. 240. Wheler's manuscript has the misspelling 'ApTrovoS. The location of 

finding is given by Wheler as the same as that of I.G., II2, 5669: in templo TfS flavayla,;. But 
according to Spon (apud Boeckh) this latter was found apud ecclesiam Panagiae Camnucharitae. It 
was in fact rediscovered in the church of Panagia Kapnikarea during the course of repairs about 
fifteen years ago and shown to me by G. Bakalakis. The stone is still beside the church. Spon's 
note that I.G., II2, 5357, was found Athenis in ecclesia Panagiae Gorgopiko is probably wrong. 

93 I take this opportunity of noting that the underlined parts of lines 89-96 in I.G., II2, 2385 
are not lost, but are actually the fragment published as I.G., II2, 2431. 

94Hesperia, Suppl. I (1937). 
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only in citations on the lower part of the stelai, above or below the register of the 
prytaneis, a type of mention which begins after Sulla and continues thereafter.95 He 
is, prominently mentioned in the headings of the prytany lists; of later. Roman times, 
along with the eponymous archon, in a way which suggests that his own office partakes 
of the nature of an eponymous magistracy.96 The present document is the only one so 
far discovered in which the hoplite general is named above a prytany decree, an 
innovation which shows the increase in his prestige at about this. time. Raubitschek 
suggests to me that this implies a change in the status of the hoplite general from 
simple connection with the Council to a position of such importance that he may be 
considered almost as chief of the prytaneis. Antipatros must have acquired consider- 
able importance before his seventh generalship, and his prominent mention in this 
text may be due partly to his personal qualifications. He was spokesman for the 
decree establishing the celebration of the birthday of Augustus. This in itself shows 
close and friendly relations with Rome, and it is quite possible that he was the agent 
of the emperor in Athens.97 Moreover, the year of our text (21/0 B.C.) is the exact 
date which has been thought to mark in Athens a change in organization from a board 
of generals to one single general.98 Hence Antipatros is favored as having been the 
first hoplite general under the new system introduced by Augustus, preferred over 
Pammenes son of Zenon of Marathon (ca. a. 27/6-18/7 a.) who was considered as 
candidate because he was the first priest of Roma and Augustus.99 

Another innovation at this time concerns the title of the priest of the Eponymos. 
Oliver has rejected 100 the old theory advanced by G. Gilbert 101 and at first accepted 
by himself 102 that the Eponymos may have been also the priest of the eponymous hero 

95 His first appearance is shortly after 60 B.C. (Hesperia, Suppl. I, No. 98). Thereafter he is 
found about 40-30 B.C. (ibid., No. 105), about 29/8-22/1 B.C. (ibid., No. 110), and about 20 B.c. 
(ibid., No. 116). 

96 I.G., II2 1774 ff. See, however, the discussion by Sarikakis, op. cit., pp. 19-21, and the 
evidence there cited. He asserts that the hoplite general did not become an eponymous magistrate 
at Athens. It is worth noting that the main topic of the present text is praise of the treasurer with 
the honor of an ebxwv iv oixrj i. e., it is the type of inscription which nmight explain the naming of 
the hoplite general as eponymous. Sarikakis, in his argument, erroneously calls I.G., XII, 8, No. 26, 
and S.G.D.I., 2089, decrees. I.G., II2, 1039 is an (ephebic) decree. 

97 On this decree, see below, pp. 260-265 (No. 98). W. B. Dinsmoor informs me that he 
believes there were two important Athenians named Antipatros at about this time, making two 
generations instead of one in the stemma of the family. He plans to discuss this in a forthcoming 
publication. 

98 Cf. Th. Chr. Sarikakis, WAGva, LVII, 1953, pp. 264-266. 
99 I.G., 1I2, 3173. Cf. Sarikakis, 'Atpva-, LVII, 1953, p. 266, note 2. 
100 J. H. Oliver, Hesperia, XI, 1942, p. 30, note 5. 
101 The Constitutional Antiquities of Sparta and Athens (1895), p. 166, note 3 [Greek 

translation by N. G. Polites, second edition, Athens, 1927, p. 198]. 
102 J. H. Oliver, " The Sacred Gerusia," Hesperia, Suppl. VI (1941), p. 3; cf. W. K. Pritchett, 

Hesperia, X, 1941, p. 397, note 5. 
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of the phyle and that the office of the Eponymos was created in or shortly before 130 
A.D. On the other hand, Raubitschek has held that -the first appearance of the Epony- 
mos was in 135/6 A.D., and he has been inclined to identify the two offices in the 
post-Hadrianic period. But his conclusions have been tentative because of the frag- 
mentary nature of the evidence.'03 It is significant to find in this text as early as the 
Augustan period the title Cs7rvvy'o'g, which can only be interpreted to mean 1EpEv3 roO 

E&cVVIMov. The term is unique in the prytany texts of the Hellenistic and Augustan 
eras. 

These two innovations are additional confirmation of the fundamental changes in 
the Athenian constitution at the time of the principate of Augustus, and especially 
in or near the year 21 B.C. 

Face B 

In Roman times, when old stelai with prytany decrees were re-used for the 
inscription of prytany lists, it was the rule that the phyle should remain the same. For 
example, the stone with a prytany decree dating ca. 50-40 B.C., and belonging to Hip- 
pothontis,10' was re-used ca. 138/9-150 A.D. for a prytany list of the same phyle.105 
Or again, a decree of Kekropis dating ca. 29/8-22/1 B.C.106 was inscribed in 179/80 
A.D. with a prytany list of the same phyle.'07 In both cases stones obviously the 
property of the phylai 108 had been used about two hundred years after the first inscrip- 
tions, by the same phylai, when financial (or other) conditions did not allow the 
erection of new stelai. These circumstances are different from those which controlled 
the erection of one original monument with two or more prytany lists (in the Roman 
period) inscribed in one, or nearly the same, year and belonging to different phylai. 
Our present text belongs to the former category, and I assume therefore that the list 
on Face B belonged, like that of Face A, to the phyle Kekropis. 

Indeed, the first and second texts of our document are contemporaries, respec- 
tively, of those of Kekropis just mentioned in notes 106 and 107. There are other 
similarities, even in the brick-like dismemberment of the stele for its third use, but 
the fragments cannot belong all to the same stone, because demesmen of Melite are 
registered in both prytany texts. Nevertheless, I believe that our Face B is approxi- 
mately contemporaneous with I.G., 12, 1790, and I date it ca. 180 A.D.109 

103 fA. E. Raubitschek, "Note on the post-Hadrianic Boule," in rE'pas 'AVTwvt'OV KEpapto7rov'XXcv 
(Athens, 1953), pp. 243-255. 

104 Hesperia, XII, 1943, pp. 56-60, No. 14. 
105 Hesperia, XII, 1943, pp. 60-63, No. 15; for the date see J. A. Notopoulos, A.J.P., LXV, 

1944, p. 165. 
106 Hesperia, Suppl. I, pp. 178-181, No. 110. 
107I.G., JJ2, 1790; for the date see J. A. Notopoulos, A.J.P., LXIV, 1943, p. 55, note 29, 

and Hesperia, XVIII, 1949, Table 1 (facing p. 22). 
108 Cf. S. Dow, Hesperia, Suppl. I, p. 181. 
109 In line 25 of I.G., II2, 1790, J. H. Oliver (as also Notopoulos) has read E [v]81os 'Epc 
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No archon of Roman times is known whose demotic was AevKOVOEiS, SC. of the phyle 
Leontis,"0 but the uncertainties are in general so great in any case that it is futile to 
attempt to fix the year in the cycles established by Notopoulos."' 

Because of the last trace of a letter in line 3 the restoration of the heading is 
adapted to that of I.G., 112, 1775 (cf. I.G., I2, 1821). 

If the suggested date ca. 180 A.D. is correct, Fl(avius) Proklos of line 15 is 
probably the same as [X]dc/,83os llpOKAo9, who was ephebos in 165/6 A.D."2 One 4(D. 
lpo'KXos, with no demotic given, is mentioned in a catalogue of uncertain category ca. 
140/1-143/4 A.D.113 A descendant of our Proklos may be that DXa ) IIpoKXLavow ) 

of Kekropis who was ephebos ca. 232 A.D."4 He is followed in the inscription in which 
he appears by DXa ) MapKLavo Hp ), probably his brother."' In the years 168/9 
and 169/70 one of the daEcrrot was the lepavWX9, Epigonos son of Proklos, of Peiraeus. 
But there is no way of telling whether our Proklos was LEpaiXqg or a son of Epigonos."6 

If this catalogue was, in fact, of the phyle Kekropis, as we have surmised, then 
Straton (line 9) was of Melite, the only deme of Kekropis in which the name is known 
to occur in Roman times. One "'Ovpmog 5rpamwvos MEX&L was ephebos ca. 110-125 
A.D."7 His son was rpa6rwv 'OAXv1,ov MEXLvTEv, ypa,.qfarEvg 8ovXevr&v in 174/5 A.D.l"' 

Also to be ascribed to this deme is A10cW6X 1,rpa6wvog of Kekropis, ephebos in 205/6 
A.D.,"19 perhaps the son of the Straton of this text. For occurrences of the name 

(AL.J.., XLV, 1941, p. 539). Kirchner had TEpe, influenced by 'Ep&v<v>to3 of Pittakys and 
Dittenberger (not mentioned in Dittenberger's Indices). If the name is a patronymic it must be 
restored either as 'Epc[vvtov ---3 or, more probably, as 'Epe[vvtavovi - --, but neither restoration 
is satisfactory, the first being a gentilicium and the second a cognomen. 

Dow, Hesperia, Suppl. I, p. 178, publishes a later Roman inscription cut on the lateral face of 
the stone and calls it " unpublished." It was published at the same time as the two main faces of the 
stone by K. S. Pittakys, E,b. 'ApX., No. 2294, and it was repeated by Dittenberger as I.G., III, 3912. 

110 This deme never belonged to Antiochis. See R. Loper, Ath. Mitt., XVII, 1892, p. 426, 
note 1; J. Kirchner, I.G., II2, 2067, comment on lines 177-178. 

" Cf. J. A. Notopoulos, A.J.P., LXV, 1944, p. 162. 
112 I.G., JJI, 3013 [Yyv>vIcaapXxaas [r]ov 'AVOEO-njp Y[ a mv] Aa/ra[8a] aIE'[,Ke]. 
113I G., JJ2, 2472, line 5. 
114 I.G., II2 2237, line 134. 
115 In this text the symbol ) does not indicate only homonymity of the father, but is also a mark 

of abbreviation and punctuation; cf. Kirchner's commentary ad loc. For the date of the inscription 
see J. A. Notopoulos, Hesperia, XVIII, 1949, p. 47. 

116 Cf. J. A. Notopoulos, op. cit., Table 1 (facing p. 22). 
117 I.G., II2, 2019, line 15; cf. M. Mitsos, 'ApX. 'E4., 1950/1, p. 18, No. 2. ["O]Xvviros Avna.Sov 

MeXTQr of I.G., II2, 6866, of the first, or (rather) second, century after Christ, belongs to the same 
family. 

118 I.G., II2 1788, line 32. Cf. J. H. Oliver, Hesperia, IV, 1935, p. 44, No. 10, line 54; Hesperia, 
XI, 1942, p. 56, No. 21, line 50; J. A. Notopoulos, Hesperia, XVIII, 1949, p. 29. 

119 I.G., II2, 2193, line 112; 2195, line 3. For the date cf. Notopoulos, op. cit., pp. 34-35. I.G., 
J2, 2195, is a fragment from a copy of I.G., 12, 2193. I observed some years ago that it is the 

fragment published by Oliver, Hesperia, XI, 1942, p. 79, No. 40, in the belief that it was hitherto 
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$Tparwv in Melite in the pre-Christian era, see I.G., 112, 6869, 6870, 6875. In that 
earlier era the name occurs in the deme Epieikidai (I.G., II2, 6058), perhaps in Aixone 
(I.G., II2, 952, line 4), and if Dow's reading is correct and his reasoning sound in 
Halai as well.120 Otherwise this last Straton also belongs to Melite."2' 

98 (Plate 63). Two non-joining fragments of Pentelic marble (fragments b and c) 
which belong to the same inscription with I.G., 112, 1071 (fragment a) but make no 
join with it. Fragment a was found in the Library of Hadrian and is now in the 
Epigraphical Museum (E.M. 5314). The writing is stoichedon, with a chequer 
pattern which measures 0.013 m. horizontally and 0.0166 m. vertically.122 

Fragment b was found on March 15, 1935, in a late wall east of the East Stoa 
(P 14). The right side and rough-picked back are preserved. Down the right side 
of the inscribed face a strip about 0.07 m. wide has been shaved off, with the loss of 
practically all traces of letters. A similar treatment at both upper corners of Fragment 
a confirms the connection between the two stones; apparently the cutting was done 
when the original stele was being prepared for re-use. 

Height, 0.028 m.; width, 0.195 m.; thickness, 0.09 m. 
Height of letters, 0.009 m.-0.01 1 m. 
Inv. No. I 2619. 

Fragment c was found on March 14, 1938, in a late context northeast of the 
Odeion (N 7). Its original inscribed face only is preserved. 

Height, 0.10 m.; width, 0.066 m.; thickness, 0.052 m. 
Height of letters, 0.009 m.-0.01 m. 
Inv. No. I 5334. 

a. 22/1 a. (?) %TOIX. 39 

a [E'[o%ev rjlo /3ovX)irj.] AtavrTs E3[Vpravve . . . . 

1ypaIJ, aTEVE, to. erecrTE et, *.. [ -& I *pXE] 
[ AvTiTraTpoV ] 'AvTtraTpov` [uD[veV'q EIE Vt] 

unknown, and with erroneous restorations. I shall deal elsewhere with the whole group I.G., JJ2, 

2193-2196. 
120 Hesperia, Suppl. I, p. 117, No. 61, line 6. 
121 On Hesperia, Suppl. I, pp. 117-118, No. 61, see my remarks above, p. 39. 
122 R. P. Austin, The Stoichedon Style in Greek Inscriptions (London, 1938), p. 36. Austin 

gives the height of letters as 0.01 m. (op. cit., p. 114); Kirchner's measurement was 0.011 m. A 
photograph is published by Austin, op. cit., Plate 14. In my Plate 63 the photographs of No. 98, 
a and b, were made by the late G. Tzimas of the Museum staff. The photographs of the other frag- 
ments, as indeed all other photographs in this report, were made by Alison Frantz. The association 
of the three fragments of this text was noticed some years ago by A. E. Raubitschek, who has kindly 
given me his notes and suggestions for restoration and has encouraged this preliminary publication. 
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[oirocra 1LEV xrp] oTprepov E bcraro o 8 
[rqxuog AvTOKPaT] 

5 [opt Katcra]pt 1E/3aoTJW &rrpdrTEor0a[ . .....] 

[ 9[., I G3V Its evas tuats r [12] 

.I Erat9 

IV 

Er 
V 
UEV 

8&)8EKdT["1v Bo98poptch'] [os Kacdoapos] yEvE'OXtov EopTrd4Et[v Ovcrtcat KcLOM ] 
['rep T& 'Aro'] XXvwt -jv 9,386,uqv Ep[av vo0,ufoi0,EvE] 

10 . . ]~~' EL[TL 8'?J9 12EXELt fl 
10 .. . . I U lr 0]1VXapovXT?v F [ . . . . . . . . 18 . ............ 

[ . ]vra [V.I. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .KaG] 
Ka ]~ p vv E[. . . .9 . . . . ] ots[. . . . . . . . . . . 24............... 

.jrovra~~~~~~~ [ ~~24 I lacuna 

15 [b ..]ETA1.[. 
.. 

...] 29 ...] 1L0V'Ii....I 

[ 29 ...9 ]vov a'X. 
] 

30 [ 30 ~~. . . . . . . . . . .].tKA 

[ 27 I \ ovrasvo[w~oc. ] 

20 [ : 28 ] EgET;E [................] 

[.29]v v6Cz6o[. ..] 
[.......................... ava]V o ,o] 

220 + .............. ............. 
E`Ta eaTa [ .1 .1 

29 ]OSVg[] 

25 [.]T.. ..].0 ...... . . H P ] 

lacuna 

6 

*l . 
**tsFF***71*............... ..**........ y t a ooI O ...] 

[ ...7.]os rap[ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ] ] 

[. . . . . . . . . . 
29 

. o s e[ .. . ] s . ... ... 

30 [ ..... *l7 ]HEX4AX[ .l 

[ ........ ] TO[.P1 ] 
lacuna 

Line 15: perhaps P.TAX. Line 27 fin.: either H or P. 

Bibliography: 3. Kirchner, in I.G., JJ2, 1071 (in 1916); P. Graindor, " Auguste et Athenes," 
Revue beige de Phitologie et d'Histoire, IT 1922, pp. 334-440; idem,n "l2tudes sur Athenes sous 
Auguste," Le Musee beige, XXVII, 1923, p. 265, Nos. 45, 46; idemn, Athenes sous Auguste 
(Cairo, 1927), pp. 16, 25-32, 10:1, 113, 142; 3. P. Shear, " Athenian Imperial Coinage," Hesperia, 
V, 1936, p. 287; 5. Dow, "Prytaneis," Hesperia, Suppi. I (1937), pp. 190-191; R. P. Austin, 
The Stoichedon Style in Greek Inscriptions (London, 1938), pp. 36, 114, and Plate 14; John Day, 
An EconomRic History of Athens under Romnan Domnination (New York, 1942), pp. 136-137; 
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S. Accame, II dominio romano in Grecia dalla guerra acaica ad Augusto (Rome, 1946), pp. 178- 
179; Th. Chr. Sarikakis, The Hoplite General in Athens (Diss. Princeton, 1951), p. 41. The text 
has not been included in the volume of V. Ehrenberg and A. H. M. Jones, Documents illustrating 
the Reigns of Augustus and Tiberius (Oxford, 1948; second edition, 1955). 

The association of the fragments is proved by the lettering, the subject-matter, 
and the style of treatment for later use, but above all by the stoichedon lettering, which 
is the latest example from Athens and, except for an inscription from Oinoanda in 
Lykia, perhaps the latest in all Greece.'23 It is not a survival of the stoichedon style 
but rather a revival with all the attendant formulae of decrees of the early fourth 
century before Christ.'24 

Hiller von Gaertringen, at the time of Kirchner's publication, had already recog- 
nized (commentary on I.G., 112, 1071) that the inscription bestows honors on one of 
the emperors for the celebration of his birthday. Graindor, in his several studies, and 
after studying the stone in Athens, reached these conclusions: the emperor honored 
was Augustus; the twelfth day for the celebration of his birthday was in the Attic 
month Boedromion; the monthly birthday of Apollo on the seventh of that month 
perhaps coincided with the anniversary of the arrival of Augustus in Athens after 
the battle of Actium in 31 B.C.; the spokesman was Antipatros son of Antipatros of 
Phlya, known at about this time to have held repeatedly the office of hoplite-general; 
and the date of the document was not long after 27/6 B.C. His views were accepted 
by Shear and Day, and so far as concerns the date by Dow, Accame, and Sarikakis. 
Austin was not aware of Graindor's results, and hence he followed Kirchner's general 
dating, but he made the important observation that the inscription was cut in stoichedon 
pattern, a fact which had escaped Graindor's attention and which makes many of his 
restorations untenable. In the text above, I have adapted his conclusions to a stoichedon 
line of 39 letters, with some improvements in the readings. 

It is not my purpose here to discuss the institution of the celebration of the 
natalis genuinus and natalis imperii of the Roman emperors and of the members of 
their families, much less the beginnings in the Hellenistic period. This matter has 
been examined thoroughly by specialists in the field.'25 

123 Austin, op. cit., pp. 114, 117-118. 
124 It is worth noting that similar archaistic lettering, though larger, was used in the dedi- 

catory inscription on the temple of Roma and Augustus on the Acropolis (I.G., II2, 3173). 
125 From the extensive bibliography on the celebration of the dies natalis of the emperors (and 

related matters) I note the following: Fr. Blumenthal, " Der aegyptische Kaiserkult," Archiv fiur 
Papyrusforschung, V, 1910, pp. 336-344; W. Schmidt, reve0AtoX'HU pa, in P.W., R.E., VII (1912), 
cols. 1145-1147; idem, " Geburtstag im Altertum," Religiongeschichtliche Versuche und Vorarbeiten, 
VII, 1 (1918),. pp. 53-78; W. F. Snyder, 'HEp4at :ecf3ao-Tal, Aegyptus, XVIII, 1938, pp. 197-233; 
iden, " Public Anniversaries in the Roman Empire," Yale Classical Studies, VII, 1940, pp. 225-317; 
J. Schwartz, " Dies Augustus," Rev. iSt. Anc., XLVI, 1944, pp. 266-268. Especially for Augustus, 
see also Th. Mommsen in C.I.L., J2, pp. 329-330; A. Kaplan, " The Birthday of Augustus," in 
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The emperor's title 1E,/3ao-ro'q (line 5) shows that the decree was not passed before 
27 B.C., in which year Augustus was given this name.'26 Judging the floruit of 
Antipatros as he understood it,'27 and judging that the Athenians would have been 
prompt to calm the wrath of Caesar after the battle of Actium, Graindor dated the 
decree as soon after 27/6 B.C. as he could. I prefer to bring it down to the eve of 
Augustus' second visit to Athens in the winter of 21/0 B.C. Considerable activity is 
attested at Athens in this later period. The temple of Roma and Augustus was con- 
structed on the Acropolis between 27/6 and 18/7 B.c.128 The Roman Agora was 
started before 44 B.C. and was inaugurated in 11/0 or 10/9 u.c.,129 but the additional 
funds procured by Augustus for finishing it were probably given during his two later 
visits in 20 and 19 B.C."30 It is now believed that some of the lead tesserae used for the 
distribution of grain might belong in 20 B.C.13c Josephine Shear has demonstrated that 
Athens was one of the cities which were granted the privilege of issuing autonomous 
coinage in 27/6 B.C. or soon thereafter.132 

All this confessedly is not conclusive, but it indicates that an appropriate date 
for our text may be some years later than that which is earliest possible. Graindor 
had interpreted the Evat 'rqLat of line 6 as meaning honors of the preceding year; but 
they can have been quite as well (lexicographically) honors given to Augustus in the 
past. Thus the argument that this decree must be as close as possible to 27/6 loses 
much of its force: the Evatc 1.Lat could have been honors by way of appeasement soon 
after Actium or even later, including, for example, the authorization for the temple 
of Roma and Augustus on the Acropolis. But the new visit of Augustus in 21 B.C. 

was an important event and an occasion for new honors. At that time Antipatros son 
of Antipatros of Phlya, the orator of the present decree, was hoplite general and at 

Classical Studies for Alexander David Fraser (Tuscaloosa, Alabama, 1956), pp. 93-102. Kaplan 
mentions briefly I.G., II2, 1071, on p. 94, but he examines at length the evidence for the date of birth. 

126 Cf. Lily R. Taylor, The Divinity of the Roman Emperor (Middletown, Conn., 1931), pp. 
158-160. 

127 See above, pp. 249-251, 257, for the evidence about Antipatros. 
128 We do not know a more precise date. Cf. Graindor, Athenes sous Auguste, p. 30; W. 

Judeich, Topographie von Athen2 (1931), p. 256, note 5. See also below, p. 264. The temple of 
Augustus in Pergamon was begun in 29 B.C. and was ready ten years later (I.G.R.R.P., IV, 39; 
Graindor, op. cit., pp. 131, 150). The dedication of the monument for his son-in-law Agrippa 
has been attributed to the years between 23 and 13 B.C. (Graindor, op. cit., p. 49). Judeich (op. 
cit., p. 216) still holds to the old date ca. 27 B.C. of Wachsmuth, with no reference to Graindor. Now 
it is believed to be contemporary with the construction of the Agrippeion in the Agora and both are 
attributed to the year 16 or 14 B.C.; cf. H. A. Thompson, Hesperia, XIX, 1950, p. 89. 

129 Graindor, op. cit., p. 32, note 3; Judeich, op. cit., p. 371; Day, op. cit., pp. 130-131, note 60. 
130 Graindor, op. cit., p. 32. 
31Graindor, op. cit., p. 118; Day, op. cit., p. 133, note 78. 

132 Hesperia, V, 1936, pp. 285-293. Cf. Day, op. cit., p. 137 with note 105. See also A. R. Bel- 
linger, Hesperia, Suppl. VIII, pp. 11, 27-29. 
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the acme of his prestige.133 Among other reasons which Graindor advanced at first 
in favor of the date 26/5 B.C.1"4 was his reckoning that irn that year the twelfth of 
Boedromion fell on September 24, i.e., very close to the birthday of Augustus on 
September 23, with allowance of an error of one or two days either way as is always 
possible in equating dates in the Greek and Roman calendars.'85 Later he tacitly 
dropped this argument, and it should be emphasized, in any case, that the equation of 
dates must apply to the actual year of birth in 63 B.C. and that a recurrence of the 
equation was not essential to the establishment of a celebration about forty years later. 
The date of this decree must depend on evidence of a different kind. 

The ties between Augustus and Apollo have been discussed by Graindor.'36 It is 
known that according to one tradition Apollo's birthday was on the seventh of a month 
and that it was celebrated every month.'37 So too the dies natalis of Augustus was 
celebrated every month as had been the custom earlier for Hellenistic kings and as was 
the custom later for other emperors and members of their families.'38 The inference 
is that the Athenians also had by this decree, in some portion now lost, decided on 
monthly celebrations of the birthday of Augustus. But it is natural to suppose that 
the main celebration (line 7) was reserved for the anniversary date in Boedromion, 
which coincided with the anniversary of the restoration of the democracy in Athens 
by Thrasyboulos.13' Probably in this month too occurred the main celebration of 
the birthday of Apollo (called Boedromios) during the festival called Boedromia.140 
The inscription from Mytilene 141 gives an idea of the honors bestowed on Augustus on 
this occasion and of the arrangement of the decree: games, sacrifices, and offerings. 

Line 5: For the use of rpa6rreorOa in this formula Graindor refers to I.G., IP2 

1076, line 9 (now H.S.C.P., Suppl. I, 1940, pp. 528-529, line 9). Cf. also I.G., IJ2, 

1629, lines 173-175: irwg a vrqv [raI -r Iryv lpaTT7 rac [r& "E ] oy,uva -rc SwL. 

133 I do not accept Graindor's suggestion that this decree is merely an amendment of ani earlier 
one. On amendments generally, see A. Billheimer, A.J.A., XLII, 1938, pp. 456-485. 

134 Revue belge de Philologie et d'Histoire, I, 1922, p. 439. 
135 G. F. Unger, Zeitrechnung der Griechen und R8mer2, p. 764. 
136 See also Taylor, op. cit., passim. There is now the special work of J. Gage, Apollon 

Romain: Essai sur le culte d'Apollon et le developpement du " ritus Graecus " a' Rome des origines 
a' Auguste (Paris, 1955), pp. 479-682, but he makes no mention of this decree. 

137E.g., Hesiod, Epya, 770; Schol. Aristophanes, Plutus, 1126; Plutarch, Quaest. Conviv., 
VIII, 1. Cf. K. Wernicke, P.W., R.E., II, cols. 22, 50; A. Mommsen, Feste der Stadt Athen 
im Altertum (Leipzig, 1898), pp. 2, 176, 468, 485; L. Deubner, Attische Feste (Berlin, 1932), 
pp. 179, 198-199, 201-202. 

138For monthly celebrations of the birthday of Augustus, see I.G., XII, 8, 58, line 21: [Kar"a 

/Va .lV TV yEVE9At') avTol 0 /pa (Mytilene and other cities mentioned in lines 12-14); I.G.R.R.P., 
IV, 353b, lines 13-14: Ti- TOY >E/a3cTTOv Iv VZ yeveart (i. e., ye'p&pa) (Pergamon). 

139 Plutarch, De gloria Atheniensium, 7, 349 f.; cf. L. Deubner, op. cit., p. 39. 
140 Mommsen, op. cit., p. 176; Deubner, op. cit., p. 202. 
141 I.G., XII, 8, 58 (cited in note 138) ; cf. also I.G., XII, SuppI., p. 13, No. 58). 
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Line 10: The adjective 81uoTEXE^V9 probably refers to sacrifices. 
Line 22: Here I suspect mention of the ayov Loao-0Mog. The same adjective is 

used to describe the uE7ya'Xa ('Epa) Av7yov1O-TE&a in inscriptions from Thyateira.142 The 
games introduced in Athens were probably the E/3ao-rot a' [yc^vEs] mentioned in I.G., 
II2, 1069, line 7 (before 13/14 A.D.).143 They are mentioned a little later as (umya6Xa) 
Kacuo-ap-a JE/3ao-Ta in I.G., 12, 3531 and 3535. 144 

Line 25: Either [IrEVrE]T7pis or [IW]T ^pt o-[- --1. 
The decree for Julia Domna (I.G., 12, 1076) is of particular interest for under- 

standing the present inscription. The proposals in it, as summarized by Oliver,145 
provide a useful illustration. These were sacrifices by the archons each year 146 on her 
birthday to Agathe Tyche, inaugural offerings to her as Soteira and Polias, sacrifices 
by the polemarch with participation by the priestess of Athena Polias in these cere- 
monies, the setting up of a gold cult-statue of her in the Parthenon, a festival of 
Athena with full representation of officials and people as a mark of devotion to her, 
and finally the inscribing and erecting of the stele on the Acropolis. It should be noted 
that I.G., II2, 1076, is the amended version of the decree. A fragment of the original 
text has been found in the Agora, and is published by J. H. Oliver in Hesperia, X, 
1941, pp. 84-85, No. 36. 

99 (Plate 61). Base of Hymettian marble, removed from the face of the Late 
Roman Fortification Wall south of the Eleusinion (T 21) on June 3, 1938. Full 
dimensions are preserved, with edges and moulding chipped. A base-moulding runs 
the full length of the long right side, across the face, and returns a short distance on 
the left; a joining surface here (it and the back are very roughly dressed) shows 
that the block must have been the right wing or anta of a pi-shaped monument. The 
inscription is in one line near the bottom of the face. 

Height, ca. 0.81 m.; width (just above the moulding), 0.575 m.; thickness, ca. 
1.50m. 

Height of letters, 0.01 m. 
Inv. No. 1 5486. 

142 I.G.R.R.P., 1261, 1265 (age of Septimius Severus); cf. 1251: qEpov [dyw]Yva dtfXaUTtrOv 

Avyov'oar [EtoV 00o] 7rv'&ov (age of Caracalla). One should note again the implied connection with 
Apollo. For the meaning of the adjective, see Dittenberger, Sylloges, 402, lines 13-16 with notes 7-9. 

43 For the date see the note under I.G., I12, 1723. 
144About the middle of the first century after Christ (47/8 or 51/2 or 55/6 A.D.)-; cf. von 

Gerkan, Jahrbuch, LVI, 1941, p. 177. 
145 H.S.C.P., Suppl. I (1940), pp. 527-528. 
146 The proposal Ov'tv 8 [? vra'vg TO] Vs Ka' [C] TO3 [xKaarov axptov7a 'AyaOi [ Tv'Xt ev -t LepoTaTflq 

i,gspa& 'IouX(a~] >eacY) sy [evvc] can perhaps be interpreted to mean that the annual archons who 
happened to be in office every year had to make sacrifices to Julia Domna on her birthday every 
month. 
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fin. saec. II a. 
A-jrptog I4Xcoivo llreXe6crtoq ElTroL7rEv 

Two other signatures of Demetrios are known so far147 and after long discussion 
the second century before Christ has been accepted as his date.48 The Diomedes whose 
statue was made by Demetrios is now identified as Ato, '8Xq 'AO?vo8&pov 'AO6qvadog 
(I.G., IV2, 1, 626) also known as Ato '8-q 'AO?vo&8wpov IIepycuqqv6g (Dittenberger, 
Sylloge', 1079, line 20). He is held to be the same as Ato '8- 'AO-vo86po[v] in 
Foulles de Delphes, III, 2, No. 49, line 33 (Dittenberger, Sylloge3, 728K)."9 The 
specific year 106/5 B.C. has been given to this last text,150 thus fixing a more precise 
date for the activity of Demetrios within the century. 

The name Moo-Xrkv Aqu-qrptoV IIreXe60Log is now known from a columnar grave 
monument of the first century before Christ (I.G., 12, 7323a, on p. 882). The coinci- 
dence of dates and the fact that the name Demetrios occurs in no other family of this 
small deme are indications that Moschion was a son of the sculptor. Another member 
of the family was probably that A-,uhjrptog Moo-Xivog who participated in the Pythaid 
of 98/7 B.C. as KLOaptCrra (Fouilles de Delphes, III, 2, No. 48, line 19 = Dittenberger, 
Sylloge3, 71 1L).'5' 

An ancestor of the sculptor, one A77Tp OS IDtX)ovoq lIreXe&ro0 (P.A., 3442) was 
prytanis about 350 B.C. (I.G., II2, 1746, line 35) and 8LtavrTrIr in 325/4 B.C. (IG., 112, 
1926, line 92). His tessera judicicalis has survived (I.G., 12, 1886)."12 

This same combination of the names Philon and Demetrios is found in the deme 
Pithos, where DtXcv Av1n-ptov lltOvLEIEvl (P.A., 14869) is known from a columnar 
grave monument of Hellenistic date (I.G., 12, 7234). The only archaeologist who has 
seen the stone is Pittakys, who gave F and :* as the shapes of its letters and noted 
that it was found eg Ta acvotyo,leva OepeXtIa roi veov BovXEvTrqptov 1rpo ro /3opeto- 
avaToXtKov E'pog xxv 'AOqvwhv ('E4. 'ApX., No. 3353; published in 1858). This is the 
building on ooo $Ta&ov, now called the llaataX BovXY, and Pittakys' note was cor- 
rectly interpreted by S. A. Koumanoudes, 'ATT&KS e7rnypwbaat &nr. xo (Athens, 

147 E. Loewy, Inschriften griechischer Bildhauer, 238 (I.G., II2, 3782) and 237 (I.G., II2, 4257). 
148 It was first proposed by G. Hirschfeld, Arch. Zeitung, XXX, 1872, p. 28, and adopted later 

by Kirchner (P.A., sub n. 3442, and I.G., II2, 3782 and 4257). Cf. also W. Cr6nert, Sitzungsb. Ak. 
Berlin, 1904, p. 481. 

149 Cf. Kirchner, P.A., 4071 with addenda; J. B. O'Conner, Chapters in the History of Actors 
and Acting in Ancient Greece (Diss. Princeton, 1908; published in Chicago), p. 92, No. 145; 
Sundwall, N.P.A., p. 57; G. Klaffenbach, Symbolae ad historiamn collegiorum artificumn Bacchiorun 
(Diss. Berlin, 1914), p. 54, No. 47. 

150 Cf. Klaffenbach, op. cit., p. 69; G. Daux, Delphes au lIe et au ler sie'cle (Paris, 1936), p. 710, 
and the admonition of J. Bousquet, B.C.H., LXII, 1938, p. 364, note 2. 

151 Klaffenbach, op. cit., p. 53, No. 40. For the date, see G. Daux, op. cit., p. 710; and for the 
year of Argeios, see S. Dow, H.S.C.P., LI, 1940, p. 113. 

152 Cf. L. Robert, Collection Froehner: I, Inscriptions grecques (Paris, 1936), p. 9, No. k. 
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1871), No. 1044. It is worth noting that the building of the Council Chamber was 
commenced in 1832/3, and that Pittakys' publication was 25 years later. The inscrip- 
tions found during work on the building were published at the time by Pittakys himself 
(L'ancienne Athe'nes, Athens, 1835, pp. 486-488), by C. Wordsworth (Athens and 
Attica, London, 1836, p. 216, note 1), and by L. Ross (Die Demen von Attika, Halle, 
1846, No. 104),153 but in no one of these publications was the inscription here under 
discussion included.154 

The names Philon and Demetrios appear together on another columnar grave 
monument (I.G., II2, 13001): iXwv j Arrrptov. This also is known only from a 
copy by Pittakys, who writes ('E40. 'ApX., No. 1935; published in 1853): Hvlpov avir7v 
rN 1833 JE7TEUL8pt'v 4 E( TaO 8VTLKONV r?q 'AKPO07TO6XE& ES Ta TOTE EKE' cT(o)/AEva TOVPKIKa& 

,uvrpEta. I make three observations: (1 ) that it escaped the attention of Dittenberger 
(I.G., III, 3417) and of Kirchner (I.G., II2, 13001) that the text had been previously 
published by Pittakys himself in L'ancienne Athe'nes, p. 300, as found near the 
entrance to the Acropolis;155 (2) that the text was repeated by A. R. Rangabe, 
Antiquite's Helleniques, II (Athens, 1855), No. 1788 from Pittakys' first publication; 
and (3) that Koumanoudes has not included the text in his collection from any of 
the earlier publications or from the stone. 

Pittakys has also published a similar text from a similar small columnar grave 
monument: 156 IDiXwV A-TZptEVS. The similarity of text and of place of finding leaves 
no doubt that Pittakys here dealt with only one monument. It was found T6 1831 
'lovXiov 6 Grapa To apXa0ov AUOXKOVpEUOV KaN 'AypavXEwOv, 1TpOa Tr)V EKE' EKKXV)o-av T7)n 

eAylaq eEXAEvrs. "157 The inscription is now I.G., II2, 8480.158 A noticeable phe- 
nomenon is the lack of patronymic, a peculiarity shared by the only other sepulchral 
inscription found in Attika which names a foreigner from Demetrias (I.G., II2, 8479). 
On the other hand, the descriptions, the times of finding, and the topographical indi- 
cations, if one considers the lack of exactitude not uncommon in Pittakys' notes, are 
all sufficient to identify I.G., II2, 8480, and I.G., II2, 13001.`59 

In studying the habits of Pittakys I have found that in many cases he has repub- 

1'5 Ross also contributed to Jahn's Archiv fir Philologie und Pddagogik, II, 1833, p. 437, 
No. 4, and sent copies to the Academy in Berlin. 

154 One may add to Paul Clement's note on I.G., I2, 987 (Hesperia, XXIV, 1955, p. 8), that a 
poor copy was published by Pittakys, L'ancienne AthUnes, p. 487. As is usual in this volume, it 
is difficult to distinguish likely restorations from actual readings. 

155 It is not clear whether he means on the Acropolis or on the slope; but his second publication 
is more specific. 

15" L'ancienne Athe'nes, p. 151, and 'E+. 'Apx., No. 1869 (published in 1853). 
15 For the church, see below, p. 268. 
158 If one will trace back the bibliographical indications he will find all the publications except 

that by Rangabe, op. cit., No. 2445 (== 3RE. 'ApX., No. 1869). 
159 I find this identification already hinted in the pencilled notes in the copy of Rangabe's 

volume now at the Institute for Advanced Study. 
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lished inscriptions previously published by him without reference but making some 
tacit correction. This would indicate that Avjp-qrpiov is the correct reading in the 
second line, favored also by the association of the names q.LR,rptSa and PXcav. But 
one would naturally expect this, the easier reading, to appear in the earlier copies, 
and the parallel of I.G., IJ2, 8479, favors Axqp-TpIpEvS. The matter remains uncertain 
and for the present I suggest that the correct text for I.G., 112, 8480 (= 13001) is 
(4Xt*wv / Aq1urpt[--], the name in line 2 being either patronymic or ethnic. Any 
connection with the monument (also lost) now published as I.G., I2, 7234, remains 
equally uncertain. One may perhaps consider, in relation to these documents, a some- 
what similar fragment (now lost) published by Pittakys, L'ancie'we Athenes, p. 268. 

100 (Plate 63). Upper left corner of a grave monument of Pentelic marble, with 
pedimental top, found on November 1, 1938, during the demolition of a modern house 
southeast of the market square and west of the Penathenaic Way (Q 21). 

Height, 0.22 m.; width, 0.265 m.; thickness, 0.106 m. 
Height of letters, 0.156 m. 
Inv. No. I 5596. 

init. saec. III p. 

'E1wy ?V) EV1T6P[4V] [ ?3 
y Mvptoiv[ns ] [ ?- 

The pediment shows that another name, probably that of Epigone's husband, 
should be restored at the right. 

This inscription was seen and copied by K. S. Pittakys, L'anctienie Athe'nes 
(Athens, 1835), p. 150, in a ruined church which was close to the sanctuary of 
Aglauros. August Mommsen, Athenae Christiatae (Leipzig, 1868), p. 15, No. 1, 
identified this church with UAyros N&K6Aaos (No. 1 on his plate). Actually, it is the 
same church which Pittakys ('"E. 'ApX., No. 1869) called 'Ay. 'tEXCzvq'6? a name 
probably inferred by him, for in his book he says that there he read " le nom de la 
belle Helene sur un piedestal qui probablement soutenait sa statue." 

Pittakys' text runs: 
EIIIrONHETIIOPOT 
EKMTPINOTNTQN 

One should not suppose that in Pittakys' time the inscription was preserved in 
better condition than it is today, for his habit in L'ancienne Athe'nes of restoring 
texts without indicating the restorations, except in rare cases, is well known. This is 
apparent here also in the erroneous ending of the demotic, perhaps the result of con- 

lo Cf. Mommsen, op. cit., p. 81, note *, who was not able to locate it, and above, p. 267. 
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fusion with such demotics as EK Mvpptwvo0-ko)v, Ef '4AzacvrfcW, etc., and it is possible 
that a typographical error has further muddled what Pittakys intended as EK MvpL- 
vovvrtGov. The text has been neglected by later editors and does not appear in Kou- 
manoudes, 'ATTrKj'q 4typa0at E"Wrivq3&ot, or in either edition of the Corpus of Attic 
inscriptions."0' 

Euporos, the father of Epigone, is possibly the same as Ev'nopo0 AtoKXEOV9 EK 

Mvppt(vovrr77), ephebos in 163/4 (I.G., 12, 2086, line 64). I think he is the son of 
A&OKX '7 'AXEeav8pov (EK MvptvoVvrNs), who was prytanis of Aigeis in 138/9 (I.G., 
II2, 1765, line 36). This Diokles was preceded in the list of prytaneis by 'AXA'av8pos 
'HX0o8&pov (EK Mvptvoi'vr-1), who apparently was a member of the same family, and 
who was (I believe) the father of Diokles serving as prytanis for a second time along 
with his son. It is not clear what his relationship is with the family of 'AXAsav8poq 
'Ep,ud'ov (EK Mvp&voivr;) who was prytanis in 182/3 (Hesperia, IV, 1935, p. 48, 
No. 11, line 46), though through him he is tied to the family of 'Ep,Etaa Zcrtpo0v EK 

Mvp(ptvovirrs), ephebos in 169/70 (I.G., II2, 2097, line 55). Earlier there was an 
'AXA46av8pos M-qvo&Wpov (EK MvppWvovrrns) zakoros of Aphrodite Hagne in Delos 
shortly after 118/7 B.C. (Insc. Delos, 2284, line 3, and 2260, line 9 [member of a 
known family]); there was also an 'AX46av8pos 'AyaOoKXAovs E'y Mvptvovvr-qq, known 
from a columnar grave monument of the second or first century before Christ (I.G., 
J2, 6912 A). These were perhaps ancestors of Alexandroi of Roman times. 

Surprisingly enough, Epigone does not appear as a feminine name of Athenians 
in Attica,162 except in I.G., I12, 7588, where Boeckh's emendation of the erroneous 
copies of Fourmont and Pococke has been accepted though Boeckh had himself 
expressed doubts.163 

I have pondered the possibility of identifying I.G., 12, 7588, with the text 
published here, but various considerations militate against this interpretation.'64 Since 
the identification of the two monuments is not proved, and since Boeckh's restoration 

"16 This is only one of a number of cases of neglect of inscriptions read by Pittakys, a neglect 
which dates back to the time of Le Bas. After systematic search I have been able to identify many 
inscriptions from L'ancienne Athe'nes which are not in the Corpus, or are in the Corpus without 
reference to Pittakys, or are published from Pittakys' copies but considered lost while in fact the 
stones are in the Epigraphical Museum and have been published elsewhere in the Corpus under 
other numbers. I hope to deal with these texts at another time. 

162 It was the name of women living in Athens, but of foreign origin: I.G., 112, 9557, 9558 
(Ertyova), 9559, and 9749, all of Roman date. 

163 Koumnanoudes, op. cit., No. 2830, rejected it, while Dittenberger, I.G., III, 2051, considered 
it almost certain. 

164 The place of finding noted by Fourmont (" Athenis prope Ecclesiam Sanctae Irenes ") is 
not important. The great obstacle to the identification is that neither Fourmont nor Pococke copied 
the second line, and that Fourmont represents in his drawing of the pediment an object which 
looks to be a cista of Isis and which is not on our monument (cf. A. Conze, Die attischen Grab- 
reliefs, No. 2145). 
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['E]imyo vvq E 'T/3<a> [8&v] is not satisfactory,165 one might venture to read, tentatively, 
['E]T7Vy0vq (h')vi. Such an explanation is supported by the horizontal lines in 
Fourmont's copy (Ti IrON HeTYBB), one for the abbreviation of the word E&czV 
and the others for the numeral (unless these dashes are remains of a preceding line). 
Pococke's copy has IITONHEZTBE."66 If the position of the demotic after the name 
be allowed, one might read ['El ]tyo'v-q E-v<w>E [cTato'vcov]. Admittedly, neither of these 
two suggested solutions for the text is wholly satisfactory. 

GEORGE A. STAMIRES 

INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY 

165 One does not expect the demotic immediately after the name of the woman. 
166 See C.I.G., I, 943, and I.G., III, 2051. 
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